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THE STRUGGLE OVER DIOCESAN
CONTROL IN NEW MEXICO, .
1715-1737
JIM NORRIS

For over 125 years, one pillar of the Franciscans' power in what the
Spanish called the "Kingdom of New Mexico" rested on their freedom
from episcopal control. Special privileges had been granted the mendicant orders during the sixteenth century in order to facilitate the conversion of the native population in New Spain in the absence of a secular
clergy. While this situation began to change in the latter half of the
1500s, when the Council of Trent restored most rights to the bishopsand more secular priests appeared in New Spain, the regular orders continued to enjoy their unique powers in many frontier mission regions.
New Mexico represented one of the last bastions free from diocesan
control at the close of the seventeenth century. The Franciscan missionary priests in the Kingdom of New Mexico administered the sacraments, collected the diezmo (tithe) and other special fees, assigned friars
to missions as they saw fit, and excommunicated parishioners at will.
Hence, absolute control over the rhythms of Catholic faith was an indispensable component of Franciscan power in New Mexico. l
Although the bishopric of Durango claimed jurisdiction over New
Mexico, it was not until after 1715 that the diocese began to successfully implement dominion over that region. Three key factors caused
this change to occur. First, beginning with the installation of don Pedro
Tapiz y Garcia as the bishop of Durango in 1713, three vigorous, determined bishops successively administered the See. For a variety of reasons, these bishops wished to strengthen the diocese. Second, the
Spanish government viewed New Mexico in the 1700s as a vital defensive position against'encroachments by rival European powers in North
Jim Norris is assistant professor of Latin American history at the University of
Arkansas. at Monticello.
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America. Therefore political concerns, not religious activities, became
paramount in determining policy for New Mexico. Finally, the
Franciscans' failures to effectively convert'the native people of the kingdom to Christianity left the friars open to criticism and weakened their
claim to autonomy. Consequently, by 1737 the bishopric of Durango
triumphed in its claim ofjurisdiction over New Mexico.
In 1621, the bishopric of Durango was created by royal order from a
division of the diocese of Guadalajara. In the following year the papacy
issued the bull of erection for the new episcopate, and Fray Juan Gonzalez
de Hermosilla y Salazar was installed as Durango's first bishop. The
immense size of the diocese of Guadalajara, a jurisdiction that encompassed virtually all of northern New Spain, precipitated this action. The
bishopric of Guadalajara contested the division by claiming that the
area was too sparsely populated to support two episcopates, but the
Spanish government disallowed that protest. 2
Even with a reduced territory, the bishopric of Durango comprised
an extremely vast area. In present day geographic units, it included the
Mexican states of Durango, Chihuahua, Sonora, Sinaloa, and portions
of Coahuila, Zacatecas, Nayarit, and Jalisco. In addition, the See also
consisted of all or parts of Arizona, California, and New Mexico. It would
be a formidable task today to manage such a territory, but for bishops of
the colonial epoch the difficulties must have been monumental. 3
The great size of the new diocese and uncertain geographic knowledge provided a foundation for the controversy between Durango and
the Franciscans in New Mexico. According to the cedula of 1621 that
created the bishopric, its jurisdiction included the area east from the
villa of Durango to the Rio Grande and all regions north that "continue
to the North Sea." The body of water that the crown understood the
"North Sea" to be remains as unclear today as it was in the early 1600s
when geographic knowledge still included the notion that California was
an island. Nonetheless, to the bishops in Durango the land of New Mexico
clearly belonged to their diocese. To the Franciscans, however, the omission of a specific reference to the kingdom or the Custody of Saint Paul,
as their missionary field in New Mexico was called, obviously exempted
them from the Durango prelates' authority. 4
Any establishment of episcopal power over New Mexico posed a
significant threat to the Franciscans in the colony. Monies collected
from the , tithe and fees for services from the non-Indian population
would have to be remitted to Durango. As it was, the diezmo was paid to
the archbishop of Mexico, and the fees collected for marriages, funerals,
and other services apparently were kept in New Mexico by the Order·
throughout the 1600s. A Durango bishop would be able to appoint ecclesiastical judges, notaries, and secretaries, and would also have some
influence over the placement of missionaries. Excommunication, a tool
)
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often used by the Franciscans in their battles with local civil authority,
would ultimately have to be approved by the prelate in Durango. And
finally, the bishopric of Durango would control decisions regarding secularization of mission sites. If the Franciscans were to retain their power
and prestige in New Mexico, it was imperative for them to disallow the
bishopric of Durango's claim to jurisdiction over'the Custody of Saint
Paul. s
The Durango bishops made sporadic and ineffective efforts to establish their hegemony over New Mexico in the 1600s. Bishop Hermosilla
(1622-31) claimed jurisdiction over the kingdom and stated his intention
to make a visita to the region, but he died before he managed to undertake that venture. During the 1630s, the Franciscans worked to have
New Mexico itself elevated to a diocese under the authority of a
Franciscan bishop, thereby placing the question of episcopal authority
on hold. The civil government in New Spain and court officials in Spain
.endorsed this plan. The monarchy, however, never approved it. 6
With the installation of Bishop Fray Francisco de Evia y Valdez
(1640-54), the diocese once again asserted claim over New Mexico. In
1652-53, Bishop Evia petitioned the government to force the Franciscans
to recognize his authority and to comport themselves accordingly. Upon
Bishop Evia's requests, the government in Spain ordered the viceroy's
office in Mexico City to investigate the matter, but apparently nothing
concrete occurred at this time. Bishop Evia also stated his intention to
inspect the mission program in the kingdom; however, he did not carry
out this threat. 7
During the administration of Bishop don Juan de Gorospe y Aguirre
(1662-71), a petition originated from New Mexico asking that diocesan
control be extended over the region. In 1667, at the close of one of the
more bitter confrontations between the friars and the local civil authority in New Mexico, the cabi/do of Santa Fe asked Bishop Gorospe to
appoint an ecclesiastical judge for the kingdom in order to protect the
citizens from the capricious actions of the Franciscans. The Durango
bishopric referred the issue to Mexico City, but again, the parties involved did not take definite actions to resolve the jurisdictional dispute. 8
The final major struggle over diocesan control in the seventeenth
century took place during the tenure of Bishop Fray Bartolome Garcia de
Escanuela (1677-84). Bishop Escanuela, himself a Franciscan, made the
first real attempt to visit New Mexico when he arrived in the kingdom at
El Paso in 1681. The continued Pueblo Revolt forced New Mexicans to
remain in exile at El Paso and impeded further procession of the visita
into New Mexico. Escanuela did appoint an ecclesiastical jud'ge for El
. Paso (Fray Juan Alvarez), another first for a Durango bishop. The
Franciscans told Escanuela that they would consider his dominion if he
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would be the bishop forever, but given the unlikelihood of immortality,
they could not acknowledge the bishop of Durango's jurisdiction over
New Mexico. Furthermore, the viceregal authority in Mexico City confirmed Franciscan religious autonomy over the kingdom that same year
because ofthe unsettled conditions resulting from the Pueblo uprising. 9
For the next three decades, the controversy appears to have, subsided. Bishop Fray Manuel de Herrera (1686-89) also designated a
Franciscan as an ecclesiastical judge and pledged to undertake a visita
to the region, but neither event led to any important developments. Sometime during the 1680s, friars posted to New Mexico began to pass through
Durango to have their assignments registered with the episcopate. With
Spain's precarious control over New Mexico through the 1690s and a
wave of other native rebellions throughout northern New Spain, the
Durango prelates possessed little leverage with the government or inclination to press their case for jurisdiction. 'o
Why the issue of diocesan control had not been resolved by 1715
can be explained by several factors. Certainly an important reason was
that no bishop from Durango was willing to force the issue by actually
making a visita to New Mexico. The relative success of the Franciscan
missionary effort in the region until 1680 probably also precluded a favorable ruling for the diocese from the government. It should be further
noted that the secular clergy were a distinct minority throughout northern New Spain. Most important, though, was the very nature of Spanish
colonial government that often found expediency in overlapping and
contradictory rules and regulations. As Eleanor B. Adams has noted
concerning the jurisdictional dispute over New Mexico, if the crown
made a definitive decision there, it might have implications for similar
controversies throughout the empire. Unless a desirable end might be
achieved from settling the problem in favor of the Durango episcopate,
the Spanish monarchy would continue to procrastinate. II
After almost thirty years of relative quietude, the issue of episcopal
jurisdiction over New Mexico appeared with renewed vigor in 1715. Three
primary developments produced an atmosphere conducive to settling
the controversy in favor of the diocese. For a variety of reasons, the
Durango bishops more forcefully pressed their claim of control. Additionally, because of French intrusions into Texas, the Spanish government began to view New Mexico as more strategically important and
took a keener interest in its affairs. Finally, shortcomings in the
Franciscan missionary program to the natives placed the Custody of
Saint Paul in an unfavorable position with the monarchy.
The reasons why the prelates of Durango pushed the jurisdictional
issue after 1715 are not exactly clear. Officially, each bishop maintained
that their central motivation was the good of the empire and their desire
to promote the Catholic faith in the diocese. These prelates simply
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pointed out the original boundaries delineated in the 1621 ceduJa and
their obligations to fulfill the duties of their office. Now that New Mexico
had been permanently restored from the Pueblo uprising, the advantages of episcopal management should be extended to the inhabitants of
that colony, they argued.
Apart from the official reasons cited, there were likely underlying
concerns as well. From a close examination of Guillermo Porras Munoz's
financial details on the Durango diocese, it is clear that the episcopate
was in difficulty by the second decade of the eighteenth century. The
cathedral in Durango underwent major renovations between 1688-1707,
costing the diocese almost 200,000 pesos. Since it lacked sufficient funds
to undertake the entire project, the diocese had borrowed about 35,000
pesos. Bishop don Benito Crespo y Monroy extended the cathedral improvements in the 1720s at an additional cost of 70,000 pesos. During
this entire period, the total income generated by the diocese amounted
to only about 45,000 pesos per year. Considering the other expenses to
the episcopate such as the bishop's and cathedral cabiJdo s (dean, archdeacon, chantry, canons, etc.) salaries, legal expenses, and other obligations, the repairs to the cathedral constituted a serious drain on the
episcopal coffers. 12
. The poor economic condition of the region also negatively influenced the prestige of the bishopric of Durango. The salaries paid to the
cathedral cabi/do were among the lowest in New Spain. Consequently,
the bishops found it difficult to keep a full staff. During the early decades of the 1700s, out of twenty-seven cabi/do posts, only eighteen
were occupied at anyone time. Unless more income could be generated,
the diocese would continue to suffer personnel shortages. Since the
tithe and fees for services comprised the primary sources of revenue,
the only immediate way to address these financial shortfalls was to expand the pool from which these monies originated. Porras Munoz noted
that Bishop Crespo especially exhibited a keen interest in augmenting
diocesan income. One logical place to look for more monetary assistance, then, was to New Mexico, and it seems reasonable to conclude
that this motived the bishopric of Durango to push for a settlement of
the jurisdictional dispute. 13
Bishop don Pedro Tapiz y Garcia (1713-22) fired the opening salvos
in the renewed offensive to assert diocesan control over New Mexico.
After his installation, the new prelate set out on an extensive inspection
of his diocese as required by Spanish law. The energetic Bishop Tapiz
undertook at least four of these treks during his tenure, journeys that
proved to be both financially and physically taxing. The cost of each
visita averaged over 10,000 pesos, and as Bishop Tapiz noted, the "journey was rigorous and [so] laborious that no one who has not done it will
believe it." None of these trips extended into New Mexico, however. 14
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His first inspection report submitted to the government in May 1715
set the tone for Bishop Tapiz's plans concerning his diocese. He noted
that the region lacked monetary resources, suffered both from a lack of
communications and priests, and required closer supervision, since no
visita had occurred in many years. Tapiz stated that he had seen mostly
Jesuit and Franciscan missions. The Jesuits, Bishop Tapiz claimed, had
obtained excellent results in converting the native population. The Jesuits' neophytes displayed knowledge of Catholic doctrine, proper behavior during mass, and skills in reading and writing Spanish. On the
other hand, Tapiz found much to criticize regarding the Franciscans.
Their missions remained in poor condition and little progress was being
made to Christianize their charges. This latter shortcoming directly resulted from the Franciscans' inability to master the indigenous languages
and the friars' arrogant manner toward the natives. Bishop Tapiz also
accused the Franciscans of not conforming to the aranee/ (fee schedule
for services) and their failure to remit these alms to Durango. Clearly
more impressed with the Jesuits, the bishop announced that he planned
to merge the diocese's school in Durango with a Jesuit facility, and to
turn over its operation solely to the Society of Jesus. IS
In this initial report, Bishop Tapiz revealed his preference toward
the Jesuits (a trait shared by his two immediate successors), and his low
opinion of the Franciscans became a primary factor in the jurisdictional
dispute over New Mexico. In 1721, in another report to the government,
Tapiz announced that he had ordered the Jesuits to establish missions
among the Hopi people in northern Arizona. The Franciscans, who
claimed jurisdiction over that region, refused to recognize his authority
in the matter; therefore, Bishop Tapiz petitioned the government to uphold his hegemony over New Mexico. 16
The Hopi provinces had been part of the New Mexico missionary
field since the early. seventeenth century. After the reconquest in the
1690s, however, all attempts to once again evangelize among the Hopi
had failed. With the high esteem Bishop Tapiz held for the Jesuits and
the proximity oftheir missions in southern Arizona to the Hopi, it is not
surprising that the prelate would give the task of converting the Hopi to
the Society of Jesus. More importantly, though, the bishop's plan threatened both the Franciscans' claim to diocesan immunity and the territorial integrity of the Custody of Saint Paul.
The royal government in Spain reacted relatively quickly and forcefully to Bishop Tapiz's plan and request. A likely impetus for the
government's decisive and quick response was the increasing French
presence along the northern boundaries of New Spain. In an order dated
11 July 1722, the Council of the Indies instructed Viceroy Marques de
Casafuerte to uphold the transfer of the Hopi territory to the Jesuits. A
eMu/a, dated 7 December 1722, was issued to the bishop of Durango
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confirming his jurisdiction over New Mexico along with the explicit right.
to make a visita. Two months later, another royal order was dispatched
to Casafuerte, commanding him to support a Jesuit entrada to the Hopi
region with military forces. 17
Bishop Crespo (1723:-34) continued to place pressure on the
Franciscans in New Mexico. In August 1725 he made a visita to El Paso
and apparently threatened to inspect the Santa Fe region as well. Crespo
designated two friars, one each in El Paso and Santa Fe, as ecclesiastical
judges and reminded them that their duties included the enforcement of
the arance/ and the collection of fees and tithes to be remitted to the
diocese. Crespo was the first non-Franciscan bishop to pursue so concretely the episcopate's dominion over New Mexico. IS
The Franciscans did not bow gracefully to Bishop Crespo's actions.
They vociferously protested to the government both Crespo's inspection and the transfer of the Hopi to the Society of Jesus. In 1726, however, the crown upheld the decision on the Hopi and the bishopric of
Durango's jurisdiction over New Mexico in another cedu/a. The friars
responded to the bishop's appointments and orders to the ecclesiastical
judges by ignoring both. In 1728, Crespo complained bitterly to the
Order's provincial in Mexico City, Fray Luis Martinez Clemente, about
this insubordination. 19
That same year, Bishop Crespo raised the stakes by announcing
that he would soon engage in an inspection of all of New Mexico. This
announcement set off a storm of protests by the Franciscan Order in
which arguments were exchanged in a series ofletters between the Commissary General of New Spain, Fray Fernando Alonso Gonzalez, and
Bishop Crespo. Gonzalez maintained that the Custody of Saint Paul had
operated in accordance with all royal decrees and with the tenets of the
Council of Trent. He insisted that, except for El Paso, the colony was
outside of the diocesan boundaries. Since Durango was so far from New
Mexico, Gonzalez claimed that it could never be governed efficiently by
the diocese and that any episcopal journey to the kingdom would be a
hazardous endeavor. Crespo based his arguments on the original boundary description of 1621, along with the recent royal decrees securing the
diocese's jurisdiction. The bishop also pointed out that other regions
within his bishopric were equally distant as New Mexico and no questions had been raised concerning the prelate's authority over those. In
each of his letters, Crespo avowed that the planned visita would take
place as soon as it could be arranged. 20 .
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This dispute dragged on into 1729, and the matter was referred to
the viceregal office in Mexico City, who naturally turned the affair over
to the government in Spain. In December 1729, a new royal decree again
confirmed complete jurisdiction and rights over New Mexico to the See
of Durango. Secure in the previous rulings, however, Crespo did not
wait for this communication from Spain. Before the 1729 cedula could
arrive, Bishop Crespo departed Durango in April 1730 for New Mexico. 21
As Bishop Crespo neared EI Paso in June 1730, the Franciscan custos
(superior or prelate) of the Custody of Saint Paul, Fray Andres Varo,
rushed there to confront his nemesis. Varo was a gachupin friar (born
and ordained in Spain) who had arrived in the New World about 1717. He
had only been posted to New Mexico in 1729, bearing his appointment
as custos. Varo would remain in the colony for over three decades and
would hold the position of custos on at least three other occasions. He
was approximately forty-seven years of age in 1730, and would come to
be known as a staunch defender of the Order's rights and privileges in
New Mexico. 22
Varo clearly intended to limit the bishop's inspection to the EI Paso
area, avoiding any new precedence in the jurisdictional dispute. In a
letter dispatched to Crespo on 19 June, Varo stated that he was submitting to the visita of EI Paso "with much weariness." On 6 July, about five
leagues west of EI Paso, the Franciscan and his companions met Crespo
and his retinue. The exchange of greetings left Varo feeling "mortified
and annoyed." For about a week the two groups stayed in EI Paso, where
Varo pressed the bishop to offer authorization papers specifically stating that Crespo might proceed north of that villa. Bishop Crespo's documents did not satisfy the custos, but Crespo refused to be turned away.
Eight days after their arrival in EI Paso, the party departed north into the
heart of the Kingdom of New Mexico. 23
The best sources for what occurred during this first visita of New
Mexico north of EI Paso by a bishop of Durango are primarily Varo's
diary/report submitted to the Franciscan Commissary General of New
Spain, two lengthy reports drafted by Crespo for Viceroy Marques de
Casafuerte near the conclusion of the visita, and Crespo's log of his
inspection of the entire diocese (1729-32). Both men's reports are naturally very partisan as revealed in their early statements. Upon meeting
the bishop, Varo noted:
... we appeared before him, although we did not have to comply
with this obligation of which we had been poisoned to .attend
and to revere to [one] of the Princes of the Church.
For his part, perhaps with tongue-in-cheek, Bishop Crespo wrote:
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.. .I found the Father Custos of the missions in this province,
New Mexico, with the surprising attitude, which had never
crossed my mind, of opposition to my exercising jurisdiction in
the said province...

One can only imagine the tension in the air during their northern trek. 24
Varo's goal was to limit the bishop's access to the Franciscan missionary operation as much as possible by denying Crespo the opportunity to examine the churches and books belonging to the Custody of
Saint Paul. At Isleta, which they reached on 23 July, and next, Albuquerque, Crespo was not allowed to enter any Franciscan buildings, although
he performed confirmations at each place. In Albuquerque, the bishop
stayed at the home of the brother of Governor Don Juan Domingo de
Bustamante. At Santo D.omingo, between Albuquerque and Santa Fe,
Crespo spent the night in the mission's convento (friar's residence) because no other satisfactory lodging was available. A violent argument
took place there, however, between Varo and Crespo over the type of
reception that should be staged for the bishop's arrival into the
kingdom's capital. Crespo, of course, desired a bishop's full ceremonial
entry, an idea that Varo considered "scandalous" even to entertain. The
two antagonists reached a compromise that the Franciscan described as
an entrance befitting "a Prince of the Church and no more. "25
Varo described the tactics used to keep the bishop out of the Santa
Fe Franciscan churches. He had the altar moved to the front doors of the
church, and Varo and several friars stood directly behind it, thus physically barring the bishop from entering. yaro claimed that this method
was "as they did it in EI Paso." Crespo could conduct mass and confirmations, but not from inside the church. Furthermore, Bishop Crespo
received quarters iIi the governor's palace, not the Franciscan convento,
during his stay in Santa Fe. 26
Bishop Crespo remained in Santa Fe for about two weeks, and disputes between him and the custos occurred almost daily. Apparently,
the bishop inspected some mission books and performed a few marriages, all executed "with violence," according to. Varo. Crespo ordered
Varo to call in the friars from the missions to Santa Fe for a meeting,
creating another conflict, although the Franciscans eventually relented
and the conference took place. In an effort to stop the visita, Varo even
appealed to Governor Bustamante, claiming that Crespo undermined his
rights as vice-patron, even though the Franciscans had always denied
that the governor's position included this power! Bustamante, however,
supported the bishop and urged the Franciscans to cooperate. Varo wrote
that this response caused a bitter argument between him and the governor. 27
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During the latter part of August, Varo, Crespo, Bustamante, and their
escorts began an inspection of the missions' north of Santa Fe. According to the bishop, he examined every mission in New Mexico during his
visita, except Laguna, Acoma, and Zuni. Varo stated that north of Santa
Fe, Crespo visited only Nambe, Picuris, San Ildefonso, Taos, and the
Spanish settlement of Santa Cruz de la Canada. Since Crespo had been
denied total access, perhaps he counted missions he had only briefly
viewed, and Varo listed only the visits of more lengthy duration. Nonetheless, the journey followed the pattern outlined previously, including
the ongoing disputes. 28
When the group returned to Santa Fe on 29 August, Bishop Crespo
moved forcefully to extend his authority over the kingdom. He presented
the Franciscans with an arance/ (list of fees) to follow in determining
charges for services to the Spanish population. Crespo noted that this
was a well-known procedure to which the regular orders conformed in
areas where they administered to non-native peoples. More shocking to
the Franciscans, though, was the bishop's appointment of don Santiago
Roybal, a secular priest residing in Santa Fe, as his vicar and ecclesiastical judge for New Mexico. The nomination of a non-Franciscan to such
a post constituted a totally unprecedented move that sent Varo into a
rage. In fact, according to Varo, the argument became so heated that
Crespo threatened to declare null and void all sacraments performed in
the past or those to be made in the future by the friars. 29
Both sides now realized that continued acrimony benefitted neither
side and, according to Varo, they agreed to suspend the hostilities. The
visita continued (Varo mentions only Pecos and Galisteo), and by late
September their party had returned to EI Paso. After some minor problems there, Bishop Crespo left the kingdom during the first week in October. 30
Though a bishop's visita had now taken place, the struggle over
jurisdiction only intensified. Bishop Crespo's two reports to the viceroy
in Mexico City threatened the Franciscans' position in New Mexico. By
informing the government that he had made an inspection, posted an
arancel, and appointed Roybal as ecclesiastical judge and vicar, the
bishop severely damaged Franciscan autonomy in New Mexico. Moreover, Crespo went even further in his negative appraisal of the
Franciscans' missionary operation. He suggested a reorganization for
the Kingdom that included the placement of secular priests in the predominantly Spanish settlements of EI Paso and Albuquerque. Crespo
opined that the government could reduce expenses for New Mexico by
consolidating missionary assignments and, thus shrink the number of
friars billeted to the Custody of Saint Paul. Specifically, the bishop claimed
that one missionary would be sufficient for Acoma and Laguna, and
another could staff Pecos and Galisteo. 31
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Perhaps even more harmful to the Franciscans was the bishop's condemnation of them as missionaries. Crespo claimed that "there has not
been, and is not, any minister who understands the language of the
Indians." Consequently, the Pueblos' conversion to Catholicism proceeded far too slowly. Missionaries even discouraged natives from making confession, since they had to employ an interpreter, which humiliated
the penitent. This unhappy situation existed, noted Crespo, despite the
fact that
... the languages are not so difficult that they cannot be comprehended in a short period offriendly intercourse and communication; because in those I heard, I found ease in pronunciation,
which is not the case with many others of this diocese. 32
In addition to submitting Varo's report, the New Mexico friars attempted to discredit the bishop and his competency as a prelate. They
produced affidavits which purported to show that Crespo gave a dispensation to the governor's brother, don Jose Perea Bustamante, for a
manslaughter he had committed, simply because he was a relative ofthe
governor. The Franciscans also claimed that Crespo performed a marriage between Joseph Maesa and Gertrudis de Maesa (his step-sister),
even though the bishop knew that Joseph was engaged in an adulterous
relationship with his step-mother. 33
While the Maesa matter cannot be confirmed (Crespo notes only the
dispensation), there might have been some truth to the Franciscans'
complaint concerning Governor Bustamante's brother.. The bishop's log
of his visita does not note any dispensation for don Jose Perea
Bustamante, but on 26 August 1730, the day before Roybal became vicar
and ecclesiastical judge, Governor Bustamante made a gift of 6,000 pesos to Crespo to create a benefice. Not coincidentally, the bishop funded
Roybal's position at a figure of 6,000 pesos!34
Naturally, the bishop's visita set off a wave of reports and investigations involving numerous offices in New Spain, including the bishopric of Durango, the Custody of Saint Paul, the Province of Santo
Evangelio (the Franciscan province responsible for New Mexico), the
Franciscan Commissary General of New Spain, theAudiencia of Mexico,
and the viceroy. The arguments, both pro and con, reiterated those previously stated and do not bear repeating here. As these reports piled up
in Spain, however, the king requested an opinion from the Franciscan
hierarchy in Madrid.
Fray Francisco Seco, Procurador General of the Indies, drafted the
document solicited by the monarchy. Because of its detail and fresh
arguments, the document deserves some attention. Seco's Memorial
began with a brief early history of New Mexico and its relationship with
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the diocese of Durango. He noted that since 1649 the Custody of Saint
Paul and its missionary operation had been financed only by the Real
Hacienda, not.the bishopric of Durango, even though the bishopric required the episcopates to assist in funding mission programs within
their jurisdictions. Seco cited the decree of 1681, which confirmed the
dominion of the Franciscans over New Mexico, and he compared this
arrangement with those the government had conceded to other areas,
such as Baja California, where the missionary effort was directly beneficial to the maintenance of the empire's boundaries. The procurador general quoted from the Recopi/aciOn de las Indias (Book 3, Law 3, Title 7),
.which stipulated that a diocesan boundary was not to exceed fifteen
leagues in radius. New Mexico, Seco pointed out, was at least four hundred leagues from Durango. This great distance, Seco advised, would
result in very few visits by the prelates in Durango, and the bishops
would have little firsthand understanding of the kingdom's special problems. Seco closed by requesting a complete renunciation of the Durango
diocese's jurisdiction and a ban on further episcopal visitas. 3S
Seco's recommendations regarding the Franciscans, however, went
unheeded. While the government did temporarily suspend the appointment of Roybal as vicar and ecclesiastical judge, the King vigorously
confirmed all other rights of the bishopric of Durango over New Mexico.
Crespo's negative assessment of the Franciscans' missionary performance in the kingdom, especially their failure to speed up the conversion of the Pueblo people stood as a primary factor in this decision. The
government concluded that the Franciscan province of Santo Evange/io,
acting alone, could not handle the task, and that the bishops might act
as another effective overseer of the missionary effort in New Me'xico. 36
A lull in the jurisdiction controversy occurred over the next four
years. Bishop Crespo fell seriously ill and resigned from his post in
1734. The diocese remained without a bishop until the installation of
don Martin de Elizacoechea in 1736. Prior to his appointment, Bishop
Elizacoechea was dean of the cathedral cabi/do in Mexico City for the
archbishop of Mexico, and his nomination from that prestigious position may have reflected the seriousness of the conflict over the jurisdiction of New Mexico. 37
While little is known of Bishop Elizacoechea's administration, he,
too, made an inspection of New Mexico in the summer of 1737. This
second visita by a Durango prelate apparently lacked the explosive nature of the first inspection. In a rather subdued and conciliatory letter to
Elizacoechea, Fray Andres Varo, again custos for the Franciscans in the
Kingdom, offered his assistance to the bishop during the inspection.
Elizacoechea later wrote that Varo had been very cooperative "notwithstanding his opposition to the entrada, which he made [known] to me."38
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Bishop Elizacoechea's evaluation of the Franciscan missionary effort in New Mexico, while not as scathing as Crespo's, proffered a negative assesment. Elizacoechea stated that the missions around EI Paso
operated well, and he conceded that the region as a whole comprised a
difficult, dangerous, and remote area in which to work. Nonetheless, the
bishop "recognized that [the missions provided] very little instruction,
guidance and education" to the "poor, miserable Indians." According to
Elizacoechea, the Franciscans' lack of competency in the native languages caused the basic problem. He found that only three missionary
friars out of more than thirty were fluent in Puebloan speech. The bishop
also complained that some of the friars did not live in accordance with
their Christian faith and their Order's vows, which set a bad example for
the native people. He closed with a recommendation that friars assigned
to New Mexico "be not too young nor too old, but a mature age, sensible
and prudent. "39
The Franciscans objected to this second visita by a bishop of
Durango north ofEI Paso and petitioned, once again, to have the diocesanjurisdiction overturned. The surviving documents, however, show
that Franciscans protested less stridently this time, with the same results. A ruling by the Council of the Indies in 1738, and a royal decree
the following year, clearly maintained the bishopric of Durango's jurisdiction over New Mexico. 40
After the protests, reports and government edicts from
Elizacoechea's 1737 visita had been filed, the jurisdiction issue seemed
to fade as a matter of serious concern to the bishops in Durango and the
Franciscans in New Mexico. As for the prelates, once their jurisdiction
was upheld, they appeared to lose interest in the kingdom. True, Bishop
Elizacoechea did include the Custody's missions at Junta de los Rios
(south of El Paso) in his visita of 1742. These missions previously had
not been part of the earlier visitations. Another inspection of the El
Paso and Santa Fe regions, however, did not occur until 1760. Hence, the
Franciscans' claim that New Mexico would not enjoy the same attention
from the diocese appears to have been valid. 41
For the Franciscans in New Mexico, the lack of attention by the
bishops meant thatvery little changed in the day-to-day operations of .
the Custody of Saint Paul. They made most of the decisions concerning
the missions, assignment of friars and selection of custos, and they
generally exercised the autonomy over religious affairs which they had
.enjoyed prior to 1715. True, the crown ultimately confirmed Roybal's
titles, but he and the friars seemed to avoid any significant confrontations. Furthermore, in order to strengthen their position, during the 1730s
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the Order began a reform of the missionary program in the kingdom.
Instead of incesssantly challenging episcopal authority, the Franciscans
must have sensed that their interests would be better served by not
pressing the issue. 42
The jurisdictional conflict significantly weakened the power of the
Franciscans in New Mexico. The criticism levied by Crespo and
Elizacoechea against their mission programs placed the friars in a vulnerable position with the superior government. The establishment, in
principle, of diocesan control meant that in any future conflict with the
secular branch of the Church, the Franciscans would be at a distinct
disadvantage. Adams noted that when Bishop Tamar6n made the next
visita in 1760, the Order offered virtually no resistance or protest. In the
last quarter of the eighteenth century, when the secularization of the
missions began, the Custody of Saint Paul could mount scarcely any
opposition. The establishment of episcopal jurisdiction over New Mexico
in the 1715-1737 era clearly factored significantly in the decline of
Franciscan authority in the kingdom. 43
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The Exile and Return of
Fray Isidro Cadelo, 1793-1810
RICK HENDRICKS

In 1792, twenty priests and two lay brothers, the initial wave of a mission of fifty Franciscans, arrived in New Spain for service in the custodies of New Mexico and Tampico. Six were assigned to New Mexico, one
of whom was Fray Isidro Jose de Cadelo Concha. Isidro had been born in
the Basque province of Vizcaya in Spain in 1765. At age sixteen or seventeen, he joined the Franciscan Order, and, on 12 February 1784, pronounced his first vows in the convento of Santander. Cadelo studied
philosophy and theology, leaving the convento of Vitoria on 13 May
1791 with the mission bound for the Holy Gospel Province. I
In November of the following year, the provincial in "Mexico City,
Fray Francisco Garcia Figueroa, informed Fray Isidro that he had been
named missionary to the Custody of the Conversion of Saint Paul of
New Mexico. He was to depart the Convento Grande in the viceregal
capital as soon as he had what he needed for his journey. Once in New
Mexico, Cadelo was to appear before the custos, who would assign him
to a mission. 2
As he prepared to travel to New Mexico, Fray Isidro could not have
known that his time in the mission field would coincide with a period of
fundamental change in the distant province. From unassuming beginnings,he embarked upon a career in which many of the most important
issues of late eighteenth-century New Mexico were played out. Cadelo
encountered civil-military authorities who were determined to exercise
control of society at the expense of ecclesiastical authorities and missionaries alike. He became embroiled ina long-simmering dispute, based
Rick Hendricks is an editor at the Vargas Project and a research assistant professor of history at the University of New Mexico.
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on regional origin, within the Franciscan Order and emerged as a leader
in the fight against secularization. Initially a r,eluctant missionary, he
eventually took on his superiors, both civil and ecclesiastical, to defend
his Indian charges. Fueled by an irascible temperament, Fray Isidro turned
the instruments of civil authorities against the state and won. By doing
so, Cadelo personified the larger questions facing late colonial New
Mexico.
Yet all that lay in the future as Fray Isidro began his trip north from
Mexico City. He had made his way to the EI Paso area by the summer of
1793. In July, the commandant general of the Provincias Internas, Pedro
de Nava, wrote Cadelo that he had approved Vice-custos Jose Maria de
Vera's suggestion that Cadelo stay with him, since Vera had previously
requested another priest to help him. 3 From all appearances, Fray Isidro
made a favorable first impression on his superior. Soon after Cadelo
arrived, Vice-custos Vera named him to fill in at Socorro del Sur for Fray
Juan Bermejo who was ill and departing for Chihuahua. 4 Vera also honored Cadelo by asking him to deiiver the sermon dedicated to Our Lady
ofGuadalupe, the patron saint ofEI Paso, on 12 December. After this
auspicious beginning, something went terribly wrong between the two
Franciscan brethren. In late November, Cadelo informed Francisco Javier
de Uranga, the lieutenant governor of the EI Paso jurisdiction, that
Vice-custos Vera had reneged on his offer to Cadelo to give the
Guadalupe sermon. Cadelo apprised Uranga that he intended to preach,
come what may. He explained that, while he always obeyed his superiors
when they were with God, he could not obey Vera because he WC:\S unjust. S Cadelo had outlined, written, and studied his sermon before Vera
told him he could not deliver it. Fray Isidro insisted that he would. To do
otherwise would imply that he was discredited in that jurisdiction. The
other religious, knowing of his sermon and seeing him in good health,
would suppose that he had done something wrong for the vice-custos.
to deprive him of the opportunity to preach. Since his reputation and
honor were in good standing, this defamation would be very painful.
Vera did not stop with letters and threats. He audaciously asked
Uranga for a group of soldiers to assist him. Together with the
vice-custos, the soldiers went to Socorro on the night of 7 December.
One of them called Cadelo to hear confession. Entering a house nearby,
Fray Isidro asked to see the person who was ill, so that he could hear his
confession. At that, they jumped him from hiding and forcibly bound his
hands with a belt. That night, they took him to EI Paso, where the
vice-custos ordered him put in a cell. He was shackled that night and
the following day and prevented from saying or hearing mass. On the
night of the eighth, the shackles were removed, and Cadelo was sent to
Chihuahua in the custody of the paymaster of the presidio of San
Elceario. 6 Commandant General Nava informed Lieutenant Governor
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Uranga in January 1794 that the religious of the EI Paso district had
appealed to him to take action against Vice-custos Vera for his treatment of Fray Isidro. Nava ordered Uranga not to aid Vera. He also sent
word to the provincial in Mexico City so that he could take appropriate
measures against both religious. 7
The provincial, Fray Martin Francisco de Crucelaegui, recorded his
decision against Vera in Mexico City on 22 February. He was pained to
see the scandalous way Vera had acted toward Cadelo. He was to return
everything that belonged to Fray Isidro and go to the interior of New
Mexico as a simple missionary, serving wherever the custos assigned
him. Crucelaegui appointed Jose de la Prada vice-custos of the EI Paso
district and charged him with dealing with the conflict between Vera and
Cadelo. These matters were also communicated to the commandant general in Chihuahua. 8
Meanwhile in Chihuahua, the time must have weighed heavily on
Fray Isidro. A month after finding in Cadelo's favor, Crucelaegui penned
a reassuring letter telling him that he would soon learn where the provincial had assigned him. 9 In early April 1794, Cadelo complained to
Crucelaegui that he was suffering in Chihuahua because of various delays and difficulties. He had received only a she-mule as a stipend. He
had almost reached the point of asking God for sustenance by going
door to door, when he received alms of twenty-five pesos for a habit; he
had given his own away to clothe a dead man's body. Divine Providence
saw fit for a pious person to loan him a garment. This and similar misery
and need were what all-powerful God had sent him until such time as the
piety of the provincial, acting like a father, freed his son from so much
calamity. 10 Unbeknownst to Cadelo, the provincial had already ordered
his return to New Mexico. On 2 April, Commandant General Nava acknowledged the provincial's letter of 22 February about Fray Isidro and
stated that he would avail himself of the first opportunity to send Cadelo
to New Mexico. II
Nava was as good as his word, and before the month of April was
out, Fray Isidro was back in the El Paso area. There, he received a letter
Fray Francisco de Hozio wrote from Santa Fe seeking news of the province. Hozio regretted what had happened with the vice-custos, but told
Cadelo that he had to forget the matter, "for there is no room in a good
heart for passion or rancor." 12
The altercation between Cadelo and Vera was a foretaste of things
to come, as was Hozio's admonition against undue emotion. Fray Isidro
had displayed a willingness to challenge authority and cling to his principles with dogged determination. While these traits alone might have
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resulted in his problems with the vice-custos, the fact that Cadelo was
nine years Vera's junior and had no experience as a missionary cannot
be overlooked. In addition, Fray Isidro was a peninsular Spaniard and
Fray Jose Maria was a native ofPuebla, in New Spain. 13
The contentious relationship between peninsulars and criollos had
become generalized in the New World long before Cadelo arrived in New
Mexico, and tension within the Franciscan Order had reached levels comparable to those in the society at large by the last quarter of the eighteenth century. The matter had come to a head in New Mexico in 1782,
when a number of European friars had accused the crioHo governor,
Juan Bautista de Anza, and the custos, Juan Bermejo (a peninsular), of
pursuing a policy of discrimination and defamation against European
priests. For most of the time Fray Isidro served in New Mexico,
peninsulars outnumbered criollos, often by as many as two to one. Conflict swirled around the alternativa, the system agreed upon in 1711 to
alternate ecclesiastical offices between peninsulars and crioHos, which
the latter felt favored the former. Ironically, the numerical imbalance in
New Mexico was a direct result of the successful lobbying of the criollos and hijos de provincia (those penisulars who had joined the Order in
the province) in Mexico City to send European priests out of the Holy
Gospel Province. When a mission of forty-six Franciscans began to arrive in Mexico City in 1778, the criollos and hijos de provincia were able
to have eighteen Europeans sent to New Mexico over their protests
(before leaving Spain, they had been promised teaching and preaching
posts rather than mission work), thereby tipping the balance in the custody heavily in the penisulars' favor. That these friars were not trained
as missionaries may suggest that the commonly held notion that eighteenth-century Franciscans in New Mexico were inferior to their seventeenth-century counterparts may need reassessing. 14
In mid-January 1795, the bishop of Durango granted Cadelo a routine extension of permission to hear confession and preach for three
years. IS Nevertheless, correspondence from Custos de la Prada later in
the month indicated that Fray Isidro had run afoul of the governor,
Fernando Chacon, who was himself a Spaniard, a native of Malaga. 16
While he provided no specifics as to what Cadelo was alleged to have
done, the custos acknowledged receipt of Fray Isidro's effective argument that his conduct was good and his only desire was for public tranquility. De la Prada informed Cadelo, however, that the governor believed
otherwise. This was a serious danger. Fray Jose might have been hinting
at the source of the problem when he further warned him that adulation
was a false friend and that Cadelo lacked a great deal to be a true disciple of Christ. 17
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His difficulties with the governor notwithstanding, Cadelo served
in Santa Fe from February to November. 18 While there, he initiated a
correspondence with Fray Diego Jurado, a fellow peninsular from
C6rdoba, who was sixteen years older with a like number of years , experience as a missionary in New Mexico. 19 Fray Diego's letters, which were
responses to inquiries from Fray Isidro, show that the latter was at somewhat of a loss as to how to proceed in his ministry and that he looked to
the former as a mentor.
In an early letter, Jurado advised Fray Isidro how to minister to
various groups in Santa Fe. Soldiers imprisoned for common crimes
should ask permission from the officer of the week to go to the parish
church for confession. That way Cadelo would not have to continue
humiliating himself, presumably by going to the jail. They were also to
fulfill the annual precept. If there were many, they were to come in two
turns, confessing in the afternoon and taking communion the next day.
Those incarcerated for serious crimes were to be visited in the guardhouse with a day's notice. Every Sunday, Cadelo was to admonish them,
but if they failed to fulfill the precept on the appointed day, they were
not to be excommunicated if it was not their fault. Excommunication was
for rebels and the negligent; if they had been to church once or twice to
confess, they were neither. This must be approached ·prudently. In the
case of those who were negligent, Cadelo should first avail himself of a
judge a few days before acting.
Indians had the same responsibilities with respect to the church as
any other Christians. He should not be afraid that they would make poor
confessions; rather he should seek to hear their confessions and give
them communion if they were prepared. Those who had to confess
through an interpreter were not obliged to do so except in danger of
death. They should be gently admonished and made to see their obligation. Any Indian who voluntarily came should be allowed to confess. As
for the people ofthe Santa Fe, Jurado had not and never would concern
himself with them. He knew how they talked about him and he laughed
about it, which made them angrier. 20
In response to Cadelo's query about his mozo (male servant) Jurado
advised that since his arrival on 24 December 1778 in Santa Fe, it had not
been the custom for the priest's mozo to go on campaign. Fray Diego
had discussed this point with the custos when Fray Teodoro de Alcina's
mozo was called to serve. The governor had said that no one was exempt, and Jurado had responded that the mozo was to serve the priest. If
he left on campaign, the priest would stop his ministry and do the mozo's
job until he returned. Cadelo should tell alcalde mayor Jose Ortiz that
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and the governor as well. If they insisted, he should tell them that the
custody would avail itself of its rights and lay the matter before the
king, if necessary. Under no circumstances should Cadelo give his mozo '
animals if he was forced to go on campaign. 21
Fray Isidro was clearly trying to learn while on the job. His efforts
cannot have been helped by his continuing difficulties with Governor
Chac6n. In July, the governor informed Custos de la Prada that Cadelo
had departed Santa Fe without his permission. This bothered Chac6n
because he had never hindered Cadelo before. He did not know his whereabouts, but had heard he was with de la Prada in Abiquiu. Chac6n directed de la Prada to warn Cadelo about the error of his ways and observe
him to see whether he corrected his despotic manner. If not, the custos
was to advise the governor so that, together, they could take appropriate measures. 22 Doubtless, the custos delivered the warning. Nevertheless, that did not stop him from inviting Cadelo to deliver the sermon
dedicated to their patroness for the citizens of Santa Rosa de Lima de
.
Abiquiu on 7 or 10 September. 23
In December 1795, Fray Isidro was assigned to Nambe. 24 The following January, he turned once again to Father Jurado for advice. Fray Diego informed him that in the time of Governor Anza, personal service by
Indians for priests was stopped. Since that time, the going rate was two
pesos per month with food provided. Jurado had heard that Anza had
ordered them paid at the same rate as citizens, but this was not done. 2S
In early May, Fray Isidro sought the advice of Fray Diego once more. He
informed Cadelo that the duty of the sacristan and fiscal was not to sit
and watch what went on inside the church. The fiscal was to call anyone
from the pueblo the minister needed, send letters, and advise people. He
brought the Indians to mass and to study doctrine daily. The sacristan
was similar to a page. He took care of the horses and sometimes rang the
oells, although the fiscal usually did that. He provided firewood for the
kitchen and brought or had hay brought for the horses. 26
In addition to his lack of practical experience as a missionary, evidently Fray Isidro's initial reaction to ministering at an Indian mission
was very negative. This can be inferred from a letter he received from
Fray Santiago Fernandez de Sierra, a fellow Spaniard, who had been
exiled from the custody of New Mexico and planned to return to Spain.
War with France prevented him, and he had been admitted to the province of Zacatecas as predicador general and definitor and then named
chaplain of the flying company ofChihauhua. Fray Santiago commiserated with Cadelo, referring to comments Fray Isidro had made about his
Indian charges. Fernandez de Sierra said that all Indians were bad, and
the Tewas, such as those of Tesuque and Nambe, were the worst. 27
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In August, Fathers Esteban Aumatell, Jose Rubi,. and Cadelo agreed
upon an exchange of missions that meant Fray Isidro would transfer to
Jemez. Custos de la Prada approved the move, but said he would have
preferred that they had written him separately first. Still, he would seek
the governor's permission for the reassignments. 28 By October, Cadelo
had taken up his post in Jemez. 29
On 21 May 1798, the governor,justicias (magistrates), and elders of
Jemez, in the presence of Miguel Baca and Juan Bautista Gonzalez, presented a complaint against alcalde mayor Antonio Armenta to Fray Isidro.
During the previous year, on the pretext of protecting the pueblo's land
and orchards in Los Arboles del Cail6n, Armenta had stolen two-thirds
of their goods, including buckskins, mantas, serapes, and elk hides.
They turned to Cadelo as their doctrinero (friar who provided religious
instruction to the Indians) to defend them in the recovery of these goods.
Fray Isidro inform~d Armenta of the accusation presented against him
and demanded that he return the goods within three days. Cadelo also
wrote Governor Chacon a vaguely worded letter, accusing Armenta of
usurpation 'or robbery, but giving no details. He promised to explain
. everything in a subsequent legal proceeding. Fray Isidro's action recalled Fray Juan Agustin Morfi's scathing criticism of the alcaldes
mayores in New Mexico twenty years earlier. 30
Fray Isidro quickly had second thoughts about the manner in which
he had handled the accusation against Armenta. Soon after the event,
he related it to the newly elected custos, Fray Francisco de Hozio. 31
Cadelo explained that the way the Indians presented the matter caused
the friar to be swept up in his ardor and the vehemence of his violent
nature. He had felt compelled to write the alcalde and tlie governor in a
very imperious, dissonant, and disturbed way, which was inappropriate.
Therefore, Fray Isidro humbly requested whatever punishment the custos
deemed adequate. 32
Even had Hozio been disposed to settle the matter with a rebuke and
penance for the rash Cadelo, he did not get the opportunity. Governor
Chacon directed Hozio to investigate the matter, particularly with regard
to Cadelo's involvement with two Jemez Indians. Chacon wanted to know
why Cadelo was interfering with his jurisdiction. Fray Isidro was suspected of having plotted with the Indians so that he could represent
them. Chacon's displeasure was further aroused by the letter he had
received from Fray Isidro. In it, he noted a certain air of sedition and
feared serious consequences. The governor deemed both actions inappropriate for a religious. 33
In early June, a contrite Cadelo attempted to explain himself to Governor Chacon and beg his forgiveness. Fray Isidro had disagreed with
the alcalde because of what Nereo Sanchez, principal justicia of the
pueblo, and Lazaro Sola, an inhabitant of Jemez, had told him. Cadelo
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had been blinded by his well-known, fiery nature, which became apparent whenever he was faced with an unjust or senseless act. He realized
that this outrage infuriated those in authority and went completely
against the harmony and good relations he had always sought with any
official of justice and should seek with the governor. Therefore, he requested whatever punishment the governor thought appropriate. From
that day forward, he promised to obligate himself to satisfying completely the injured parties because he recognized the error of his ways. 34
The governor was unmoved. In mid-July, he reached a decision.
Having examined the results ofthe investigation into Cadelo's interference with the alcalde mayor of Jemez, Chacon determined that, for the
peace of the province and for his own good, Fray Isidro should be returned to the Holy Gospel Province. 3S Chacon explained his reasons to
Commandant General Nava. In the four years Fray Isidro had been in
New Mexico, the bishop of Durango had twice warned him, as had his
fellow friars and the governor repeatedly, about to his haughtiness and
unsuitable behavior. Cadelo had changed missions on four occasions,
at times because of complaints from the Indians and at times because of
disputes with justicias or citizens. He was impetuous and rash, as could
been seen from the problem he had with the vice-custos of El Paso.
Sola, the Jemez Indian, who was the principal cause of the juntas and
sedition, had been sentenced to work in the obraje of Encinillas for three
years. This was to serve as a lesson to the small group in every jurisdiction that caused problems. 36
Governor Chacon wrote to the provincial in Mexico City, Fray Jose
Joaquin de Oyarzabal, with his version of the events surrounding Fray
Isidro. Chacon noted that Fray Isidro had had numerous problems with
the previous custos, one of which had been very serious. He was neither at peace with nor friendly to his Franciscan brothers. He had had
problems with the bishop, the commandant general, and with two alcaldes
mayores, particularly the one of the Jemez jurisdiction, whom he coldly
defamed. It was likely that Cadelo would vent his anger against New
Mexico and the custody as Fathers Fernandez de Sierra and Severo Patero
had. They had used the arrival of diocesan priests to upset the populace
with all kinds of gossip. Perhaps a case could be made against them too.
At any rate, they should be sent away from the Provincias Internas, lest
they continue their evil-intentioned projects. 37
Custos Hozio also informed the provincial in late July that he had
complied with the governor's request to return Cadelo to Mexico City.
Cadelo had traveled as far as El Paso with Hozio. The custos felt that
Fray Isidro was impetuous and of a violent nature, which Cadelo himself
did not deny. To see that nothing more happened to him, the custos
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agreed to remove him, although with a heavy heart. Hozio added that
Fathers Fernandez de Sierra and Patero were causing problems among
the religious of New Mexico even though they had been expelled from
the custody for just cause. 38
On 18 August 1798, the legal counsel to the commandant general
rendered his opinion. Nava informed Governor Chacon, Custos Hozio,
and Cadelo. In counsel's opinion, Fray Isidro had the right to be heard
by the tribunal of his choosing. After Cadelo appeared in Chihuahua,
Nava again asked his counsel for an opinion. The counsel, Pedro Galindo
Navarro, said the matter was for the bishop of Durango to decide and a
copy of the proceedings should be sent to him. Cadelo was so informed,
and Nava issued a decree to that effect on 14 September 1798. A letter of
8 October indicatedthat it had been received in Durango and was in the
Tribunal de Justicia, but no decision had been rendered. As of March
1799, there had been no response to Cadelo's petitions. On 2 April,
Commandant General Nava vacated the case and forwarded a complete
copy of the proceedings related to Cadelo to the regente oft,he Audiencia
of Guadalajara, Francisco de Saavedra. 39
After departing Chihuahua, fray Isidro did not proceed to his province in Mexico City as ordered; rather he sought refuge in the Convento
of San Francisco in Sombrerete. There, he received word from the provincial, fray Jose Angel Dorrego, that the province had written the
audiencia about Cadelo's pending case. Fray Isidro should remain where
he was until the matter was concluded. 40 By late summer, Cadelo had
grown impatient. He petitioned Saavedra for permission to go to
Guadalajara should the audiencia's decision be delayed beyond October. 41
Cadelo, now referring to himself more formally as fray Isidro Jose de
Cadelo Concha, addressed a long letter to the audiencia in which he
listed thirteen points related to the pending litigation:
(1) Though he expected to suffer while defending himself, his
actions were justified by God and royal laws. He had come from
Spain to sacrifice his labor to save souls, serving the king as a
missionary.
(2) His career would be delayed if he could not count his time in
Sombrete against the ten years he needed to serve.
(3) Knowledgeable and impartial people had advised him to take
his case to the Council of the Indies if necessary, but he preferred to do as the audiencia commanded.
(4) The opposing parties were powerful and could ruin him, but
he had the necessary spirit, fortitude, and resolve to resist such
blows. Those superiors had abandoned the course of justice.
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(5) He would prove all he had said, but his lack of moderation in
his language was reprehensible. He had no experience with the
law and had failed to observe judicial form.
(6) He was mortified to have to write important people, but was
forced to do so. He would be held responsible before the tribunal of God if, as a pastor, he failed to protect the sheep in his
charge when he saw them oppressed and devoured by ferocious and bloodthirsty wolf. Governor Chacon made an innocent man into a criminal, and Lazaro Sola's death was the result
of that outrage. He died without going to confession; because
when asked what he suffered from, he responded>Ese coraz6n
ya mucho do/iendo. Ese no mas yo tiene malo. There was no
way to make amends or ease his family's suffering. His only
crime was to have stated the truth about what belonged to him
I
and his pueblo.
(7) Fray Isidro's fiery outbursts sho,!ld be weighed against the
fatigue and labor of so much traveling, tarnished honor, lost
merit, and wasted time.
(8) He had no holder of his power of attorney, advocate, agent,
or any other assistance other than the reason and integrity of
the audiencia.
(9) If he committed a crime while serving in his missions, the
custos and the governor should have made a case against him
with the provincial in Mexico City, and no such case was in that
archive.
(10) The opposing parties contemplated his angelic and peaceful character and judged it very violent, impetuous, and fiery.
Fray Isidro felt that he had proceeded more correctly than they
had.
(11) Two outrages had been committed, one against Sola and
one against Cadelo. That of the Indian pained Fray Isidro more
because he was poor and defenseless. His own pained him less
because, despite his adversity, God inspired him to defend himself from his persecutors.
(12) Either there was sufficient cause to remove him from his
mission or not. If there was, he wanted to know so he could
respond to it. If not, he asked to be assigned wherever it was
deemed appropriate and in accordance with the law.
(13) True justice was a virtue derived from God to be given to
the person to whom by legitimate right it belonged. Its honesty
never wavered; it was an incorruptible virgin, an unconquerable
empire, and an irresistible force. Justice was graceful and loving
to the just, strong and terrible to criminals. It was the fundamental principle of order and harmony, beauty and unity, and peace
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and decorum in the universe. It was the firm bastion of innocence, purest crucible of the truth, insurmountable rock offaith,
sentinel of the law, throne of governments, scepter of princes,
and well-being of the people. It was the virtue that would always endure in the will of the innocent, with God's consent, and
at the summit of reason because it ended worldly c<;mtroversies.
It was a strong wall separating the truth from lies; a protective
shield for the widow, the child, and the disabled; a bolt of lightning that reduced to cinders the throne of iniquity and evil.
Hearing the plaintiff and the defendant, attentive'to each one's
merit and considering their characters, justice rewarded good
and punished evil. This was the justice Fray Isidro sought from
the authorities of the Provincias Internas and of his custody.42
One of those authorities, Custos Hozio, responded to a request from
the audiencia for the proceedings against Cadelo by saying that he had
given it to Governor Chacon, who sent it to the commandant general.
The audiencia could judge for itself whether fray Isidro had been given
a hearing. Cadelo's temerity was great and did not correspond to what
he professed as a Franciscan. Hozio felt that to prevent another priest
from doing the same thing in the future, Cadelo should return to the
Holy Gospel Province. 43
Governor Chacon also answered the request from the audiencia for
information regarding Cadelo, specifically his charge of a lack of a hearing. Cadelo's statement had been taken and he had perjured himself,
failing to disprove the charges against him. Chacon cited most of the
previously mentioned accusations against Cadelo and added that his
immediate superiors had warned him about his insubordination and lack
of harmony with his fellow friars and the fact that his private life was not
among the most exemplary. The governor thought it best that he not be
allowed to return, because the religious of New Mexico, being in a position of pQwer over the populace, posed a serious problem for the governor. If they could not be contained, especially in matters relating to
public tranquility, the province would be lost. 44
The fiscal of the Audiencia of Guadalajara delivered his opinion in
the case regarding Cadelo's removal from Jemez in early November 1799,
copies of which went to Governor Chacon and Commandant General
Nava. The fiscal cited cedulas of 13 November 1795, 1 August 1795, and
the bull Misionare oflnnocent XI (1676-89) in his finding. The cedula
of 1 August 1795 repealed 1.6.38 of the Recopi/aci6n de leyes de los
reinos de las Indias,4s which held that a doctrinero could be removed by
agreement of the superiors and person who exercised the patronato
real. It stated that in general in the future, curas and doctrineros who
were instructed according to canon law could not be removed without
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framing an indictment against them and taking their testimony as provided for by law. 46 In New Mexico, the patronato real was in the hands of
the commandant general of the Provincias Internas and not the governor.
Cadelo had gone to New Mexico with a patent dated 3 December
1791, sent by the provincial in accord with 1.14.19 of the Recopilaci6n,
which provided that religious who went to the Indies at the king's expense went where they were assigned. Then, he had been ordered to the
Convento Grande in Mexico City by his custos at the governor's request. This violated 1.15.17 of the RecopilaciOn, which declared that
the position of doctrinero was not interim but proprietary, and 1'.6.48,
which established that doctrinas were not to be vacant more than four
months. Priests sent by the king, presidents, or governors should only
be removed by prelates with very just cause, as stated in 1.14.37. According to 1.14.73, neither public nor secret reports against a priest were
permitted, except in cases of public scandal. It was up to the prelate or
the bishop to mete out punishment according to 1.14.74. Doctrineros
were curas or parrocos who had had instruction according to canon law
as stated in 1.15.3. As a doctrinero, Cadelo was covered by the cedula of
1 August 1795, which meant that he had been illegally removed. Worse
yet, he had been dispossessed. He must be immediately restored since
an indictment had neither been legally framed nor had he been given a
lawful hearing. The commandant general, vice-patron of the province,
did not even take part in the matter.
If Cadelo was lacking as a priest, the ordinary should have been
called and fray Isidro's testimony heard. Even if Cadelo was not instructed according to canon law, the bishop should have intervened.
The mere fact that the ordinary did not participate made the charge
against him null and required his restitution. Even if Cadelo was only a
missionary, he could not be 'removed, according to the laws cited and
the cedula of 13 November 1795. The latter document held that a missionary could be removed before serving ten years only if the definitorio
(the four-man council selected by the custos) decided that he was unsuited to be a missionary and the superior government of the district
agreed after an advisory hearing.
Cadelo's removal was also invalid because the custos alone did not
have the authority to remove him. If he still was not vindicated by having confessed and shown remorse and willingness to make amends, his
prelate could punish him so as to teach him respect and moderation,
which was how he should treat judges in writing and speech. The manner in which fray Isidro wrote Chacon was contrary to the humility of his
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order and the spirit of divine and human laws. He set about it precipitously and carelessly, on very weak grounds. Future recourse could be
had to the bishop of Durango and the custos to protect the governor,
who retained his rights to seek personal redress. 47
The fiscal's opinion was very favorable to Fray Isidro. Still, the
Franciscan was well aware that he was vulnerable on one point the fiscal
had mentioned, should it be raised in his case before the audiencia or at
a later time. It related to his knowledge of Indian languages. An order
from Carlos III dated 31 January 1784 contained an interrogatory for
each missionary about certain points relating to their activities. This
gave Fray Isidro an opportunity to fashion a defense against the charge
that he did not know the Indian languages in the missions where he
served. Writing from Sombrerete in November 1799, Cadelo responded
to the standard questions, elaborating on the way Franciscans in New
Mexico conducted themselves, as though he were still serving there. He
based his observations on his five years of service in the mission field
in eight different locations: El Paso, Socorro del Sur, Santa Fe, Tesuque,
Nambe,Pojoaque, Jemez, and Zia. The question oflndian languages was
important, because 1.13.4 of the Recopi/aci6n stated that viceroys,
audiencias, and governors were to take care that doctrineros knew the
required Indian language. If not, they were to act with prelates to remove priests.
The two questions related to language and Cadelo's uninformed
responses were as follows:
Were priests sufficiently instructed in the language oftheir parishioners?
There are two types of mission parishes, those of converted Indians
and those of espanoles and castas. The latter speak only Spanish, the
former speak their native language. Indians from every pueblo understand and speak the language of the heathen nations, the Navajos,
Comanches, Utes, and Apaches, without grammar or instruction, because their languages are derived from those of heathendom. It can be
inferred that the languages are related.
The languages of the Pueblos are unintelligible because one cannot
perceive in the Indians any pronunciation at all. There are neither grammars nor dictionaries from which the missionaries can learn them. For
this reason, the priests do not know them. Were a missionary to take the
trouble to write a grammar so that the others could learn, it would be
useless because the Indians do not have any distinct pronunciation,
much less could the languages be written in an orderly fashion, because
some Indians speak them one way and others another.
Did the Indians understand and usually speak Spanish or only
their former language?
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Some Indians speak broken Spanish in this way:
Mira Pare ese campana que tu mandando toca, a ese Doctrina ya
tocando, todo doctrinera ya viniendo para ya reza como tu
ensenando agora ya va milpa todo gente para que travaja, mira
ese moseton ya malo ya quiere mori, ya diciendo que llamara
Pare para confesa asina bueno nosotro pensando
Very few Indians speak this well and then only because the missionary forcefully obliges them. Even in his presence, small groups ofIndians who more or less understand Spanish speak their native language
among themselves, which they understand perfectly and use everywhere.
They impose it on their children from an early age.
Fray Isidro took a direct approach. He admitted he did not know the
Indians' languages as he should, but that was because they were impossible to speak, let alone learn. He also showed that few Indians mastered
Spanish. Cadelo found most nominally Christian Pueblos little different
from heathens. As an example of an exception, fray Isidro cited
A Comanche named Manuel Trujillo, a resident of Pojoaque,
speaks perfect Spanish, dresses like a citizen, works as a farmer
as he is able, and does what everyone else does. He does not
dance with Apache scalps, bathe daily in the early morning hours,
sing the Tumbe, or do the least thing the Pueblos do. Why?
Because he lives among and as other citizens. 48
Cadelo was taking a calculated risk that no one would know just
how absurd many of his assertions were. As it happened, the language
question never figured in the audiencia's deliberations.
The fiscal's opinion seemed to buoy Fray Isidro's confidence. In
early January 1800, he struck an indignant tone in a long letter to the
regente of the audiencia. He railed against the charges made against him
in the recent letters to the audiencia from Chacon and Hozio and in so
doing provided further details about the incident of 21 May 1798 at
Jemez.
After all, the only thing he had done, said Fray Isidro, was speak for
the Indians. His only crime was how he said what he said. Besides, Nereo,
who was the pueblo's principaljusticia, had urged the complaint. What,
then, was Cadelo to make of the fact that Nereo had stayed in Armenta's
house making jerky while his companeros took Cadelo's letter to Santa
Fe or of his traveling to Santa Fe with Armenta? He could only conclude
that Armenta had tried everything to save himself. That the Indians had
joined together to ask Cadelo to intervene on their behalf was not suspicious, but only their way of doing things. There was no reason for the
governor to detect an air of sedition in Cadelo's actions. The Indians
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had no one else to consult. Fray Isidro had acted because of6.10.21 of
the Recopilacion, which said offenses against Indians were to be more
severely punished, and because he was afraid they would return to their
heathen ways, since they bordered the heathen Navajos. That had moved
him to write his letter of 21 May 1798. All but Nereo had come to the
pueblo, obtained mounts, and gone on to Santa Fe without further counsel from Cadelo, which proved there was no sedition on his part.
Perhaps Armenta moved the governor to act as he did. The governor tyrannized Cadelo, however, Armenta and Nereo were protected.
The attempt to support Armenta and exact vengeance against a missionary in violation of the law was horrifying. The custos, dominated by the
governor, sought to appease him, in the process forgetting the general
law of the Franciscan Order for similar situations as well as specific
decisions from the king. The commandant general knew he, not the governor, exercised the vice-patronato. Cadelo had reminded him on 20 July
1798 that the action taken against him was invalid and that he had not
been heard. The commandant general should have ordered him reinstated, but his counsel said it was a question for Durango. Cadelo appealed to the audience because this was somewhat suspicious. Clearly,
there was a conspiracy against him. Putting aside personal insults, he
was concerned about the impact on the missionary corps.
'
Fray Isidro felt that Governor Chacon's letter of 3 October was unworthy of an answer by a priest, but answer he did. It violated 1.15.1 of
the Recopilacion, which stated that doctrineros received special appointments by the vice-patron and should be treated like other priests.
From beginning to end, Chacon's letter was a collection of satiric and
untrue suppositions woven from the most highly refined lies. This showed
how the religious suffered in New Mexico, as could be seen froni all of
its odious clauses. Such mistreatment from a bumpkin would be understandable, but from the pen of a governor, a well-born man, well educated and full of fine and attentive expressions, it was remarkable and
frightening. This was particularly true' in this case, because the governor was protecting the denigrating activities ofthe alcalde of Jemez. To
call a priest a liar and perjurer without proof, Who had heard of such a
thing?
To refute the governor's claim to the contrary, Fray Isidro included
originals of more than thirty friendly letters from Franciscan brethren.
As for Chacon's statement about Cadelo's private life, Fray Isidro suggested that the governor was attempting to judge something that not
even the church judged.
Taking into consideration 1.14.4-5 of the Recopilacion, the Council
of the Indies had approved Cadelo for missionary service. The Holy
Gospel Province confirmed this by patent from Provincial Garcia Figueroa.
The bishop examined him and granted him permission to say mass, preach,
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and hear confession, and all the authority granted to curas. Certifications by Armenta and Custos Hozio proved Fray Isidro's good conduct.
Moreover, the custos's was dated after all ofHozio's documents relating
to Cadelo's removal.
Now that the audiencia had heard from plaintiff and defendant, he
asked that a decision be rendered and his return to Jemez ordered as
soon as possible. He hoped for a lasting Christian reconciliation between the parties as long as those on the other side of the case agreed,
but he was not optimistic. Fray Isidro also asked that the time spent
away from his mission be counted as though he had been there and that
the plaintiffs pay his annual stipend, damages, and the travel expenses
he had incurred for himself and the late Sola. Finally, Fray Isidro requested the proceedings or an authorized copy of them for himself. 49
The audiencia ruled on 23 January 1800 that there had been a criminal attempt to strip Cadelo of the doctrina of San Diego de los Jemez on
the part of the custos and the governor without legal formalities, without just cause, without hearing his side of the matter, and without jurisdiction. It ordered him reinstated immediately. This order was to go to
the commandant general, who held the vice-patronato, so that the restitution could be verified. The question of whether a case should be
brought against Cadelo was to be substantiated. If another case were
merited, a hearing should be held with him and with the agreement of his
prelate, they should proceed to remove him in accord with the cedula of
1 August 1795. What had gone before would not be allowed to besmirch
the Cadelo.'s good name, established throughout his career. This decision was forwarded to the provincial in Mexico City and a copy given to
Fray Isidro so that his return to New Mexico would be unimpeded. so A
wary Fray' Isidro asked for and was granted a copy of the entire proceedings before they were sent to the commandant general. This was for his
protection in the event the case was reviewed. SI
Having won the day before the audiencia by arguing points of law,
Cadelo apparently wished to explain his actions at Jemez within a religious context. In a long letter to the audiencia, fray Isidro argued his
case again as though he were defending himself before a religious tribunal, such as he might have encountered in Durango. He began by repeating his characterization of the Indians of New Mexico, which had
appeared in his 1799 report: they were different from the heathen only
by having been baptized.
This served as the background for his explanation of the events of
21 May 1798. He had had to prove to the Indians that.he was on their
side when they spoke out against alcalde Armenta. Had he not acted
upon their cries and lamentations, they might well have returneCi to
heathendom. Had he called the justicia from a league away, the turmoil
would have been greater, as he would have imprisoned them or worse.
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As Fray Isidro warmed to his subject, he posed a series of questions. If Armenta was so insulted, why did he not confront Cadelo personally? If he had good intentions, why did he travel 25 leagues to put
ideas in the governor's head instead of the single league from his house
to Cadelo's mission? Why did he not ascertain first the serious reasons
for Cadelo's action? Knowing the nature of the Indians and their friendship with Fray Isidro, why did he opt for a vicious lawsuit? It was inconceivable that those gentle Indians would have conspired to make such a
complaint unless they felt they had been defrauded of what was theirs
and mistreated by the alcalde. Knowing that governors disliked priests,
he went to him, the results of which could have been disastrous. If
Cadelo's crime was so atrocious and enormous, why was the complaint
not lodged with his prelate rather than the governor?52
Fray Isidro then cited biblical teachings, the words of saints, religious authorities, and some laws he felt applied to his case. From the
Deuterocanonical book of Ecclesiasticus, or Sirach, Cadelo noted a verse
about evils of the tongue: "Curse the gossips and the double-tongued,
for they destroy the peace of many. "53 There could be no greater trouble,
no greater lie than the one Armenta told to the governor. There was no
better way than his letter to influence the governor to ruin Cadelo, no
better way to save the troublemaker and condemn the innocent.
This was a violation of ecclesiastical immunity, jurisdiction, and freedom as spelled out in the decree of the Council of Trent, Session 25,
Chapter 20. 54 It was a case of the patronato real being exercised by
someone without the authority to do so, in violation of the Recopi/aci6n,
1.6.1, which said that sacred places and ministers ofthe church were to
be treated with reverence and respect, as was the immunity ofthe church.
It also violated the cedula of 1 August 1795.
A loyal priest had been stripped of his mission and forced to travel
700 leagues from Jemez to Guadalajara without considering the risks of
the journey. If he were guilty, he should have been reprimanded and
pardoned, since he repented in his letter of 6 June 1798. If he sinned, he
should have been forgiven as Christ taught: "Be on your guard! If another disciple sins, you must rebuke the offender, and if there is repentance, you must forgive. And if the same person sins against you seven
times a day, and turns back to you seven times and says, 'I repent,' you
must forgive."55
An act of charity had been punished as though it were the greatest
of crimes. Had he not defended his poor, miserable Indians, it would
have been a mortal sin against charity and justice, which the doctors of
theology and canon law considered very grave. The passion of the powerful with respect to the weak had been sated. Thus, it seemed appropri-
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ate to Fray Isidro to baptize the proceedings with the most appropriate
name: Persecution. Cadelo recalled the words of Christ: "Blessed are
you when people revile you and persecute you and utter all kinds of evil
against you falsely on myaccount."56
Had Cadelo not acted, even greater outrages would have occurred.
This could be seen from the threats Governor Chac6n made at that time.
There could be no doubt that the poor, the orphaned, and disabled Indians should be aided and defended just as God assisted the miserable,
and this protection should be "Because the poor are despoiled, because
the needy groan. "57
Serious authors had written that stealing from a heathen was a more
serious sin than stealing from a Christian, since the thief dishonored the
faith he professed. Under this doctrine, stealing from quasi-heathen
Indians, such as those of Jemez, would be the same thing. It could occasion their flight from their pueblos to the mountains where they would
more contentedly live among the beasts and heathens than among weak
Christians. They would become apostates and die unsaved. Learning of
this, the heathen living nearby would never embrace the faith.
His request for the plaintiffs to pay his expenses was not a temporal
concern, which he had renounced; rather it was because he aspired to
the perfection to which he had pledged himself. As for his ministry, he
knew his additional obligations: "Take no gold, or silver, or copper in
your belts, no bag for your journey, or two tunics, or sandals, or a staff;
for laborers deserve their food. "58 Given those funds, he would happily
complete construction of the humble church he had left unfinished when
he was stripped of his mission. He would also use them to succor the
widow of Lazaro Sola and her children, as well as for other pious works
in his jurisdiction. Regarding those who suspected his actions, Fray
Isidro stated that had his motives been any other than to defend his
honor and his employ, he would not have asked Provincials Crucelaegui
and Oyarzabal for license to retire to Mexico City, which he was not
permitted to do. To guard against the slightest threat against him once
he returned to Jemez, he requested that the proceedings be sent to the
king and the Council of the Indies.
Cadelo reiterated his request to the audiencia for assistance in specific detail. To ensure his safe arrival in New Mexico he needed: from
Guadalajara to San Juan del Mezquital, six very strong horses, two mules,
two mozos, and whatever alms the regente deemed appropriate; from
Mezquital to Chihuahua, because it was very dangerous territory where
there were warlike Apaches, at least fifteen men with rifles, gunpowder,
bullets, lances, shields, and remounts for the long journey; from Chihuahua to EI Paso, which was more in the interior and more dangerous,
to travel with any security, twenty-five leather-jacketed soldiers from
the presidios of Nueva Vizcaya and fifteen additional experienced, val-
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iant Indian fighters; and from El Paso to New Mexico, because it was
even more in the interior, unpopulated, and surrounded by many warlike
Indiannations, an escort of at least 150 of the strongest men to see him
safely to Jemez. Fray Isidro also wanted to know who was to pay for
outfitting him for the trip and his expenses. He requested a passport
indicating that wherever he stopped and there could by a delay, the
justicias were to assist him because he was engaged in the service of the
king. 59
In mid-February, Fray Isidro received an answer. He was to be given
a copy of the audiencia's ruling so that he could return unhindered to
New Mexico. The fiscal was of the opinion that the governor and custos
should cover Cadelo's travel expenses; the treasury and Cadelo's annual stipend should not be used. Governors and other civil or ecclesiastical officials would surely assist him during his journey out of charity,
though they could not be forced to do so. The commandant general and
provincial were to see that justice was done. The passport Cadelo requested was ordered given him as well. 60 On 20 February 1800, the
audiencia ordered the ruling of 23 January fulfilled. The commandant
general was ordered to copy the proceedings in the event a subsequent
case was brought against Cadelo. The rulings were also to be sent to
Governor Chacon. Two days later, Fray Isidro signed a document indicating he had been informed about the audiencia's ruling. After coming
back from the chancellery with all the seals in early March, the decision
was given to Cadelo with a copy for the governor of New Mexico. 61
Cadelo presented the decisions issued by the audiencia to the commandant general in Chihuahua on 4 July 1800. On the seventh, they were
ordered returned to him so that he could continue to New Mexico, and·
he was issued a passport. 62 Fray Isidro arrived in New Mexico on 4
August 1800. Governor Chacon was en route to El Paso when Cadelo
presented the audiencia's ruling to him in Albuquerque. The decision
ordered Fray Isidro's reinstatement at Jemez after the commandant general and custos had come to an, agreement. Even though Cadelo had no
evidence that this had been done, Chacon complied with the order.
While the governor felt that he could point out many things in the
fiscal's opinions that related to him personally, he limited himself to one,
which challenged the prerogatives of his office. Chacon noted that in
his first opinion, the fiscal had cited a royal order stating that the
patronato real of New Mexico belonged not to the governor but to the
commandant general. This ignored Articles four and ten of the royal title
of 1776, which established the commandancy general, as well as the
instructions for governing the Provincias Internas that the viceroy, the
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Conde de Galvez, had issued in 1786. Chac6n was referring to the part of
Article four that established that the commandant general could
subdelegate, or transfer, the patronato real to the governors of Sonora,
Nueva Vizcaya, and similar provinces. 63
In addressing this point, the governor was defending something
that was part and parcel of his job. If it were dismembered, it would
result in delays in the royal service, since the province was so far from
the commandant general and the capital of the diocese. Finally, this
caused no prejudice to a third party, given that the commandant general
had superior jurisdiction in the vice-patronato. 64
Having been restored to his mission of Jemez, Fray Isidro received a
ruling on his request for interest on the annual stipends he had not been
paid while his case was pending. In early November, the audiencia supported his petition for interest. As for the stipends themselves, he should
have sought a ruling in Chihuahua from the commandant general. On 20
November, Fray Isidro informed the authorities in Chihuahua that he
was asking Chac6n for 1,635 pesos for expenses: maintenance, mozos,
animals, illnesses, delays, and suffering on his trips. He wanted a ruling
as to whether he was owed the stipends for the time he had been absent.
The counsel's opinion was that Cadelo had no right to the stipends.
The treasury paid them only to those occupied in the reduction, instruction, and catechizing of Indians as demonstrated by certifications of
their service. Moreover, the amount requested for Fray Isidro's expenses
was out of line. Given that Franciscans in New Mexico were content with
the 330-peso stipend they received annually, it seemed unlikely that
Cadelo could have spent 1,635 pesos. To avoid further bother with
Cadelo, however, the counsel suggested Fray Isidro be given 500 pesos,
200 from the custos and 300 from the governor. In' early January 1801,
Nava advised Chac6n that he agreed with the general counsel's opinion. 6~
The fiscal of the audiencia responded in early February 1800 to
Chac6n's letter of the previous September. He based his opinion on Article eight of Galvez's instructions of 1786, which, in the fiscal's interpretation, provided that the patronato real of the Provincias Internas
belonged to the commandant general. In so doing, the fiscal ignored the
1776 provision that had granted the commandant general power to
subdelegate the patronato real to provincial governors, which had formed
the basis of Chac6n's argument, and, in the view of the fiscal, had been
superseded. Moreover, the fiscal noted that the governor had not sent
copies of the documents to which he referred. Therefore, the points he
raised could not be given a further, more specific response. 66
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Commandant General Nava acknowledged receipt in April of word
from Governor Chac6n that he had paid Cadelo 300 pesos. Nava expressed hope that that would put an end to the dispute and avoid further impertinent moves on Cadelo's part. He added that he had to listen
to the counsel's advice because the counsel was the minister the king
had appointed for that purpose. 67
A measure ofthe importance of Cadelo's case became apparent early
the following year. Father Diego de Jurado appealed his removal from
San Antonio de Senecu, despite having served there for twenty-three
years. The provisor vicario general in Durango, citing the 1 August
1795 cedula and ruling by the Audiencia of Guadalajara of 23 January
1800, gave his opinion on 27 February 1802. The removal-justified or
not-was improper because a formal proceeding had not been held. On 3
March, Jurado was ordered reinstated and the decision made known to
Father Jose Serapi6n del Prado, a diocesan priest in El Paso. 68
Beyond his constant problems with Governor Chac6n, Fray Isidro
was an outspoken critic of the three newly arrived diocesan priests in
New Mexico and a prime mover against them. According to Father Juan
Jose de Sida, one ofthe diocesan clergymen, a group of Franciscans had
acted against other Franciscans; their custos, Fray Mariano Sanchez
Vergara; and the three diocesans. The group, which met at Santo Domingo
Pueblo in July, was led by fray Francisco Hozio. Also present were Fathers Rubi; Esteban San Miguel; Antonio Caballero; Antonio Barreras;
and Cadelo, who cast the deciding vote. In Sida's presence, Cadelo had
renounced his p'osition of definitor, saying that as definitor he could not
agree with the injustices the custos was attempting. What they wanted
was for the other Franciscans and the curas to leave New Mexico. This
was their attitude with respect to Father Gregorio Oliden.
The group's action scandalized the populace. These priests wrote
against their brothers, the custos, the diocesan priests, and the bishop
of Durango, the latter because he had forced the diocesan clergymen on
them, taking from them what the king had given them. These friars, who
publicly voiced these complaints, agreed with Cadelo. Fray Isidro had
also gone to Isleta and Belen to collect the signatures of Fathers Jose
Ignacio Sanchez and Cayetano Jose Ignacio Bernal against their brothers. 69
The definitorio, meeting in Santa Fe that November, besought the
custos to act prudently and intelligently, then presented a list of grievances in the form of questions, including: Why had he tried so hard to
break the king's laws, especially that of 1 August 1795, by trying to
place Fray Ambrosio Guerra in Isleta by stripping it from fray Sanchez?
Why in early June 1802 did he try to put this into effect, causing the
governor to get involved by restoring Sanchez to Isleta with the assistance of twelve soldiers and an officer? Why was there no consultation?
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and Why did he ignore the opinion on this matter that Cadelo provided?
Furthermore, Cadelo, because he disagreed and wanted no part of the
custos's actions, resigned as a definitor and withdrew to his mission.
His resignation~ however, was not accepted. 70
On 14 September 1803, a deep seated conflict burst to the surface.
Hilario Mestas, a citizen of San Isidro in the jurisdiction of Jemez, appeared before Governor Chacon to complain of abuses suffered at Fray
Isidro's hands. 71 Mestas had a history of problems with Fray Isidro. In
1801, alcalde Armenta had given Mestas a document explaining the seriouspenalties for anyone who indentured a son and for the person who
benefitted from his labor. Cadelo leveled the false accusation that Mestas
had a son of Marcos Apodaca in his service. The boy was actually
Mestas's godson and nephew and was living with him.
Earlier in 1803, while Mestas was away, one of his sons acted as a
guarantor to the godparent of a couple that was to marry by putting up
six sheep for the marriage fee. Though the son had to work to pay for
them first and was paid monthly, Cadelo did not want to wait and began
to pressure the justicia. Mestas's son was forced to give Fray Isidro the
sheep. Mestas delayed a few days, and Cadelo's anger was the origin of
the outrage against him. To Mestas, this proved that Cadelo did not
want to get along with his parishioners.
On another occasion, Cadelo embargoed a yoke of oxen and a laden
mule belonging to Mestas because they passed in front of the church on
a Sunday, even though that was the camino real and the route everyone
used. This prevented workers from gathering wood from the forest for a
week until Fray Isidro freed the animals and their gear. At the time this
happened, Mestas suffered the whole affair in silence, but had decided
to inform the governor so that the situation would not get worse. Cadelo
had asked the cura of Santa Fe, Jose Vivian Ortega, to undertake proceedings against his parishioners. Chacon said that if Ortega investigated, the governor would see that no harm befell Mestas or his
companions.
On 23 September, the teniente de justicia of the Jemez district, Salvador Lopez, went to Santa Fe and presented a document indicating that
the alcalde mayor, Armenta, had called together certain individuals in
his house to inform them of an order from Father Ortega, who was at the
mission with two notaries. On 25 September, Cadelo wrote the governor
asking him not to interfere in Ortega's investigation.
Ignoring Fray Isidro's request, Governor Chacon ordered Antonio
de Arce, lieutenant of the Santa Fe presidio, to take six soldiers to Jemez
to avoid disruption of public tranquility. They were to stay in the community house and see that no citizens left their fields. The soldiers were
to take care not to get involved with Cadelo or Ortega, remaining in
Jemez until the latter returned to Santa Fe. When Arce arrived in Jemez,
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several citizens had already been called to testify and be rebuked by the
two priests. Thus, he could not prevent them from being fined six pesos.
The nominal fine indicated that the delinquents were unimportant and.
that the idea was to terrorize them so that the priests could more freely
exercise their tyranny.
The governor ordered the alcalde to Santa Fe to explain his actions.
Armenta showed him a document proving Cadelo's excessive interest in
collecting first fruits and obventions. This tyranny was born of the citizens' unwillingness to satisfy him. His ill treatment of all who opposed
his arbitrary measures naturally followed. Calling the cura from Santa Fe
with two notaries and announcing it with much anticipation served the
end of authorizing and proving Cadelo's principles regarding first fruits
and other parochial fees. Moreover, Cadelo's letters to Armenta demonstrated his lack of respect and his impulsive, domineering, and self-interested character. He had no consideration for his poor, humble
parishioners.
On 1 October, the governor submitted an interrogatory to the two
notaries, Jose de la Pena and Antonio Ruiz. Their responses proved that
Cadelo alone could have done everything Ortega and the two notaries
had. All this was done, in the governor's opinion, to take by force from
Miguel Baca one-half fanega of wheat he did not owe. Were Baca a
violent man with little tolerance, such an insult might have provoked
him to commit a tragic attack on the priests.
Governor Chac6n had not framed an indictment in this instance because the audiencia had decided on 28 February 1800 that what had
been done in 1798 was outside the governor's jurisdiction. Neither the
commandant general nor the bishop had intervened then because it was
impraCticable. The commandant general was 230 leagues away and the
bishop around 500. Cadelo acted as though he had no superior in New
Mexico, and his behavior had not changed at all. He continued to propagate his pernicious principles among individuals of the custody in a way
that was as prejudicial to the citizenry as it was to the royal service.
As for Ortega, he had committed so many abuses and caused so
much upset since his arrival in New Mexico that the bishop of Durango
had to strip him of all his authority. The bishop's orders and warnings
had no effect, however, or had been given only the most minimal compliance. Governor Chac6n left it up to the audiencia to imagine what would
come of a union of two such as Cadelo and Ortega. The governor also
informed the commandant general, so that he could act as he saw fit. He
also advised the audiencia so that it would be apprised ofthe incident,
should Cadelo have recourse to that body again. 72
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Governor Chacon acknowledged in early 1804 that Commandant General Nemesio Salcedo directed him to add to the proceedings the
governor's letter of 28 June 1803 regarding the removal of Cadelo from
Jemez. In it he explained his motives for taking that action with the approval of Fray Isidro's prelate. Chacon also noted that Salcedo agreed
with the decision of the audiencia and the fiscal.
Chacon, however, felt wronged by the decision to return Cadelo.
Everything in his letter of 28 June about Cadelo was ancillary to the
principal matter discussed therein and not intended as a complaint
against the priest. Had he had one, it would have been better to lodge it
against the Audiencia of Guadalajara, Salcedo's predecessor, and the
commandant general's counsel. Chacon held all of them responsible for
the harm done to his government by the audiencia in subdelegating the
vice-patronato real granted by the Caballero de Croix. Based on Croix's
earlier transfer, there seemed to be no doubt that the governor's effort
was well founded and not just his way of complaining. He would leave it
in his superiors' hands to see whether there was justice in all the wrongs
he had suffered and would suffer in the future. That was the only reason
he mentioned the subdelegation of the vice-patronato real, because it
was a special privilege of his government, not Chacon's alone. As he
had done earlier, the governor neglected to document his claim that Croix
had transferred the patronato real to the governor of New Mexico. 73
In mid-June, Salcedo indicated that Chacon was building another
case against Cadelo. As a consequence of the governor's letter of 10
October 1803, a case file had been established. Salcedo sent it to Chacon
with the proviso that he was to give it to the custos. After the custos
warned Cadelo, he was to return the file to Salcedo. Custos de la Prada
wrote Governor Chacon the following month to explain that he had not
put into effect the commandant general's order to question Cadelo about
to his relations with the vecinos of Jemez, because a Navajo uprising
made it impossible for the custos's secretary to travel there. Chacon
countered that the custos, his secretary, and Fray Jose de Vera had returned from the mission to the Navajos without harm. In addition, other
religious had traveled safely to Santa Fe. He would provide an escort so
that Cadelo and the secretary could meet safely. The outcome of this
incident, apparently another dispute that came to the governor's attention, is unknown. 74
In May 1807, the custos informed the new governor, Joaquin del
Real Alencaster, of mission assignments; among the postings was
Cadelo's to Picuris. He was back at Jemez in August of that year, however, to declare that he had given his power of attorney to his servant,
the widow Maria Isidora Casados, to collect half the year.'s first fruits.
He had made a formal agreement with his successor, Father Sanchez
Vergara, on 15 June 1807 to this effect. Sanchez Vergara would receive
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the other half of the first fruits. A similar power of attorney was on
record, whereby Cadelo was to enjoy half of the first fruits from Picuris,
while his predecessor was to receive the other half. On 30 September
1808, Fray Isidro performed his last priestly duties at Picuris, burying
Juan Martin, husband of Juana, both of whom were Indians. He administered only the Sacrament of Penance, because he had not been called in
time. 75
The last word on Cadelo in New Mexico came from Fray Ramon Antonio Gonzalez. Not surprisingly, Fray Isidro had found more trouble.
Gonzalez referred in mid-November 1810 to certain unspecified documents relating to the stipend owed Cadelo, which Fray Benito Pereiro
had collected. Gonzalez was awaiting certification from the alcalde of
Taos, because he suspected the matter was a fraud that Cadelo and
Custos Jose Benito Pereiro had perpetrated. He was also awaiting word
from the bishop of Durango on the matter. 76
Cadelo's fate is uncertain; by December 1813 he was no longer living in New Mexico. Of the six Spanish Franciscans who had departed
Mexico City for New Mexico in 1792, only three remained twenty-one
years later, and Cadelo was not among them. One of the other three
transferred to the Jalisco province, and two died after completing more
than ten years of service. 77
Fray Isidro Cadelo arrived in New Mexico at a time of transition,
when a number of powerful currents flowed through the colony. Given
his admittedly volatile nature, it is small wonder that he found himself
forced into exile. Although he arrived poorly prepared to minister to
Pueblo Indians and initially cared little for them, he eventually risked his
career in a dangerous confrontation with the governor and fought successfully to return to his mission. While his personal correspondence
suggests that he gravitated to fellow Spaniards among his Franciscan
brethren, his nearly constant struggles with peninsular prelates indicate
that he may well have had little respect for authority of any stripe. As
for secularization of the missions and the coming of diocesan priests, he
was much in the forefront of the opposition. At a time when civil-military
authorities were trying to wrest away the power and influence of the
church over the populace in New Mexico by exerting their authority,
including exiling not a few priests, Cadelo availed himself of new legislation, ably and articulately arguing his own case to win back his mission. His legal victory gave other threatened priests a new means of
defense. Considering his stubborn determination, it is not surprising
that he insisted on going back to Jemez. It is no less so that he stayed in
trouble with the authorities for as long as his return lasted.
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Alburquerque In 1821:
Padre Leyva's Descriptions
THOMAS'J. STEELE, S.J.

A set of documents which Mary Taylor recently discovered in the Archives of the Archdiocese of Durango describes the Alburquerque parish in 1821. They were drafted by Padre don Jose Francisco Leyva y
Rosas, pastor of the Alburquerque church, in tardy response to a request of the bishop of Durango, Mexico, Doctor don Juan Francisco de
Castaf'iiza, in early March 1820. 1 The following January, the bishop's
secretary dropped a gentle reminder in the mail to all the lagging pastors; then in the middle of March, a year after the original command,
Bishop Castaf'iiza dropped Padre Leyva a very blunt letter that said in
summary, "Make me an inventory of your parish books, sacred vessels,
vestments, and so forth, noting the losses and gains since the last report. Keep your original and send me a notarized copy. Send me a census of each plaza or placita of folks with distances, numbers, lineage,
states of life, and ages. Review all the decrees of visitation and say if
they've been obeyed and if not why not. And while we're at it, how'd
you like my letter of early March last year?"2
This directive finally got the Alburquerque pastor's attention. Cura
Leyva got together with his mayordomo (lay administrator) and a notary
public to review the parish finances, and he generated a fine set of
descriptions of the various aspects and parts of' his parish. The cover
letter suggested some strategies by which Leyva could get more money
from burying the dead. Leyva saw one main problem, that Fray Ambrosio
Guerra, the last Franciscan pastor in town who had turned the place over
to Leyva in November 1817, had no organized schedule offees. So Leyva
deferentially asked the bishop for a complete listing of suitable charges
for different types of weddings, different types of burial, different places
of burial, and so forth. 3
Thomas J. Steele, S.J., is a professor of English at Regis University, Denver,
Colorado. He has written extensively about the religious culture of New Mexico.
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Leyva's 1821 inventory proper was mainly fashioned from a copy of
the notarized 1817 inventory that he and Fray Ambrosio had made when
they transferred the Alburquerque parish from Franciscan to
Durango-diocesan control. 4 Three and a half years later, Leyva added a
few bits of running commentary.
Guerra and Leyva figured the inside length of the 1792-93 church at
thirty-five varas, ninety-six feet, underestimating it by five feet. The
transept was a feature of the more stylish churches of Santa Fe and
Santa Cruz de la Canada, whereas by contrast the churches in Indian
pueblos were mostly single nave. Guerra and Leyva described the towers simply as "two small towers of two stories each," since the French
popcorn-Gothic additions were forty-plus years in the future, when
Pere J.M. Coudert would hire his fellow countryman Francois Falanfont,
a skilled carpenter, to alter the facade. S
The main altar appears in the 1817-21 document without the two-tier
altarscreen of Mexican painted canvas that had been in place from the
1770s until at least 1796. Instead, we find an
altarscreen of carved wood with five niches and five statues, to
wit: one of Our Lady of the Rosary of a vara and a half with her
Child, her imperial crown of silver; another statue of San Felipe
Neri about a vara with his diadem of metal; another of Our Lady
of Bethlehem about a vara; another of Senor Saint Francis [of
Assisi] about three-quarters of a vara with his silver diadem;
the last of Senor Saint Anthony [of Padua], a halfvara with his
silver diadem. And a Christ Child. 6
(1821 Note: the image of Our Lady of the Rosary mentioned in
the previous section is very imperfect, and the same with the
Lady of BetheIehem; the others are quite good. The altarscreen
is pretty awful.)
Hence a totally carved altarscreen with statues in niches had supplanted the totally painted altarscreen, which had had only the illusion
of a third dimension. Since Leyva thought that the new altarscreen was
quite awful, it may not have aged well or it may have been in poor taste
by Leyva's standards; it could not have been more than twenty-five
years 01d. 7 In addition, the priests named but did not at all describe
three oil paintings that seem to have decorated the sanctuary, perhaps
above the five statues in their niches, perhaps on the side walls. They
also listed a guion viejo (an old guide) probably a processional cross
without a body of Christ displayed upon it in contrast to the "processional cross with its Christ of tin."
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The east transept had little enough in it, just an altar "with some old
pictures"; but the west transept would be the wonder of modern Albuquerque if it were still intact:
THE TRANSEPT ON THE GOSPEL SIDE: An altarscreen painted
in tempera with the following images:
a Holy Buried Body of Christ two varas tall in its coffin of wood
painted with tempera. with two matresses, two sheets, four pillows, two black coverlets, and a muslin veil for the face [a later
addendum: three nails for the deposition]; a Jesus Nazareno
more than a vara tall, with its wooden cross [and, listed later, a
noose for capturing Jesus in the Garden of Olives]; a statue of
Our Lady of Solitude about a half a vara with its silver halo; a
statue of Our Lady of Sorrows a half vara with sword, silver
halo, little hoop earrings of false pearl, and a necklace around
her neck offalse pearl with a catch.
Here, in addition to the previously unknown aItarscreen, were all the
necessary properties for a New Mexican Passion Play"":"and the parish
still staged the play each Holy Week a half century later, and it still
performs part of it each year. 8 Fray Andres Garcia, a priest and santero
who ministered to the parish in the 1770s, may have made the Santo
Entierro mentioned here, but the description perfectly fits the one presently in the San Felipe Museum, a nineteenth-century Mexican figure
which is exactly sixty-six inches, exactly two varas, from head to heel (it
is overall about seventy inches because the feet and toes point down).
In a later section ofthe document, the priests listed the many articles of
fine clothing owned by these four Passion-Play statues and the five
statues on the main altar, and there probably were fewer than nine people
in town better dressed than the nine statues were. In November 1868,
when the Jesuits acquired a new French image of Our Lady of Sorrows,
they gave the old statue from northern New Spain to the main donor of
the new one, Dona Candelaria Griego de (Ambrosio) Armijo, and the old
statue has remained in her family down to the present time. 9
The priests take us next on a little tour down the body of the church
from front to back:
A pulpit with ladder and sounding-board painted in tempera. 10
A Christ on the back about a half vara.
Two open confessionals (now [in 1821, Father Leyva adds] they
are closed) with their platforms.
. A large bench and a small one.
Three benches, each with three seats, with two platforms.
Two old tables.
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If the Christ painted on the back of the pulpit was in tempera (0/
temp/e), it was probably the work of one of the New Mexican santeros-

perhaps of Juan Gutierrez, mentioned as an Alburquerque santero in
1818. 11 At the back of the church, perhaps in the west tower and perhaps
next to the sacristy on the east side, was the baptistry. In it were: .
A large copper basin with a copper cover and a copper drain; a
shell of silver.
An old image of San Francisco Xavier on canvas two varas
high. 12
Three silver vials to hold the Holy Oils for baptism; they are in
a little box with a wooden lid with no key.
A wooden cross for the same purpose.
And then came the sacristy, which boasted a little more decoration:
A table with two chests for vestments.
A large tabernacle painted with tempera with a silver key (now
in 1821 it stands on the main altar where the old and unsuitable
one used to be), with a curtain of muslin printed with silver.
Another small tabernacle oftin with a curtain of silver-printed
muslin and a silver key.
A very old painting of Our Lord Jesus Christ on canvas.
This "very old painting" is highly unlikely to be the
School-of-Juan-Correa "Crucifixion" presently in the San Felipe Neri
Museum. 13
Also in the 1821 sacristy, of course, were the priest's vestments;
there were linens such as albs, amices, cinctures, and a surplice, and
there were vestments galore: a dozen chasubles, some of them with
stole, maniple, chalice-veil, and burse; a few copes; and various odd
items of the sort. In addition, the sacristy held the clothing for the statues - chemises, petticoats, mantles, aprons, earrings, necklaces, and
rosaries for Our Lady; tunics, mantles, and a noose for the Jesus
Nazareno; three dresses for the Infant Jesus; and three loincloths for
the Santo Entierro. And there was silver - a monstrance for visually
displaying the Eucharist for public adoration, a ciborium, cruets, a saltcellar for baptism, a censer, a pyx, and vials for the holy oils. The chalice
set, which included a paten and a little spoon for adding a bit of water to
the wine, got some interesting 1821 commentary from Father Leyva:
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The early-nineteenth-century figure of the dead Jesus descends from the cross
into the arms. of the men of San Felipe Neri Parish. Author's collection.
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In the inventory there is the entry about the chalice and the
paten that belongs to it, and he [Guerra] transferred to me the
identical good chalice and paten. But as a result of an interview
I had with the people of Alameda in this parish, it became clear
that this good chalice and paten really belonged to the chapel,
and an old useless one that was up there really belonged here.
But the Alameda chalice continues to be used here in the parish
church.
The key document in this matter was a letter written by Francisco
Miera, grandson of the famous New Mexican santero and map maker
Bernardo Miera y Pacheco and nephew of the obscure New Mexican
santero Manuel Miera. Francisco Miera, then the civil lieutenant of the
Plaza de las Huertas (near Bernalillo) and of San Felipe Pueblo, had
written in 1820 a letter that.certified that he had been in charge of the
Alameda chapel from 1801 to 1808 and that during that period the good
Alameda chalice had been switched for the poor Alburquerque chalice
because Guerra said mass in Alameda so seldom and in Alburquerque so
often. But Miera asserted that he could still identify the chalices. We
can imagine that a blue-ribbon delegation probably brought the letter to
the pastor and engaged him in a face-to-face interview, but the outcome seems only to have confirmed the status quo, because the Alameda
chalice stayed in the Alburquerque church for another six or eight years. 14
At any rate, ten years later, Vicar Juan Rafael Rascon gave Padre don
Francisco Ignacio Madariaga his permission to sell a piece of land to
buy a new chalice for the Alburquerque church. 15
A further section of the sacristy inventory details items of copper
and iron that the church owned, many of them inexpensive versions of
the silver and silver-gilt items noted above but including a wafer-iron,
a large hinged arrangement of metal plates and handles for baking altar
breads. Among the miscellanea was a catafalque of wood and elkskin
(anta). And there was a "Note Taken from the Original Inventory" which
reads as follows: "The main door of the church with its wickets, small
latches, and large latch; the doors to the sacristy, baptistry, and passageway have neither keys nor locks"; I imagine this passageway led
into the rectory, which Fathers Jose Manuel Gallegos and Joseph P.
Machebeufimmortalized with an 1850s lawsuit. In 1821, Leyva added the
information that there were keys for the two sacristy doors and the door
to the baptistry. Before we leave the sacristy and while we're thinking
about locks and keys, we ought to reflect that the San Felipe Neri sacristyhad been, for a few nights in 1807, U.S. Army Lieutenant Zebulon
Montgomery Pike's prison when he stopped over in Alburquerque on
his way south.
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From 1832 until the 1904 flood, this Alameda Chapel of the Immaculate
Conception, later renamed Nativity of Mary, stood in the old plaza just north of
~he intersection of Rio Grande and Alameda Boulevards. Courtesy Museum of
New Mexico, Negative #104662.

We finish the Alburquerque inventories with the parish books, the
records of baptisms, marriages, burials, accounts, and official le.tters
received (patentes). The books listed in the inventory tally with the
books presently in the Archives of the Archdiocese except for the books
of baptism. In 1817, Guerra and Leyva noted a baptismal book then being used which consisted of 268 pages plus three sets of inserts that
brought the total up to 510 pages, and in 1821 Leyva noted a book he
had put together and begun ~o use in 1818 that had 490 pages. There are
two San Felipe Neri baptismal books currently in the archdiocesan archives, one from 1776-1802 with 202 original pages and a 46-page insert
and another from 1818-28 with 254 pages. The habit of swiping blank
leaves from books in use was bad enough, but the sixteen-year gap in
recorded Alburquerque baptisms leaves a really large hole in local history.
Having detailed the "physical plant" of his parish and its ceremonial
contents, Father Leyva then proceeded to let the bishop in on his plans
for the future:
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His Illustrious Lordship will note how needy this parish is, especially of the things for the ceremonies that pertain to divine
worship, despite the repeated exhortations I have directed to
the faithful and the suggestions I made to the meetings of the
town council last year; and this so that they might apply appropriate measures and offer some aid toward the adornment of the
holy temple in order that if possible the command of His Illustrious Lordship in his pastoral last year on 3 March 1820 might
take effect.
But the council turned him down, telling him that that's the way New
Mexico does things. In the presence ofthe constitutional alcalde, Leyva
went over the books with the mayordomo of the building for the more
than three years he had been pastor there so as to make his report to the
bishop, and then he told everybody the particulars at Sunday Mass.!6
But the facts failed to convince them, though the real income of the
operation was 140 serapes which in terms of money amounted to only
seventy pesos. "I intend," the cura went on,
to go out in person through the whole of this jurisdiction in
company with the present alcalde who has offered to go with me
to collect the offerings which the devotion of each of the faithful might wish to give, especially when encouraged by the exhortations I might give them.
He planned to take this trip during harvest time, and he hoped that as a
result "this church might find itself in a short time regularly adorned."!?
We have no record of how well the plan worked.
The next section of Father Leyva's 1821 document is a description and
inventory of the Alameda chapel of Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception. The focal point of this edifice was the splendid and even exotic
statue ofLa Purisima: a fifty-inch tall wooden statue with face and hands
of ivory. The ivory was probably imported into New Spain on a
Manila-Acapulco galleon, already having been carved in Southeast Asia
or the Philippines. The majority of the bulto would have been Mexican
madera estofada - wood gilded and polychromed to look like rich brocade. ls
Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez had described the chapel and
its contents during his visit in 1776:
[The chapel in question is] small and faces south, with an ordinary two-leaved door and a good key. It has a little belfry with
two small bells. Adequate cemetery. It is adorned by a high altar,
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in the wall of which there is a niche with an old yellow satin
curtain on a rod. This holds a middlesized image in the round of
Our Lady of the [Immaculate] Conception. Her head and hands
are ivory, and her adornment consists of a wig of false hair, a
silver crown, gold earrings with pendants of fine crystal, a string
of ordinary pearls, a rosary of black glass set in silver, and bracelets of gilded metal. 19
Forty-five years later, Leyva's recital went like this:
An ivory statue of the Immaculate Conception of Mary Most
Holy about a vara and a half tall of a regular beauty, located on
the one and only altar.
A small Christ of bronze which serves for saying Mass.
An altarscreen painted with tempera with four painted images,
painting of this land.
Two processional can~llesticks of wood and a large processional
cross of the same.
Another carved image of the Immaculate Conception about half
a vara.
About half a century later, the Jesuits regularly recorded the annual
early summer processions of the Virgin of Alburquerque northward to
rendezvous at Ranchos de Alburquerque with the splendid Virgin of
Alameda. The Alameda statue very likely perished in the great flood of
1904, when the Alameda chapel was washed away, to be replaced by the
present Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Church on North Fourth, built by
Jesuit Father Ferdinand Troy (Trojaneck) and his parishioners. 2o
In addition to the celebrated statue with its ivory face and hands,
the Alameda chapel in 1817 owned a small bronze crucifix placed above
the altar to fulfill the requirement that the priest be able to glance at an
image of Christ on the cross when he came to the consecration of the
Mass. The relatively new altarscreen must have been painted and installed after 1776 and before 1817; and it was doubtless designed with
the vara-and-a-half nicho to showcase the Virgin's statue. And since it
was made for a chapel that was administered from 1801 to 1808 by Francisco Miera, a nephew of Manuel Miera (active as a santero from about
1765 until his death in 1815), it is impossible not to speculate about a
small Manuel Miera altarscreen in Alameda. 21
The Alameda chapel had a fair supply of the minimum necessities
for saying mass, plus some luxury items:
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A white curtain of new gauze used to cover the niche where the
large Immaculate Conception image is. Two silver reliquaries to
be carried at the breast and two more of jet... A good chalice,
that same that is referred to in the parish inventory [as having
been "borrowed" by the Alburquerque church) ... In the belltower
there are two middle-sized bells, one new and the other broken,
both without clappers.
In June of the previous year, Leyva had written the vicar general in
Durango to inform him that he and the Alameda parishioners were going
to presume permission to rebuild their chapel because it was too small
and "because it threatens to collapse some feast day and cause a disaster;" but nothing seems to have come of the plan, for in the 1821 documents Leyva noted again that "the chapel is very neglected and threatens
to fall down," and so he begged the bishop to grant permission to rebuild it either on the present site or someplace nearby so that the people
of the vicinity would have a geographical center for their community of
faith. "As for the construction," he adds, "these very poor settlers are
very willing to contribute their work and what few means they possess."
Shortly thereafter, indeed, the chapel either fell down of its own age and
decrepitude or it was torn down, for by 1829 a new Alameda chapel
facing east had replaced it. 22
And then Father Leyva dropped a teasing little item: "I ought also
mention to Your Illustrious Lordship that this chapel, or rather its Patroness the Immaculate Conception, owns some five hundred sheep on a
partido contract, the particulars of which I will give Your Illustrious
Lordship an accounting of in my next letter."
That "next letter" we do not presently possess, but we do have
plenty of particulars, among them the eighteen-page docket of a lawsuit. After dragging along for over a year, the case had ended in early
July 1821, less than two weeks before the pastor of Alburquerque created the collection of documents for Bishop Castaniza. Leyva had sued
Juan Gonzales, the great-grandson of Captain Juan Gonzales-Bas (c.
1669-1743), who had been one of the founders of Alburquerque, the
sole owner of the Alameda Grant, and the builder and donor of the
Alameda chapel. He had also donated the original five hundred ewes as
the endowment for the Virgin of the Alameda chapel, which was to be
supported by the chapel's share of the increase, ninety head annually of
a year old (18 percent over and above suitable replacement of the older
ewes with younger ovejas). Old Juan had left the chapel to his son
Alejandro (1718-66), who left it to his son Gaspar (1735-87, the father of
the Juan Gonzales of Leyva's day), who in turn left it not to anyone of
his various sons but to a primo, Andres Facundo Gonzales (1734-1816).
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When this gentleman died and left the chapel and the sheep in the care
of his appointed executors, his nephew Juan Gonzales somehow got his
hands on the chapel's sheep and five years later suffered the loss of
them all!23
How the sheep perished is never said, but there was many a manner
of its happening in those days: fraud, snowstorm, Navajos, and disease
come quickly to mind. The sheep were in the care of a partidaro - a
shepherd who promised Juan Gonzales that he would return the principal and that predetermined eighteen percent interest. But the point of
the lawsuit was that Juan Gonzales had given a receipt for the sheep to
his uncle's heirs and assigns and then failed to return either the fivehundred-ewe "principal" or the ninety annual "interest" sheep for each
year from 1816 to 1820 inclusive.
Father Leyva approached Gonzales to demand the 950 sheep, for
though he was not an heir, as the Alburquerque pastor in charge of the
Alameda chapel he had a right and even a duty to get his hands on the
income. Gonzales responded by offering twenty brood mares and two
parcels of land, thereby in effect admitting some responsibility, and he
also offered the richest man in New Mexico, don Francisco Xavier Chaves
of Los Padillas in Alburquerque's South Valley, as his surety. When
Father Leyva unwisely rejected that deal, Gonzales asserted that he had
not signed the partido contract as owner or lessor of the sheep but had
only approved it as ajudge approving a legal document in which he was
otherwise disinterested. 24
Luckily for Gonzales, the signed receipt had been lost; but luckily
for Cura Leyva, a witness to it testified under oath that he recalled the
contents. Other witnesses told of the casual manner in which Gonzales
mixed the Virgin's sheep into his own flocks so that men who took partido
contracts with him found several ownership marks mingled in every flock
they received. 25
Then came the time for delaying tactics, until finally the attorney
general of the territory, Procurador Sindico Fernando Aragon, told everyone to get a move on (whereupon nothing at all happened for ten
weeks). But when a decision in Leyva's favor was handed down in late
May 1821, the cura asked Judge Jose Miguel Aragon to confiscate many
of Juan Gonzales's possessions so he would have to make good on the
summary judgment; but Gonzales replied that he was in hock to Chaves
for 1000 pesos and that all his earthly possessions were pledged to
cover that debt. A panel of judges ultimately decided that since Chaves
had a dated, signed, legally valid receipt, he had first call on all of
Gonzales's possessions. Thus the Virgin of Alameda was out of luck, as
was the cura of Alburquerque.
So in the final analysis, Cura Leyva won the case and still got nothing for the support of the tumbledown Alameda chapel. Hence, it was a
good thing that the parishioners were willing to rebuild it themselves. 26
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TABLE 1: CENSUS SHOWING THE NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THIS VILLA
Wlm NOTATION OF AGES, SEXES, MARITAL STATES, AND SOCIAL CLASSES
·AGES

BOYS

GIRLS

1 to 7 years

498

633

SINGLE
MEN

SINGLE
WOMEN

MARRIED
MEN

MARRIED
WOMEN

WIDOWERS

WIDOWS

~

~

SPANISH
CLASS

OTHER
CLASSES

377

754

329

686

§
(')

~

8

=
t il

7 to 18

491

524

18to40

248

312

398

382

7

4

456

895

40 to 60

26

23

175

172

36

22

253

301

60 & over
GENERAL
SUMMARY

5
498

633

770

859

24

43

49

3

46

78

597

597

92

29

1361

2714

I attest that the four thousand seventy-five pe~sons enumerated in this census have complied in the present year with the
precepts of annual confession and communion, at least all those capable of doing so; and attesting to the fact I sign my name in
the Villa of San Felipe Neri in Alburquerque, 15 July 1821.
- Jose Francisco Leyva
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The penultimate item in Cura Leyva's collection of documents for
the bishop is a one-page parish census (see table 1). There were doubtless many young married women and a few men who were eighteen years
old and under, but they were probably counted with the "18 to 40" yearold groups. To get the same number of married men and women, Leyva
may have counted some men as present who were in fact absent on
lengthy business such as sheepherding. The number of girls and unmarried women exceeded the number of boys and unmarried men by a ratio
of five to four - an extraordinary number, indeed. 27
And finally, there is the most intriguing item in the whole set, an
armchair tour of the parish under the expert guidance of Cura Leyva:
Survey of the Parish of the Villa of San Felipe Neri in
Alburquerque, with a statement of the plazas that lie on one
side or the other of the river called the Rio del Norte, which runs
from north to south.
Principal plaza or center of population, the-county seat, the Villa
of Alburquerque. Then to the north there lies the Plaza of Los
Duranes, half a league from the county seat and lying to the
east of the river; and in the same direction the following are to
be found: the Plaza of Los Candelarias, a quarter of a league
away from Los Duranes; the Plaza of Los Griegos, upwards of a
quarter league from Los Candelarias; the Plaza ofLos Gallegos a
quarter of a league away from Los Griegos; the Plaza of Los
Poblanos toward the west less than a quarter league away from
Los Gallegos; the Plaza of Los Ranchos less than a quarter league
away from Los Poblanos; and joined to it about a quarter league
away is the Placita of Los Candelaritas, together with some
houses scattered in between.
From Los Candelaritas to Alameda is about three-quarters of a
league, in the middle of which are some other gatherings of settlers such as Terranate, somewhat to the west; and then in a
straight line to the north are Los Lunas, Los Pereas, and Los
Garcias. The Plaza of Alameda, which is quite lovely, is about
half a league from the lands of the Indians of the Mission of
Sandia, with a distance from the boundary line to the mission of
some two leagues.
In the part of the pari~h west of the Rio Grande lies the settlement called Los Corrales, from whose main cluster it is to Los
Gonzales de Alameda a little more than half a league. 28 This
pretty area is about three hundred paces from the jurisdiction of
Sandia, and it is more than one league from the pueblo. This
settlement runs from north to south with its dwellings scattered
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as far as the place called San Mateo; and from there in the same
direction [south] that side of the Rio Grande is unpopulated as
far as the outskirts of Atrisco, a distance of more than a league.
Atrisco is made up of two placitas separated the one from the
other with a few houses scattered in the small interval, and it is
about three-quarters of a league from Alburquerque where the
Rio Grande separates them~ On the west side of the river about a
half a league from Atrisco is the plaza named Los Ranchos de
Atrisco toward the southeast [sic]; it lies south of
Alburquerque. 29 This is the last plaza on that side of the river in
this jurisdiction, and it is about three leagues from the Mission
of Isleta, which lies to the south, and I do not know the other
boundaries.
On the east side of the river less than a half league south of
Alburquerque there is a little plaza called EI Estero, and from
here a quarter league away follows Los Barelas reaching as far
as Los Olguines, which is all a scattered neighborhood, and that
is the last thing the sun shines on in that direction in this jurisdiction. 30 From there to the Tome Grant it is eight leagues, uninhabited for about five, as far as Peralta, all of which pertained a
few years since to the Alburquerque Parish, and the licenses for
the chapel still remain in the archive in my charge.
From Alburquerque toward the east at a distance of five leagues,
the new settlement of Carnue lies in the mountains, and two
leagues from there follows the equally new San Antonio, settlements useless to the inhabitants, with many droughts and very
narrow fields, exposed to hostile Indians and to wild beasts in
the summer, and very awkwardly situated for administering the
sacraments. 31 The inhabitants, since they live there without the
accommodations for the communal exercise (in this land) oflabor, the bank of the Rio del Norte supplies them; they never
hear Mass during the greater part of the year, and they would
seem more Christian if, coming forth from that wilderness which
is so useless and rejected by most of the inhabitants along the
river, they would comply with the obligation to hear Mass and
[to perform] the other Christian obligations. They fail to do so
to the detriment of their children, who grow up without the nourishment of the Word of God, never hearing it from their pastor. 32
I state all this to put my conscience at rest.
Villa of Alburquerque, 15 July 1821.
Jose Francisco Leyva
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This careful, detailed, complete set of documents gives us a sense
of the church and parish of Alburquerque at the moment of two major
transitions. First, the two and a quarter centuries of Spanish sway in
New Mexico was coming to an end, and the quarter century of the Mexican Empire and Republic was beginning, and Father Leyva's account of
his relationships with the Alburquerque ayuntamiento sheds valuable
light on the church-state interactions of the period at the level of
parroquia and villa. Second, Leyva revised the inventory of the church
and its contents, by far the longest single document of the seven in the
set, from a draft he and Fray Ambrosio Garcia composed in 1817, when
the last of two dozen Franciscan friars, who had governed the
Alburquerque parish for more than a hundred years, handed the parish
over to Cura don Jose Francisco Leyva, the first Durango diocesan to
remain for more than a year. 33 This set of descriptions fills a large gap,
for it falls midway between the painstaking 1776 description by Fray
Francisco Atanasio Dominguez and the two complementary 1872 descriptions by Jesuit Fathers Donato M. Gasparri and Vito Tromby.34
Furthermore, Leyva's 1821 documents also give us unique information about the Alameda chapel, its remarkable statue of the Virgin with
its ivory face and hands, and the lawsuit over its endowment of sheep.
His little census expands our knowledge of Alburquerque demographics, and the wonderful geographic sketch of the parish adds immensely
to our knowledge of that important dimension of the area where New
Mexico's primary metropolis now lies. Hence this material significantly
solidifies our sense of the "curve of development" of the people of
Alburquerque as they moved out of the Spanish Colonial Era and into
the Mexican Territorial Period.

NOTES

1. Father Jose Francisco Leyva was the first priest Bishop John B. Lamy disciplined after arriving in New Mexico. He was suspended temporarily in early 1852
for drunkenness; Lamy, letter to Archbishop Purcell, I February 1852. Paul Horgan,
Lamy of Santa Fe: His Life and Times (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux,
1975), 148, 150, 152. Paul Horgan's version of Leyva's Life is excessive on
various points: he calls him a gambler and an adulterer, but Lamy's only remark on
those subjects. is "not .to speak of his morals, nor of his passion for gambling."
Horgan calls Leyva an alcoholic, but Lamy's argument that Providence made Leyva's
horse become frightened, throw him off, and break his leg because he was drunk is
poor logic (not to mention poor theology), so nothing can be proven from his
conclusion. Leyva's 1841 Manifesto on Pecos Valley conditions led to the founding of Las Vegas. He died in November 1853 and is buried in San Miguel del Bado
Church.
2. There are several references to a letter of 3 March 1820 - sometimes given
as 2 March - from Bishop Juan Francisco de Castaniza in Durango, but it is neither
in any surviving New Mexico patente book nor in the available microfilms of the
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Durango Archives, Durango, Mexico, (DA). The 15 January 1821 letter from
Antonio Avila, the bishop's secretary, is in Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa
Fe (AASF), Patente book X: roll 47, frame 643-44, but it does not turn up in the
Alburquerque book of the time, Patentes X. The 28 March 1821 letter from the
bishop to Leyva is in the Durango microfilms, roll 16, frame 317, DA.
3. Fray Ambrosio Guerra served at Acoma in 1779-80 and in Alburquerque for
the next thirty-seven years; then he finished his career at Sandia, which he had
cared for intermittently during his many years in Alburquerque.
4. There are two notations of the transfer in the parish books: Marriage book
1776-1818, 78r-v, roll 26, frames 382-83 and Burial book 1776-1819, 82 v, r01l
34, frame 408, both at AASF.
5. Francois Falanfont (often spe1led in the past as Folanfant, as it appeared in
the 1870 census) was born in France in 1833, married a New Mexican Hispanic
woman, Juliana, in 1862, was living in Precinct Seven of Belen (Los Lunas Post
Office) in 1870, and had a son Pablo (born c. 1862) who later worked as a carpenter. Viviana Nigro Holmes, "Architectural Woodwork of Colonial and Territorial
New Mexico," (Ph.D. dissertation, University of New Mexico, 1979), 84-87, quoted
in Nancy Nell Hanks, "Not of This Earth: An Historical Geography of French
Secular Clergy in the Archdiocese of Santa Fe, 1850-1912," (Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Oklahoma, 1993), 199-200; 1870 Census, Valencia County, 782.
6. "The Christ Child may have belonged to the Nuestra Seilora de Belen or to the
San Antonio, but it seems to have been a separate item.
7. "EI colateral esta bastante indecente" is the precise phrasing.
8. Thomas J. Steele, S.J., "The Spanish Passion Play in New Mexico and Colorado," New Mexico Historical Review 52 (July 1978),239-40, 255-56; Steele,
Works and Days, 47-48, 53-54 notes; and see especially Wi1liam Wroth, Images F '
of Penance. Images of Mercy: Southwestern Santos in the Late Nineteenth Century ..
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), 21-23; )ulie Shean and Kelly
Donahue, "Catalogue of the Museum of San Felipe Neri Church, Old Town Albuquerque," (unpublished manuscript, 1993) in author's possession.
9. M. Lilliana Owens, S.L., Jesuit Beginnings in New Mexico. 1867-1882 (EI
Paso, Texas: Revista Catolica Press, 1950), 117; Thomas J. Steele, S.J., Santos
and Saints: The Religious Folk Art of Hispanic New Mexico (Santa Fe, New Mexico:
Ancient City Press. 1994), 33; Steele, Works and Days, 104. The present owner
measures the bulto as 20.5 inches tall and 14 inches wide at the base; it does not
seem to have a place in the breast for a sword to sit.
10. Connie Cortazar, "The Santa Visita of Agustin Fernandez de San Vicente to
New Mexico, 1826," New Mexico Historical Review 59 (January 1984), 37. Cortazar
uses her imagination in describing it as "a rickety old ladder."
II. He appears as "Juan Butierrez" in loose document (1.d.) 1816, number 18, p.
16r (53:666r), AASF. My two best guesses as to who he might have been: Juan
Antonio Gutierrez, born 1795 in Bernalillo, .son of Teniente don Juan Miguel
Gutierrez, married 19 July 1818 at Alburquerque to Maria Rosalia Anaya; or Juan
Jose Pascula Domingo Gutierrez, born I August 1793 at Sandia, married 20 January
1818 at Alburquerque to Maria Manuela Gallego of Los Poblanos y Los Ranchos; he
died 22 May 1839 in Alburquerque. Information from Donald S. Dreesen, "Pioneers of Albuquerque," microfiche, University of New Mexico Center for Southwest Research (CSWR) Albuquerque, New Mexico.
12. Saint Francis Xavier was the seventeenth-century patron of the area and the
original patron of the town and the church; he was thought to be so even after
Saint Philip Neri had replaced him several months after the town had been founded,
but in 1776 Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez set everybody straight, ordering
the Xavier painting off the altar and replacing it with a Felipe Neri; see Francisco
Atanasio Dominguez, The Missions of New Mexico, 1776: A Description, ed. Eleanor
B. Adams and Fray Angelico Chavez (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1956), 146.
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13. See Julie Shean and Kelly Donahue, "Catalogue," who note that folksay dates
San Felipe Neri Church's acquisition of the School-of-Correa "Crucifixion" to the
final quarter of the nineteenth century.
14. See l.d. 1820 number 7 and l.d. 1830 number 18, roll 55 frame 77, AASF.
15. Patentes LXX, Rascon's log, 10 June 1831, roll 48 frame 289. As we will see
later, at this time the Alameda chapel had been rebuilt, and the people probably appropriately - demanded their chalice back; and Juan Rafael Rascon himself had
noted in the Libro de Fabrica for 29 August 1829 that the Alburquerque chalice was
agujereado - pierced or perforated - and in need of repair to seal the hotes,
. Accounts LXVIII. Both at AASF.
16. The Constitution in question was the Spanish Constitution of 1812 that was
restored in 1819. It was a fairly liberal document against which the conservative
entities of New Spain - military, landowners, church - revolted in order to
establish the shortlived Iturbide Empire. A document of 9 June 1821 referred to
the Alburquerque plaza as "La Plaza de la Constitucion"; 2:2984, r. 20 f. 692,
Spanish Archives of New Mexico (SANM).
-,For the audit session, see the 7 June 1821 document (:45:663 Accounts XXII Libro de Fabrica - 1818-61, no pagination). Diego Antonio Sanchez had come on
board as mayordomo about three years before, on 5 July 1818; see J.d. 1816 no. 18
(fragment of the Libro de Fabrica of Alburquerque, 1818-61), 18v-19r, r. 53 f.
969. Both at AASF.
17. "Con adorno regular" is reminiscent of Samuel Johnson's remark in his
Lives of the Poets about Edmund Smith, who "became first regular and then pious."
This is a term of highest praise, for it expresses the neo-classical ideal common to
Johnson, Leyva, and the next bishop, Jose Antonio Zubiria; Leyva will repeat the
term in describing the wood-and-ivory Virgin statue in the Alameda chapel. By
contrast, the 1821 bishop, Castaniza, probably still preferred the baroque.
18. Ibero-Oriental work in ivory, both the Indo-Portuguese and the ChinoHispanic, had a fresh and energetic purity of line and a clear emotional appeal.
Chino-Hispanic styles were strongly influenced by Andalusian Spain plus some
artificially archaic late-gothic traits and later some Flemish baroque traits. Early
work showed the Catholic religious subjects with decidedly oriental features, but by
the eighteenth century models taken from Acapulco in New Spain to Manila and
other points east caused the work to seem more western. The Immaculate Conception was the most often represented title of Mary.
Most statues were altogether of ivory to which were added at most bits of paint,
glass eyes, and a few small attributes of metal or some other material. There were
two ways of creating the statue when only the face and hands (and sometimes feet)
were ivory and the rest was wood. The first was to fashion a bulto a vestir, a statue
that needed to be clothed with specially made clothing of the correct size and
usually of great luxury; in 1821, there were such statues at San Felipe Neri on the
Alburquerque Plaza, but they did not have any parts of ivory. See Beatriz Sanchez
Navarro de Pintado, Marfiles Cristianos del Oriente en Mexico (Mexico City:
Fomento Cultural Banamex, 1986), 100 (figure 62), which shows a seventeenthcentury Virgin 127 centimeters tall - exactly the size of the Alameda Virgin; but
there are no clothes inventoried as pertaining to the latter statue, only "two
bracelets of yellow metal the Virgin is wearing."
The way to make the second sort of statue was to insert the ivory parts into a
wooden bulto that was so elegantly gilded and polychromed so as not to need fabric
clothing; see ibid., 101 (figure 96), which illustrates an eighteenth-century Purisima
Concepcion 62 centimeters tall, approximately half the size of the Alameda
Purisima. See also ibid., 63, 93, and 97.
19. Dominguez, 152. Dominguez' Spanish reads: "La tal capilla es corta, mira al
Sur, con puerta regular de manos, y buena llave. Su campanilito con dos campanas
chicas. Cementerio competente. Su adorno es altar mayor, en cuya pared estli un
nicho con cortina vieja de raso amarillo embarillada, y adentro esta de vulto mediano
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Nuestra Senora de la Concepcion cuya cabeza, y manos son de marfil, y su adorno
cabell era postiza; corona de plata; aretes de oro con pendientes de cristal fino;
soguilla de perl as ordinarias; rosario de vidrio negro engastado en plata; tumbagones
de metal dorado." Photostat of Biblioteca Nacional Mexico, Legajo 10, Part 2,
4277-78 at CSWR. Juan Candelaria, age 84, stated in 1776 that "EI ano de 1712 se
fundo por don Juan Gonzalez Baz vecino de dicho Puesto la Capilla que hoy existe
en dicho Pueblo de la Alameda - In the year 1712, don Juan Gonzales Bas, an
inhabitant of that place, established the chapel that still stands in the aforesaid
town of Alameda"; "Noticias Que Da Juan Candelaria," New Mexico Historical
Review 4 (1929), 276-78. The supposed survival of the eighteenth-century chapel
and its identification with the Longhurst home (now Casa Vieja) in Corrales would
best be forgotten.
20. Owens, Jesuit Beginnings, 111-12; Steele, Works and Days, 51-52, 104.
21. Just as I was working on this section, I was shown a panel a vara and a half
tall, possibly from an altarscreen, most likely by Manuel Miera y Pacheco (d.c.
1815). It is taller and narrower than one would expect, so it may have been designed to be placed on one side or the other of a niche. The panel has many
stylistic traits in common with known Bernardo Miera y Pacheco panels, but at the
same time there are many definite styl istic differences. The original frame, still
firmly in place, seems influenced both by Miera y Pacheco (d. 1789) and by the
independent and slightly later Laguna and Gesso-Relief traditions. The nearly
simultaneous public appearance of that panel and this document may be thought of
as providential - or fortuitous, for the less churchly: was that panel part of the
Alameda altarscreen?
22. Leyva to Vicente Simon Gonzales de Cossio of 16 June, Varios 1820, AD,
courtesy of Tim Blevins of the Durango microfilm project; Lorenzo Sandoval, gift
of land at Old Alameda Plaza for a new chapel, 20· October 1826, title search
information courtesy of Ezequiel L. Ortiz; loose document 1832 No.5 r. 55 f.
224-25, AASF.
23. Dominguez, Missions, 253-54; J.d. 1820 #30, AASF.
24. John 0, Baxter, Las Carneradas: Sheep Trade in New Mexico, 1700-1860
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987), 75-77, notes that Chaves
"offered" a fifth of New Mexico's "donation" to help fight the Hidalgo Revolution
of 1810. See also Fray Ang'elico Chavez, Chavez: A Distinctive American Clan of
New Mexico (Santa Fe, New Mexico: William Gannon, 1989), 95-97.
25. Floyd Trujillo of Abiquiu, who shared some of his expertise with me on 4 July
1993, defined all these earmarks, including the principal one, Nuestra Senora's
mark:

dos moscas encontradas two flies facing each other
26. As we might expect, clerical frustration made these sheep a subject of many
further documents, continuing even down to the time of Bishop Zubiria's 1833
visitation a dozen years later.
To appreciate the vast difference between this marginal Alameda operation and
the immensely wealthy confraternities of the cities to the south or even the fairly
wealthy ones of the rural areas around, the reader should see Asuncion Lavrin,
"Diversity and Disparity: Rural and Urban Confraternities in Eighteenth-Century
Mexico," in ed. A. Meyers and D.E. Hopkins, Manipulating the Saints: Religious
Brotherhoods and Social Interaction in Post Conquest Latin America (Hamburg,
Germany: Wayasbah, 1988), 67-100.
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27. The Ritch Papers (number 40) contain a September 1789 census of
Alburquerque, almost exactly a third of a century previous, with a format something like the census of 1821. Astonishingly, the local population more than
tripled during the thirty-two years from 1789 to 1821 - from 1347 persons to
4075.
The pattern Leyva used had been mandated by don Juan Bautista Ladron de
Guevara, Visitor, in a letter of 30 March 1818, Patentes XI, Alburquerque, 1818-51,
2r-v roll 49 frames 144-45, AASF.
28. Probably from some branch of the Gonzales Bas family of the region. There
is a Gonzales Drain east of the present river and south of Corrales Road. The
Spanish is badly copied and difficult to read.
29. "Medio quarto" might mean an eighth of a league, but three quarters of a
league seems to make far better geographical sense as the distance from the
Alburquerque Plaza to the closest Atrisco plazuela. Ranchos'de Atrisco is southeast
of Atrisco because the Rio Grande swings toward the east at that point; so Ranchos
de Atrisco is actually south of the Alburquerque Plaza.
30. San Jose de los Barelas was a straggle of houses along the present Barelas
Road running as far southeast as the present San Jose Church. When the railroad
arrived in 1880, it chopped the settlement in two, leaving the name "Barel as" with
the part west of the tracks and the name "San Jose" and the chapel on the east side.
The irrigation system was completely destroyed, so the area had to abandon its
agricultural past and look to the new commercial town for survival. My thanks to
Cecile Turrietta for this information.
31. At the beginning of the sentence, the manuscript says "poniente-west,"
plainly a mistake for "oriente-east."
32. Two useful items here are Robert Archibald, "Canon de Carnue: Settlement
of a Grant," New Mexico Historical Review 51 (October 1976), 320-25; and Frances
Quintana and David Kayser, "The Development of Tijeras Canyon Hispanic Communities," pp, 45-50 in Linda Cordell, ed., Tijeras Canyon: Analyses of the Past
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1980), 45-50. The area was granted
and settled in 1762-63, but the Indians chased the settlers back to Alburquerque in
1771, and the same lands were granted again in 1818-19. The two towns Leyva
referred to were San Miguel de Laredo de Carnue and San Antonio de Padua, and by
November 1819 they contained fifty-seven farm families spread along three miles
of stream. The San Antonio Chapel, built in the 1830s, was the sole or main chapel
of the Tijeras region until almost the end of the nineteenth century.
33. Cura don Juan Jose de Sida received the parish from Guerra on 22 May 1802
and left for Durango in early March 1803, nine and a half months later; Guerra
returned several weeks later. Leyva was the first of a line of Durango diocesans
that ended with Jose Manuel Gallegos, the subject of fray Angelico Chavez' Tres
Macho - He Said: Padre Gallegos of Albuquerque. New Mexico's First Congressman (Santa Fe, New Mexico: William Gannon, 1985) and Thomas J. Steele, S.J.,
"Padre Gallegos, Pere Machebeuf, and the Albuquerque Rectory," in Folk and Church
in Nineteenth-Century New Mexico (Colorado Springs: Hulbert 'Center for South·
west Studies of the Colorado College, 1993), 58-73.
34. For Dominguez, see ed. Adams and Chavez, The Missions of New Mexico; for
Donato M. Gasparri, see Gerald McKevitt, S:J., "Italian Jesuits in New Mexico: A
Report by Donato M. Gasparri, 1867-1869," New Mexico Historical Review 67
(October 1992), 357-92; and for Tromby, see Steele, Works and Days, 121-34.

French Secular Clergy in New
Mexico Territory: Images of the
Mission
NANCYN. HANKS

Catholicism in the United States evolved from a peripheral missionary
field in the late eighteenth century to become the single largest denomination in the country by 1850. 1 To minister to this growing congregation, American Catholic bishops turned to Europe-particularly to
France-to recruit new clergy. As a result, between 1789 and 1865,
twenty-four of the one hundred priests who became bishops in America
were born in· France. At the time of the Catholic Church's Second Plenary Council of Baltimore in October 1866, there were ten Frenchmen out
of the forty-five bishops in aUendance. 2 The proportion of French bish_ ops in the United States was much greater than the relatively small number of French Catholic immigrants.
In 1850, one of these new French bishops-Jean Baptiste Lamywas appointed to administer the new vicariate apostolic of New Mexico,
an enormous area that included all of the present-day states of New
Mexico and Arizona (except the Gadsden Purchase area) and parts of
Colorado and Nevada (map 1). Responsibility for the region was transferred to the American Catholic authorities after being held for over 200
years by the diocese of Durango in Mexico. With American occupation,
the population of New Mexico Territory increased and Lamy's vicariate
was elevated to the diocese of Santa Fe in 1853, then to an archdiocese
in 1875. 3
As Lamy's title changed through the years-from vicar apostolic to
bishop to archbishop-he continued to look to his home in France for
the recruitment of parish priests for New Mexico. This was partly because there was a constant demand for priests to serve in the western
Nancy N. Hanks earned her doctoral degree in historical geography at the University of Oklahoma. She lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and is writing a book on
the French secular clergy who served in New Mexico Territory.
'
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frontier, but it was also because he wanted to work with fellow Frenchmen. Lamy was succeeded by a series of four French archbishops in
New Mexico, all of whom also recruited from France (see table 1 for
information on Santa Fe's French archbishops). As a result of this long
French tenure during New Mexico's territorial period (1850 to 1912),
French clergy comprised over 64 percent of the 181 secular clergy who
served in the area that today lies within the boundaries of the archdiocese of Santa Fe (map 2).4
No other region in the American West remained a territory as long
as New Mexico, was so resistant to non-Catholic intrusion, or had so
many French secular clergy. During the territorial period, the presence
of these French priests left an indelible mark on the lives of their Hispano
parishioners. The influence of the Frenchmen has faded now, but their
impressions of the region and the images they conveyed back to France
for subsequent generations of French missionaries provide a unique
reflection of New Mexico's history.
Before leaving France the men already had formed images of the
hardships to come, of the terrain they would cross to get to New Mexico,
of their parishioners, and of the Indians they would convert. These images were derived from stories told by their predecessors who returned
to France to recruit them and from reports and letters published in French
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Catholic periodicals. Although they saw themselves as explorers in a
foreign land, it was not terra incognita.
The religious goals of all French missionaries in the nineteenth century were to provide enlightenment to the "inferior" inhabitants of their
mission country, to convert the native population to Catholicism, and to
establish the "proper" (French) type of Catholicism in a frontier setting.
Thus, in annual reports sent from every mission region to the French
sponsor, the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, the priests categorized the inhabitants as either Catholics, heretics, or infidels. In New
Mexico, Catholics consisted of Hispanos-Spanish-speaking descendants of early colonists-and converted Pueblo Indians; heretics were
Protestants (usually American Anglos); and infidels were the nomadic
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Navajo and Apache Indians, the "poor, benighted children of the prairies" who needed the "civilizing and sanctifying influences of the Catholic Church."5
Much of the priests' success in New Mexico Territory depended on
their personalities and backgrounds. For many, it was the first mission
experience and they were not emotionally ready for the hardships of the
West. Father Philibert Domergue, from St. Flour, France, arrived in New
Mexico sometime around 1870. He was "scared of mission work," however, and "ran away with the intention ofjoining [a group of] Trappists."6
Other young priests overcame their fear and culture shock. Father Jean
Baptiste Ralliere was "homesick to tears" for France and afraid ofIndians, but he remained parish priest at Tome for fifty-five years. 7 A few
priests had served elsewhere before coming to New Mexico Territory,
giving them an advantage in adapting to a new world. Father Robert
Garassu, for example, had been in the French army prior to coming to
New Mexico. When Archbishop Lamy stopped at Garassu's Mora parish
in the 1870s and told of his difficulty in collecting money to continue
building his cathedral, Garassu took what money Lamy had and went to
Fort Union where he gambled with the soldiers and returned with $2,000
for the archbishop.
Perhaps the strongest determinant of the priests' images of New
Mexico Territory was their French nationalism. In 1893 soon-to-be Archbishop Chapelle, while visiting his home in Lozere, France, was asked
why he had come back to recruit French priests for New Mexico when
there were priests of other nationalities in the United States. He replied
that, due to the mixed population of Spanish, English, Germans, Irish,
and Indians in New Mexico, "only French priests go well with all and are
welcome by all .... they are the elite of the elite, ... ifI had with me only
20 priests from Lozere, in ten years the Church of Santa Fe would
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Photo I: Archbishop Lamy's Garden: (from left) Jean Baptiste Salpointe, Jean
Baptiste Lamy, Joseph Machebeuf, unknown boy and priest. Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 49017

rank among the most flourishing in the United States."8 Indeed, the
priests' francisation was almost as s'trong as the Catholic Church itself,
especially in the early years of the New Mexico diocese. An 1868 French
description of the (then) diocese of Santa Fe called it "almost totally
Auvergnate," and, in fact, it was frequently referred to as "little
Auvergne," after the region where Lamy and others were born. 9 In 1877
Father Joseph Machebeuf-after thirty-seven years in North Americastill boasted that the prelates of the Archdiocese were all "Auvergnats,"
including himself, in the "petite Auvergne" of the archdiocese of Santa
Fe (photo 1).10
French nationalism may even have played a part in the rift between
French secular clergy and Italian Jesuits who arrived in the area in 1867.
The French were strict in their belief that their religious outlook was the
only correct one, but the Jesuits, "reared in a Mediterranean religious
culture that shared characteristics with the Hispanic-American southwest, ... tolerated many local customs that the French clergy condemned," such as penitente practices. II The different styles of mission
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work contributed to the running feud between Father Joseph Coudert
and the Jesuits in Las Vegas, New Mexico. Their dispute culminated in
1888 with Archbishop Salpointe's order for the Jesuits to stop ministrations in Our Lady of Sorrows parish. 12
Long before leaving France for North America, young seminarians
Lamy and Machebeuf were introduced to the American continent in the
1830s through stories told by French-born missionaries who returned
to recruit seminarians. As early as 1833, Bishop Benedict Joseph Flaget
of Bardstown, Kentucky, visited Clermont-Ferrand to recruit priests for
his missions. 13 Father Jean-Marie Odin (who later, in 1861, became archbishop of New Orleans), also recruited in Clermont-Ferrand while Lamy
and Machebeuf were students (probably around 1834).14 Finally in 1839
Bishop Jean Baptiste Purcell of Ohio brought Lamy and Machebeuf to
the United States to work in his diocese.
When Lamy was head of New Mexico's Catholic Church, he visited
Clermont-Ferrand to recruit in 1854, 1866-1867, 1869-1870, and
1877-1878. He also sent his Fench subordinates to his old school to
recruit for him-among them, Machebeufin 1854 and 1856, Father Pierre
Eguillon in 1859, and Father Gabriel Ussel in 1864-1865. Father Jean
Baptiste Salpointe, who became vicar apostolic of Arizona in 1868, made
frequent visits to his home parish Auvergne in 1869, 1883-1884, and
1889-1890. ChapeIle, while coadjutor to Archbishop Salpointe, conducted
one major recruitment visit to France in 1891-1892 that netted at least
nineteen clergymen for the mission in Santa Fe. Archbishop Pierre
Bourgade also visited Europe at least twice, in 1901 and 1903, during his
short tenure in Santa Fe. Archbishop Jean Baptiste Pitival, as far as we
know, did not visit France or Europe while serving as archbishop.
As a young seminarian, Lamy read with great interest the Annals of
the Propagation ofthe Faith, a periodical begun in Lyon in 1822 by the
newly-formed Society for the Propagation of the Faith, an organization
of lay people who offered "prayers and donations" for the support of
the Catholic Church's missionary efforts throughout the world. 15Reports
on North America were important from the very first volume of the Annals, which featured long letters from French priests serving in the missions of Louisiana and Kentucky; it was no coincidence that in that
same year, two-thirds of the money collected by the Society went to
missions in these two states. The Annals were first published only once
a year, but grew to six issues a year by 1835. Originally published in
French, the Annals were soon translated into many languages, and by
1842 a total of 150,000 copies of the Annals were printed in French,
English, German, and Spanish. 16
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The Society deemed it necessary to supplement the Annals in order
to discuss more subjects in greater depth, and so in 1868 began a weekly
called Catholic Missions (Les Missions Catholiques). Expanded discussions in Catholic Missions included those by priests serving in New
Mexico, who, like other contributors, wrote about the geography, ethnography, and natural history of their area. Both journals documented
all departures of missionaries from France and listed missionaries' obituaries, but Catholic Missions also printed reviews of books, compiled
bibliographies, and provided engraved illustrations and maps of mission regions.
Through its subscribers and these two publicatio'ns, the Society
played an important role in funding efforts to establish Catholicism
throughout the world in the nineteenth century." French geographer
Pierre Deffontaines estimates that the Society funded "a veritable army"
of missionaries from France, about 30,000 in all. 18 Letters from these
missionaries appearing in the Annals and Catholic Missions provided
images of the mission countries to hundreds of thousands of Catholic
readers. The circulation figures of Catholic Missions during the territorial period are not available, but it can be assumed that they were as
well-distributed and well-read as the Annals since they included maps
and illustrations (and later photographs), which the Annals did not.
Less widely circulated were the weekly newsletters published by
the priests' home dioceses in France, such as La Semaine Religieuse de
Clermont and La Semaine Religieuse de Mende. Both chronicled the
visits home by the French priests serving in foreign missions. In addition, the English-language Catholic Extension Magazine was published
in the United States and focused on missions in the North American
continent. Like the two French Catholic journals, Catholic Extension
printed information about the missions as a request for funds to build
churches and schools.
Many of the New Mexico recruits from France were young priests or
seminarians who were excused from ordination age requirements in order to assign them to parishes as soon as possible. Their youthful enthusiasm and religious zeal made them inordinately susceptible to the
chance for adventure suggested by recruiting priests. Archbishop
Salpointe, forty years after he left France, still remembered Father
Eguillon's 1859 recruitment visit to Clermont-Ferrand; stories of the long
distances the priests had to travel "on horseback, almost daily, in all
kinds of weather and, in many instances on roads infested by hostil~
Indians," were sufficient to inspire Salpointe to volunteer immediately
for Santa Fe. 19 In his autobiography, Salpointe reminisces about his anxiety "to try the life of the plains, which had been represented to [the
seminarians as] indeed very rough and tedious, but which, we fancied,
we might find very poetical and agreeable after all. "20 Forty-four years
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later, Father Chapelle's stories of "the lamentable situation" in New
Mexico helped his efforts in his 1893 recruitment trip to the diocese of
Clermont. 21
Reports of hardship were also printed in the Annals and Catholic
Missions. One group traveling to Santa Fe in 1857 wrote to theAnnals
that they were camping in a tent under five inches of snow but "taking it
very well. "22 Years later, in 1912, Father Joseph Freri, an official with the
American branch of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, conceded that the "publications of the Propagation of the Faith speak of
nothing but privations, perils and struggles; the more they darken the
picture, the more they kindle the zeal for the Missions, especially if they
open the sombre perspective of martyrdom. "23
This "sombre perspective" may have colored the first images relayed from New Mexico Territory, but the beauty of the land was not lost
on the new clergy. A mere eight months after his arrival in the region,
Machebeufwas writing to France from Pena Blanca about "the richness
of the soil" and "the picturesque mountains with their slopes covered
with majestic pines," adding, however, that "if the zeal and charity of
pious souls can do anything to help the missionary, this, of all the places
in the world, is where it ought to be done, where we are surrounded by a
thousand dangers unknown in France. "24
The French missionaries' tendencies to "darken the picture" may
account for their inclination to describe the Great Plains as a "desert,"
when it was really more of a savannah. 25 Lamy first used the term when
he wrote to the Society of his initial crossing on the trail to Santa Fe in
1852: after he had gone up the Missouri River for almost 200 leagues
(600 miles), he still had to cross "the desert, or, as they say in the United
States, the plains or the prairies."26 In an 1868 letter to Catholic Missions, Father Jean Baptiste Brun described his first trek across the Santa
Fe Trail in 1867 as crossing the "immense desert plains of Kansas and
Colorado. "27 Recounting the same trip for the Annals, Father Coudert
called Trinidad City "the outermost station in New Mexico towards the
desert."28 Coudert's association of Trinidad with New Mexico is excusable-the southeastern part of the present-day state of Colorado had
earlier been part of New Mexico and the diocese of Santa Fe-but his
use of "desert" is not so easily understood since he had crossed a real
desert in 1863 when he traveled with Lamy across Arizona to Los Angeles and back by wagon train. Why then did Coudert and other priests
continue to describe the Great Plains as a desert?
'
One reason may be that, in French, "desert" can also mean a biblical
"wilderness," and this translation had special religious meaning for the
priests. 29 In the area they were crossing, there were very few Catholics
and even fewer French Catholics-it was, in fact, a virtual wilderness
full of "heretics and infidels." Also, there are no deserts in Europe, and
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the Great Plains were different from anything most of the French priests
had ever seen. This novelty would explain why the image faded over
time. By 1855, for example, after Lamy had navigated two complete trips
across the Santa Fe Trail, he no longer referred to the region as a desert,
calling the plains "fairly monotonous" but "rich in good pastures and
abundant in buffalos or bisons."3o By 1866, Lamy described the region
simply as "the immense plains" that isolate New Mexico from the United
States. 31 Since the occupants of the plains had not changed significantly in that eleven-year period, it must have been Lamy's increased
familiarity with the geography of the area that changed his image of it.
By the time the railroad connected Santa Fe to the eastern United
States in 1880, the "desert" image no longer appeared in the priests'
reports, indicating that the shorter and more comfort~ble journey across
the Great Plains by train softened the priests' view of the terrain. l2 By
1893, in an interview with Archbishop Chapelle in France, the focus was
on the rich minerals and healthful climate of New Mexico, with no mention of the hardships associated with getting there.))
Before the arrival of the railroad in New Mexico, priests' letters about
the "desert" always focused on the long distance involved in just getting to mission sites. Lamy's 1856 report to the Society detailed the
problem of the diocese's location: "we are isolated in the middle of the
North American continent, with immense deserts to cross even to communicate with our nearest neighbors."l4 While in Rome in 1867, Lamy
reported to Pope Pius IX that the Santa Fe diocese was very much dispersed, being about six hundred miles from north to south, and almost
as much from east to west, and that the "chief difficulties in his mission
lay in maintaining connections with the outside world" across the
plains. 35
Within the diocese, parishes were comprised of vast areas, making it
difficult for one priest to serve all the village chapels within his jurisdiction. Father Etienne Paris is, a parish priest at Bernalillo, wrote to his
uncle in France in 1883 that "it is difficult to give as little as one day per
month to each village ... Our parishes are so spread out that we cannot
be sufficient for all."36 Even as late as 1911, Archbishop Pitaval (photo
2) wrote.to the Catholic Extension Magazine about a parish "in which it
requires twenty-two days for the biShop to make the circuit in order to
administer the Sacrament of Confirmation in the several missions and
stations. "37
The French, at least ini tially, blamed the region's shortcomings on
the weak and immoral character of the native Hispano clergy. While en
route to Santa Fe in 1851 to assume administration of the new vicariate,
Lamy was warned by Bishop Odin of Texas-who had never been to
New Mexico-of the "scandalous native clergy" to be found there. 38 In
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Photo 2: Archbishop Pitaval and his outdoor stateroom near the Mescalero Indian
Reservation in New Mexico. Courtesy of Catholic Extension Magazine Archives,
Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois.

a letter to France from El Paso, Texas, dated 29 June 1851-before even
setting foot in New Mexico Territory-Lamy concludes that "from what
I have heard, and the little I have seen here, no doubt I may expect to
meet with serious difficulties and obstacles."39
These preconceived images made conflict between Lamy and the
native New Mexico clergy inevitable. Machebeuf, in a letter to France
dated 29 September 1851, took up the refrain. Machebeuf explained that
Hispano priests were obstacles to Bishop Lamy's efforts because they
"dread a reform in their morals, or a change in their selfish relations with
their parishioners. "40 The editors of Howlett's Machebeuf biography
correctly wonder how both Lamy and Machebeuf "could have come so
rapidly, in a mere five weeks, to so thoroughly negative a judgment on
men whom they had met only casually if at all."41 In fact, Lamy's initial
treatment of the native clergy may have had a chilling effect on their
future recruitment: aside from the Hispano clergy already in New Mexico
when Lamy arrived, there were only eight native-born New Mexico
priests in the region from 1852 to 1912. 42
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Lamy blamed not only the Hispano priests, but Hispano parishioners for New Mexico's problems. Lamy's first impressions of his new
flock are best summarized in his first official report to the Society, dated
31 August 1851, which begins: "The state of immorality in matters of sex
is so deplorable that the most urgent need is to open a school for girls
under the direction of the Sisters of Charity.... Since ignorance is the
Mexican national vice, boys' schools in all parishes will be indispensable. "43 To Lamy, the problem with the native boys was ignorance. Later,
Lamy tempered his judgement of his parishioners-this may have been a
common occurrence, since Protestant missionaries' descriptions also
became less accusatory, particularly during the 1880s and 1890s. 44 Whatever the reason, by 1871, twenty years after his initial recommendations,
Lamy stopped calling the inhabitants "Mexicans" in his reports to the
Society. Instead, he refers to the population as "Espano-Americans,"
implying, in his view, a more desirable European heritage. 45
This revisionism in the priest's writing is especially apparent in the
later years of French dominance. In a series of articles written for Catholic Missions in 1898, Father Georges Juillard, then in the Gallup parish,
calls his parishioners "Mexicans," as was common at the time. Julliard,
however, goes on to write that "the Mexican is a descendant of the
proud and valiant Spanish noblemen who discovered and conquered an
immense part of the New World. He is quite close to the Spanish type;
even though he often has a few drops of Indian blood in his veins, he is
Spanish above all."46 Father Juillard blames the problems in New Mexico
not on the Hispanos, but on the early Anglo-American settlers who
"were recruited from the dregs of the American nation" and "caused
their race to be hated because of their actions-their plundering, their
lying, and their cruelty."47 From Folsom, New Mexico, in 1910, Father
Michel Dumarest seemed to feel equally defensive of his Hispano and
Mexican parishioners (photo 3). He wrote that Americans looked down
upon his parishioners as "uncivilized people, probably because they do
not know what fashionable parties and the theaters are, and do not read
the petty happenings recited in the daily newspapers. May God keep
them long from contact with these phases of our civilization. "48
Whether by design or due to economic constrictions, few of the
Frenchmen serving in the area during Lamy's tenure (1850 to 1885) did
significant work among the Indians. New Mexico historian Marc Simmons
contends that the Church's early neglect of the Indians was Lamy's fault
and that "the few priests who ministered to Indian villages were hamstrung by lack of funds and by their inability to interest the bishop in
the problems of remote missions."49 In his defense, Lamy probably tried
to implement Indian education as soon as he could spare the clergy, as
evidenced by his short-lived effort at the Bosque Redondo in 1865. 50
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The need to minister to New Mexico's Indians gained importance
when Protestants started schools at Indian pueblos. Grant's Peace Policy,
passed by Congress in 1869, established a Board ofIndian Commissioners and seventy Indian agents, who were nominated by all established
religious denominations and were appointed by 1872. The Catholics,
however, got only seven agencies, and none of them in New Mexico.
According to historian Francis Paul Prucha, "the conflict between the
Protestant mission groups and the Roman Catholics was nothing less
than flagrant bigotry."51
Federal money for Catholic Indian schools in New Mexico was not
forthcoming until after Lamy's death. In 1886, when Archbishop Salpointe
went to Washington, D.C., in the company of Charles L. Lusk, secretary
of the Catholic Bureau of Indian Missions, he got contracts for "four
day schools with the promise of four additional ones as soon as federal
funds became available."52 Even then it was difficult for the Catholic
schools to get funding, as the United States government moved to abolish contract schools. Father Juillard argued in 1898 that the reason the
government wanted to abolish contract schools was that only the Catholics were successful in running them, and the Protestants were jealous. 53
By the early 1890s, the government stopped giving funds directly to
church groups, and schools in New Mexico were secularized.
The promise of government help may have prompted Archbishop
Salpointe's 1887 visit to various pueblos. He was accompanied by
Frenchman Father Antoine Jouvenceau who had just been made superintendent ofIndian schools in New Mexico. Jouvenceau reported to his
home Diocese of Clermont in great (and relatively accurate) detail on the
dress, architecture, and customs of the Indians they visited. He contended that the Protestant-run Indian school at Laguna Pueblo was favored by the United States government, but that Lagunans still had
their infants baptized by the Catholic priest, still attended Mass, and
still celebrated communion in the chapel. 54 His impression of Zuni
Pueblo, when seen from afar, was that it looked like an old ruined manor
house along the coast of France. 55 After watching dances at San
Ildefonso Pueblo (which included Jicarilla Apaches), Jouvenceau concluded that "the simplicity of these poor people, their ignorance, and
their naturally good disposition toward missionary work" would almost
guarantee the success of a mission there. 56
Jouvenceau's study of the pueblos was echoed twenty years later
by the Dumarest brothers. Father Michel Dumarest, who served from
1908 to 1918 in Folsom, New Mexico, was particularly appreciative of
pueblo life, as was his brother, Father Noel Dumarest, parish priest at
Pefia Blanca (1894 to 1900). The latter received special funding from
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Photo 3: Catechism Class, Folsom, New Mexico, with Father Michel Dumarest (on
far left). Courtesy of Catholic Extension Magazine Archives, Loyola University,
Chicago, Illinois.

Mother -Catherine Drexel to study the missions of Cochiti, Santo
Domingo, and San Felipe pueblos. The American Anthropological Association published Father Noel's vivid work with illustrations by Father Michel. 57
Protestant missionaries came to New Mexico as early as 1849, but
the Civil War interrupted their efforts. 58 As the Civil War ended and as
the railroad came closer to Santa Fe, there was an increased presence of
the United States military and civilian immigrants in New Mexico Territory. This influx of Anglo immigrants meant a greater Protestant ("heretic") population with the army's accompanying subjugation of the
Navajo and Apache ("infidel") tribes. Table 2 presents the estimated
population figures for Catholics, "heretics," and "infidels," taken from
the New Mexico clergy reports to the Society and from each selected
year's Catholic Directory. Table 3 presents a Protestant's count for two
of the later years. Although the numbers in the two tables do not agree
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the region. Hence, in 1866, General Carleton gave $2,000 to Lamy to start
an orphanage and a hospital, on the condition that his soldiers would be
treated in the hospital. In 1870, Lamy wrote that several soldiers converted to Catholicism and that he was grateful to the American officers
from whom he received "so much politeness, favors, and services for
nineteen years. "S9
As the number of Protestants grew, however, their relations with the
Catholic clergy deteriorated, and the priests wrote letters full of images
of the Protestant threat, supplanting previous images of hardships, isolation, and distance. The Catholic Church, which had been the dominant
religion in northern New Mexico for almost three centuries, was reluctant to accept even a small Protestant population because Protestant
Anglos exercised greater power in the territory than the many Catholic
Hispanos. By 1873, just three years after Lamy wrote his salute to coexistence, Salpointe wrote that the "Protestant propaganda" in Arizona
influenced Catholics in the public schools, the only schools his parishioners could affor.d to attend. 60 In 1874, Father Ussel in Taos also protested Protestant propaganda "published here and copied in the [United]
States newspapers, that the Indian Pueblos in New Mexico under the
cover of some Catholic practice, are but superstitious, idolaters, believers in future coming of Montezuma. "61
Education became the battleground on which Protestants and Catholics fought for souls and for government funding from the 1870s until
after the turn of the century. Lamy was at a disadvantage, as he tried to
spread approximately thirty parish priests among about 90,000 Catholics
in the archdiocese of Santa Fe. His successor, Archbishop Salpointe,
reported to the Society in 1889 that the spiritual decline of the mission
was due to the growing population of Protestants, "and with them ministers of their different sects who try to win over our Catholics to their
cause, not only by persuasion but, above all, by [Protestant] education
in their schools. "62 Unlike Catholic schools, the Protestant education
was free, subsidized by the numerous "home mission" groups back East,
making it difficult for Catholics to compete.
By 1891, there were only about 5,000 Protestants and over 100,000
Catholics in New Mexico Territory, but the Protestants pushed through
the establishment of a public school system throughout the entire New
Mexico Territory, and the Catholic Church was forced to abdicate any
hope of being the prime educator in the state. 63 Two years later, the third
archbishop of Santa Fe, Placide Louis Chapelle, categorized the needs
of the archdiocese: "(1) prevent the Protestant propaganda among the
Mexicans by multiplying our clergy; (2) establish a mission for the Pueblo
Indians, who have virtually fallen into paganism; and (3) establish a
mission for the savage infidels who have never been evangelized and
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who would be glad to be. "64 Chapelle served as archbishop of Santa Fe
for only three years (with six years total in the archdiocese), so he did
not have much opportunity to implement these plans, but by 1895 he
was "happy to be able to say that the Protestant propaganda is much
less active than last year although we still have to keep watch continuously to keep the wolves out of the fold of the Shepherd. "6S Archbishop
Pitaval still complained in 1909, however, that it was the schools that
were "the weak point in the Catholic fortress, and the Protestants were
not slow in detecting it. "66
Although their images of New Mexico were at first quite negative,
the majority of the French secular clergy who served in the archdiocese
of Santa Fe eventually saw past the hardships, the terrain, and the isolation of their mission. Many became staunch defenders of their parishioners against the Anglo world that began to intrude on the archdiocese.
One manifestation of their attachment to the people and the land was
that several of them brought relatives from France to live with them.
Archbishop Lamy brought two nephews and a niece from France to New
Mexico. 67 Father Machebeuf's French nephew worked for a while as a
stone mason on the construction of St. Francis Cathedral in Santa Fe. 68
Father Joseph Balland, who served in Mora from 1901 to 1917, brought a
brother, Pierre, who started a mercantile store in Mora prior to World
War I, reared a large family, and died there. The priest who succeeded
Balland in Mora, Father Maurice Olier, brought his sister Anna. Father
Adrien Cazals, who served in Tierra Amarilla from 1906 to 1916, had a
sister, Leontine, who lived with him there. Father J. B. Brun, who served
in Socorro and also outside the boundaries of this study in Cebolleta
and Grants, brought his parents and his sister with him in 1867. 69
Another sign of the French priests' attachment to New Mexico lies
in the fact that more than half of them retired, died, and are buried in the
region, de$pite the fact that their roots were in France. Today, in many
small Catholic cemeteries across New Mexico, Arizona, and Colorado,
one can read the names of the Frenchmen who served as parish priests.
With the dawn of the twentieth century, these priests became the last
detachment of a foreign culture in a land where Protestant American
Anglos were rapidly becoming dominant. After statehood in 1912, New
Mexicoceased to be a "mission country" for the Catholic Church, and
few new French priests arrived. The end of the territorial period brought
to a conclusion a unique combination of history and geography in which
generations of French priests viewed New Mexico as a canvas on which
they were obligated to recreate their own version of Catholicism.
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Columbian Consequences resulted from a 1988 decision by the Society
for American Archaeology to mark the quincentennial with a series of
scholarly conferences devoted to exploring "the social, demographic,
ecological, ideological, and human repercussions of European-Native
American encounters across the Spanish Borderlands."1 The Society
asked the distinguished historical archaeologist David Hurst Thomas of
New York's American Museum of Natural History to coordinate the conferences, supervise the selection of paper presenters, and edit the resultant volumes. Thomas, working with the Society's executive committee,
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arly research."2 Three volumes of published proceedings resulted from
these meetings, contained in 93 articles written by sixty four archaeologists, eleven historians, nine physical anthropologists, nine
ethnohistorians, six cultural anthropologists, five art historians, and
three geographers. "I think it fair to conclude," Thomas later reflected
about the project, "that we have looked to a broad community of scholars representing widely different intellectual persuasions.") Such is most
certainly the case as these three volumes constitute a remarkably thorough compendium of recent scholarship which merits attention and assessment by historians. 4 In assessing the scholarly importance of these
volumes, I will examine current perceptions of borderlands history as a
field of historical investigation. Thereafter, I relate how recent interdisciplinary scholarship in the social sciences as represented in the
Columbian Consequences volumes might be changing the current historiographical foundation of borderlands scholarship. Finally, I suggest
why the traditional delineation of the Spanish Borderlands may no longer
be valid for historians in the face of this scholarship.
Columbian Consequences, like all academic works dealing with the
Spanish Borderlands, rests firmly on the scholarly accomplishments of
Herbert Eugene Bolton. It must be noted that almost seventy-five years
have passed since Bolton published his landmark volume The Spanish
Borderlands. Bolton defined the borderlands as "the regions between
Florida and California, now belonging to the United States, over which
Spain held sway for centuries." "These were," he explained, "the northern outposts of New Spain, maintained chiefly to hold the country against
foreign intruders and against the inroads of savage tribes."5
Three ensuing generations of historians have built upon Bolton's
early work. 6 Some of this scholarship has reinforced Bolton's interpretations, while other parts of it have questioned his fundamental assumptions. All of it has greatly enriched historical knowledge about the
comparative colonial eras of United States and Latin American history.7
Yet, in spite of all this scholarly production, the Spanish Borderlands
suffers as an historical paradigm from an inherent debility: it is a synthetic frame of reference. The borderlands-as an idea-is an interpretive model of scholarship which is superimposed backwards on the past.
by its practitioners across time and place for purposes of historical analysis. It is a twentieth century concept which permits the historian to
reorder and restructure past events within the context of modern geopolitical and societal assumptions. 8
As such, the Spanish Borderlands idea exhibits the limitations of
any analytical model in that it fails to reveal the integrated reality of
historical experience. In particular, its organizing assumptions are not
based on the contemporaneous world view and consciousness of those
peoples who actually lived the history being studied. The "Spanish Bor-
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derlands" is not a national history, nor that of a specific group or people.
It has shifting frames of perspective and definition across time and geography.9 It is in some respects an orphan history because there is no

distinct society or geo-political entity that in our own time views the
entire history of all the Spanish Borderlands as its special story. The
borderlands as an idea thus fails to provide a. usable history for any
appreciable segment of society today in forming group singularity, selfconcept, or identity. 10 In short, the Spanish Borderlands as an historical
touchstone has no modern-day proprietary constituency in society at
large beyond the historical community, except in the southwestern United
States where a limited number of citizens extol the Hispanic colonial
heritage from a state-based historical perspective. This fact has forced
borderlands historians to perpetually justify their historical focus.
Bolton led the way in this effort. Although he initially explained his
work as an attempt to highlight the "non-British" aspects of North
American colonial history, Bolton eventually cloaked the borderlands in
the more sophisticated protective coverings of his "Greater America"
thesis. II Dozens of later essays advancing various other ideas have since
been written across the decades by additional Borderlands historians
seeking to define their field of inquiry, delineate its generic attributes,
and justify its social utility to a society that finds its usable past elsewhere. 12
It may be that the justifiers of the Spanish Borderlands as a legitimate field of historical inquiry have failed in their task. "The fecund
tradition of borderlands historiography established by Herbert Eugene
Bolton during the 1920s," historian Gwendolyn Midlo Hall of Rutgers
University recently noted, "has, to a great extent, died on the vine since
World War II... The Bolton school did not ask the questions, nor use
the type of sources that interest historians who strive to create a universal, American consciousness within an increasingly diverse population."))
The first reaction to this assertion by a borderlands historian might be
to take vigorous exception, iffor no other reason than academic "family
pride."
Many of the university-trained historians in the United States who
today publish on the Spanish Borderlands descend in an educational
genealogy of academic training from Bolton and his students. Others
are the present-day intellectual progeny of various graduate professors
in Southern Colonial and Southwestern Frontier history who were active
concurrently with Bolton, especially France V. Scholes, Arthur P.
Whitaker, Eugene C. Barker, and Isaac J. Cox. Although not Boltonians
in the technical sense, these latter historians established related scholarly traditions prior to World War II that shared a common focus with
the Boltonians. All of them manifested consistent interests in the study
of European exploration, colonial settlement, frontier institutions, impe-
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rial structures, and inter-European rivalries. In addition, the Boltonians
themselves exhibited in their publishing a marked pro-Spanish viewpoint, a fondness for identifying "great men" in history, and little interest in indigenous peoples except as they related to Europeans. "Heroic
figures and the high drama of exploration and international policy captivated him," David J. Weber has noted ofBolton, "and the establishment
of Spanish institutions in the Borderlands interested him intensely." 15
Professor Hall is correct when she notes that post-World War II
scholarship has indeed moved away from the questions asked by Bolton,
his own contemporaries, and the students he trained prior to World War
II. New questions, varied methodologies, and fresh perspectives have
enriched Borderlands history during the last three decades. 16 If Bolton 's
own work became the symbol of the pre-war school, that of Father John
Francis Bannon may be characterized as the normative standard of Spanish Borderlands scholarship from the 1950s to the 1970s. Father Bannon's
scholarly reputation will probably never surpass that of Bolton. As one
of Bolton's University of California students, Bannon's own accomplishments will probably always lie in the shadow of his mentor. Nonetheless,
it was Bannon who wrote in the 1960s the first synthetic survey text that
summed-up a half-century of borderlands scholarship.17 Much of
Bannon's orientation depended upon Bolton's viewpoints: "Bannon
perpetuated Bolton's approach to the Borderlands even as the field began to move away from Bolton's framework and to fragment-as so many
areas of history have done since the 1950s."18 It is this fragmentation
that has given recent decades of Spanish Borderlands scholarship a
vitality and volume of production that is unprecedented. Hundreds of
new studies written during the 1970s and 1980s have examined the
demography, ethnography, geo-politics, and economy of the region,
along with more traditional institutional topics. 19 Nonetheless, Professor Hall is accurate when she asserts: "The colonial history of these
regions has been lost in a no-man's-land. It is peripheral to Latin American history and not yet integrated into the colonial history of the United
States. "20
What, then, is the Spanish Borderlands and what is its place in current historiography? Those questions can be addressed by considering
and assessing the three volume collection of essays Columbian Consequences. These volumes highlight two significant matters about the
nature of the Boltonian Borderlands as an idea of continuing utility historians. First, a quiet revolution in borderlands scholarship outside the
discipline of history has been occurring during the last several decades
and, for the most part, without the participation of many historians. This
scholarly literature is being produced by historical a~chaeologists and
ethnologists who have been conducting research which has transformed
knowledge about the Borderlands. The Columbian Consequences vol-
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urnes are to date the most complete and representative examples of that
scholarship. Second, these volumes rest on assumptions and suppositions about the Spanish Borderlands which have the potential to serve
as guideposts for a redefinition of the idea of a Spanish Borderlands. A
new, emerging definition may well reject the conceptualizations that historians have long used to delineate the Boltonian Borderlands. This is
readily apparent in examining the first volume.
The first volume of the trilogy, Columbian Consequences: Archaeological and Historical Perspectives on the Spanish Borderlands West,
was published in 1989. In it, Professor Thomas provides an introductory
essay entitled "Columbian Consequences: The Spanish Borderlands in
Cubist Perspective" that sought to afford an interpretive framework for
the entire project. Historians should give this essay special attention
because of the "cubist perspective" that Thomas adopted in attempting
to answer the question "Why the Spanish Borderlands?" He acknowledges that borderlands scholarship has perpetuated the geographical
parameters first defined by Bolton and still accepted today as valid by
most historians. "Bolton," he notes, "perceived the borderlands as both
a place and a process-a shifting frontier on the margins of the Spanish
empire in North America. "21
Thomas contends that this "spatiotemporal framework," as he calls
it, has become obsolete in the face of modern scholarship. He argues
that this is so for at least three reasons. First, the Spanish Borderlands
were historically more than a frontier since they developed characteristics which were singularly self-perpetuating. Second, the Hispanic perspective adopted by the Boltonians provided an a priori restrictive
viewpoint which has retarded scholarship conducted from other perspectives. Third, this Hispanic viewpoint encouraged several subsequent generations of historians to view Native Americans as little mo~
than "Borderland irritants." Thomas observes that, for Bolton and his
students, the mission system was little more than an arm of the Spanish
imperium dedicated to pacifying and civilizing an inferior race. "So defined," Thomas contends of the Boltonians, "Native Americans became
only peripheral participants in the borderlands experience, to be discredited and dismissed. "22 Given this, it is not surprising that Thomas
advocates a new p~rspective for considering the Spanish Borderlands:
what he terms a "cubist" viewpoint. In using this term, he makes an
analogy to the artistic movement in which painters rejected the graphic
orientation in their work by which a spectator contemplated the scene
being rendered from a single, fixed position. "Rejecting this time-honored perspective," Thomas says, "the cubists enlarged the spectator's
vision to include multiple, simultaneous views of the subject-as if one
could move instantaneously from point to point, up and down."23 In
short, Thomas has called for the end -of the Boltonian view of the Spanish Borderlands as the normative standard for an analytical model.
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The content of the first volume, by its range and scope, certainly
provides a cubist perspective. It focuses broadly on the southwestern
borderlands in what might appear to be an eclectic fashion to a "traditional" Borderlands historian. Essays range from material culture of the
missions, effects of European contact on Native American health, new
technologies for document retrieval in Spanish archives, vegetational
changes based on fossil remains, and economic analyses of agricultural
production. Nonetheless, the organizational scheme of the volume is
centered on three separate geographical areas: the southwestern "heartland" composed of the Pimeria Alta, Sonora, Sinaloa; Texas and the northeastern frontier of New Spain; and upper and lower California. Each
section begins with an overview essay written by a noted authority,
thereafter followed by a variety of specialized studies relating to particular aspects of the region's history, ethnogr~phy, material culture,
demography, or selected aspects of field archaeology.24 In keeping with
the cubist perspective, no attempt was made in the selection of topics
for the various articles to provide unifying themes or even to highlight
points of commonality.
Book reviewers in various scholarly journals greeted publication of
the first volume with critical acclaim. Not surprisingly, anthropologists
and archaeologists tended to be more lavish in their praise since the
majority of the essays reflected those disciplinary orientations. As well,
they saw diversity and lack of central themes as a strength. "In accordance with Thomas's definition of a cubist perspective on the Borderlands," Amy C. Earls noted, "involving multiple, simultaneous views of
the subject, the articles use a wide range of sources, including archival
and archaeological data and also oral history, ethnohistorical, and physical-anthropological viewpoints, in addition to nonanthropological perspectives such as art history;"2S Thomas D. Hall, in fact, thought that
the entire collection of essays held together very well and felt its primary strength would be to "bring the reader up to date on recent re~
search." He also realized that the emphasis on ethnography, material
culture, demography, and natural history represented an historiographi~
cal departure. "This counterbalances the general trend," Hall observed,
"in writings on the Southwest, and highlights some ofthe most exciting
and promising developments in archaeological research. "26
Publication of a second volume followed in 1990, under the title
Columbian Consequences: Archaeological and Historical Perspectives
on the Spanish Borderlands East. It continued the general organizational structure of the first volume, with geographical sections dealing
with early Spanish explorations of the colonial Southeast, the impact of
Hispanic colonization on the Southeast and the Caribbean, and the missions of La Florida. An overview essay introduces each section, while
thirty articles dealing with a diversity of topics complete the remainder
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of the volume. 27 As in the first volume, the topical articles exhibit great
divergence from common themes. Noteworthy topics include explanations of differential persistence, postcontact biocultural change, cultural diversity among Native American groups, African presence in the
region, subsistence strategies, biological adaptation among indigenous
peoples, and Spanish mission paleoethnobotany.
The second volume attracted an even greater number of scholarly
reviews than the first, with most of them favorable. Some reviewers did
note the heavy emphasis in this volume on both archaeology and the
contact period of the sixteenth century. Michael Mathes, for example,
observed that "the studies are predominately archeological, although
numerous ethnographic, ethnohistorical, and historical wor~s are included" while primarily providing "insight into the earliest years ofEuropean contact."28 Patricia Galloway, while generally lauding the book,
noted the'uneven quality of selections which were composed variously
of "preliminary studies of recent projects, analytical results from longterm research, and theoretical statements." Galloway, however, noted
the major problem with this volume:
Overall, it still demonstrates the lack of communication between
historians and archaeologists that the project was intended to
start to rectify, since most of the (very few) pure historians represented here show little interest in or sympathy with the native
side of the story, and no grasp of the methods of ethnohistory;
many of the pure archaeologists seem to be working with only a
pas~ing knowledge of the available documents. 29
In spite of these weaknesses, the second volume provided a valuable
and useful introduction to recent scholarly literature that was unavailable e~sewhere.
The third and final volume of the trilogy was published in 1991 under the subtitle The Spanish Borderlands in Pan-American Perspective. It contains three sections which in comparison to the two previous
volumes exhibit greater eclecticism in the selection of topics. 30 The first
part consists of a series of interpretive or historiographical essays on
the nature of the Borderlands experience, including a reprinting of David
J. Weber's intelligent essay "The Idea of a Spanish Borderland." Other
chapters deal in diverse fashion with Roman models for Spanish colonization, the portrayal of Native Americans at the Chicago World Exposition of 1893, and the "Ramona" legend in late nineteenth century California
as an impetus for the popularity of mission-style architecture.
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The second section of the final volume constitutes one of the greatest departures of the series, at least in the definition and delineation of
the borderlands. It focuses on the border regions of Central America
and southern Mesoamerica, with special emphasis on Native American
culture. The inclusion of this Hispanic-Native American historical border zone carries forward a notion of comparative history that has been
growing steadily in acceptance during the last twenty years among various historians; namely, that the "Boltonian Borderlands" of North
America is a concept that might have historical commonality to other
geographical border areas across time and place in the past. There seems
to be, at least in some scholarly quarters, the feeling that the time has
arrived for a new synthesis which permits historical examination of a
borderland as a special, recurring, and unique type of historical phenomenon in world history.31
Historian Alistair Hennessy cogently advanced this proposition for
Latin America in 1978. 32 He argued that historical frontiers in Hispanic
America could be of two types: inclusive or exclusive. He contended
"border zone" frontiers were of an inclusive nature. As such, these regions constituted frontiers of inclusion which moved forward by incorporation of territory and assimilation of native peoples, resources, and
indigenous folkways into the host society with an identifiable degree of
symbiosis. Although the most profound impact was on the assimilated,
this type of border frontier also altered the character of the dominating
power from its previous condition. Its institutions and value assumptions responded to new realities created by the processes of adaptation
and accommodation, thereby rendering it historically unique from its
own origins.
In the third volume, the essays dealing with "the Native context of
colonialism" in Central America and southern Mesoamerica support
Hennessy's characterization of inclusive border frontiers in Latin American history. Historians of the Boltonian Borderlands will see many implicit analogies in this section, yet the authors of the various essays
seldom make explicit such connections between the two geographic regions. Essays dealing with the political economy of Indian survival,
geographical perspectives of Spanish-Indian relationships, social uses
of writing among the Cakchiquel Maya, riots among Native American
groups, and comparison of cultural assimilation amongst various Native
American groups all have profound methodological implications for the
study of the Spanish Borderlands. Although most journal reviewers of
the third volume failed to comment on the importance of including Central America as part of the borderlands experience, Professor Thomas D.
Hall noted in his comments about these essays that there is a clear link
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between the two regions. "Events in Central America," he observed,
"are connected to events in the Borderlands and, apropos of a cubist
composition, these essays give new perspectives on Spanish-Indian
interactions. "33
The final section of the last volume deals with "portents for the
future of borderlands scholarship." It is here that some of the most
provocative and intriguing essays of the trilogy can be found, especially Ann F. Ramenofsky's "Beyond Disciplinary Bias: Future Directions in Contact Period Studies."3. Professor Ramenofsky reviews in
this essay the development of anthropological theory regarding contact
period studies from the era of Franz Boas to the present. In so doing, she
appropriately contends that there was the "lack of theoretical framework" among anthropologists prior to World War II "for explaining
postcontact change." Since that time, ethnohistory and cultural history,
as employed within an anthropological framework, provided a workable
theoretical foundation for important scholarly advances in contact period studies, especially those in archaeology. She believes, however,
that such a model is no longer relevant since it depended upon an analogue between precontact and postcontact societies which has retarded
focus on the contact period. The time has come, she argues, for a new
theoretical basis upon which,to base contact period studies. "Because
this research is interdisciplinary," Ramenofsky contends, "the presence
of theory could eliminate the factionalism between science and
antiscience that pervades the entire discipline."3s Although Professor
Ramenofsky's call for a new, unified theory of contact period studies is
rooted solely in a consideration of anthropological issues related to the
contact period, her observations can be validly extrapolated by an expanded analogy across time and space to apply to the entire Spanish
Borderlands. All scholars of the Spanish Borderlands, for every time
period and geographic location, would profit from a new unified theory
that links together their interests beyond that delineated by Bolton and
his students.
Taken as a whole, a close reading of all the essays in Columbian
Consequences highlight four weaknesses in the Boltonian model of the
Spanish Borderlands. First, many borderlands studies written from the
standpoint of "pure" history assume a Hispanic perspective. They trace
the territorial expansion of Spanish colonizers into the vacant lands of
northern New Spain and the Gulf coast. Then, once this process was
well underway, they analyze the cultural, political, and economic-development of these regions with either comparison to Native American cultural change or inter-European colonial rivalry, sometimes both. Second,
many borderland historical studies-especially those written prior to
the 1970s-have had a tendency to de-emphasize social and cultural
matters, except as they relate to the political and economic history of the
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region. This can be ascribed to the nature ofthe documents available to
Bolton, Bannon, and those who followed them. A preponderance ofBorderlands historical writing has been based on the official archival records
of governmental offices and the pliegos of the Spanish empire in the
Indies. Granted, by expert extrapolation, questions of a soCial, cultural,
and private economic nature have been answered by borderlands historians in many fine studies using these records, but in some cases only
after adding an element of careful conjecture. Moreover, the southeastern and southwestern borderlands have become increasingly separated
from one another because their institutional histories are distinct. Greater
reliance upon social and cultural history, however, will no doubt provide
the opportunity to find similarities between these two borderland regions. The time has come to employ new sources and insights: ethnographic materials, comments on material culture stemming from historical
archaeology, the techniques of the historical geographer, demographers,
and others making interdisciplinary contributions from the social and
natural sciences. In some cases, information from these scholarly precincts might have greater importance to the historian than the documentary record itself.
Third, the Boltonian time frame which comprehends the Spanish
Borderlands as a colonial phenomenon limits its applicability. It was
John Francis Bannon who noted: "The Spanish Borderlands became the
Mexican Borderlands, and the story closed after three centuries."36 The
paucity of that viewpoint is self-apparent to the present-day scholar,
both in terms ofits restrictive chronology and its blatant hispanophilia.
Precontact eras must receive greater attention throughout the entire range
of scholarship dealing with Native Americans. The themes developed in
these studies should be traced into the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. As well, there are important implications for the significant social, cultural, political, and economic developments that continued after
the 1820s.
Fourth, the Boltonian delineation of the Spanish Borderlands as an
historical model still suffers in the 1990s from confusion with the Greater
American thesis. Rather than define a free-standing analytical model for
the study of the borderlands as a recurring historical phenomenon,
Bolton devoted the latter stages of his career to issuing a call for the
unified study of the common American experiences of European exploration, discovery, colonization, colonial administration, and imperial rivalry. 37 The study of the Spanish Borderlands as a particular historical
phenomenon merely provided Bolton with a case study from which the
Greater American thesis could be extrapolated, thereby causing him to
underestimate its generic uniqueness.
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The rich diversity of scholarly production in the three volumes of
Columbian Consequences underscores the need for a concerted effort
among all scholars working in the geographical region encompassed by
the Spanish Borderlands to develop an analytical model which will provide a new paradigm. The time has arrived for a new synthesis which
permits historical and archeological examination of a borderland as a
special, recurring, and unique type of historical phenomenon. Bolton's
model must be altered to provide for scholarly consideration of other
geographic locations which have undergone analogous processes across
time and place. The nature of these analogies must be defined by historians and related to the contexts provided by historical archaeology,
demography, ethnohistory, folklore, historical geography, and other relevant scholarly perspectives. 38 Such a synthesis would profit from adopting what is sometimes called a "theory of the middle range." This level
of theory involves analytical models "that lie between the minor but
necessary working hypotheses that evolve in abundance during dayto-day research, and the all-inclusive systematic efforts to develop a
unified theory that will explain all the observed uniformities of social
behavior, social organization; and social change."39
David Hurst Thomas's '~cubist" perspective offers a foundation upon
which to begin that process since it encourages a continuing dialogue
between historians and other social scientists:o Such a dialogue in comparative history, as Raymond Grew has noted, "is likely to result in the
recognition of unexpected connections between aspects of society previously thought to be unrelated. "41 The development of a new synthesis
for borderlands study that embraces documentary history, historical archaeology, and ethnography should be an important task embraced by
all interested scholars. These scholars should begin by opening research-oriented dialogues with one another across the range of involved
disciplines. As well, they would profit from giving greater attention to
the theoretical naturt< of the borderlands as a unique sort of historical
experience throughout human history. The new interpretive model of the
Spanish Borderlands which might emerge from such activities ought to
de-emphasize the Hispanic viewpoint, increase its focus on social history, highlight ethnic diversity, and recast itself as a type of recurring,
generic frontier history.42 Columbian Consequences provides a significant benchmark in beginning such a process. As David Hurst Thomas
recently recalled about the project: "The Columbian Consequences seminars attempted to provide an over-arching mechanism of balance, criticism, and synthesis-stressing throughout the importance of recognizing
multiple pasts, and the necessity of de-coupling intellectual inquiry
from its associated mythologies. "43 That, in itself, is an important first
step in the process of getting beyond Bolton.
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Book Reviews

Sanctuaries of Spanish New Mexico. By Marc Treib. (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1993. xvi + 352 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography,
index. $55.00)

When UC-Berkeley architecture professor Marc Treib first visited New
Mexico a decade ago, like many visitors he was affected by the forms of the
historic churches. Intrigued and seeking more information, he was surprised to
find that only one book dealt comprehensively with the architectural history of
New Mexico's religious structures. Additionally, myriad articles and publications
treated various structures individually and covered 'diverse related aspects of preservation, repairs and renovations, and colonial religious folk art. Not since Yale
art history professor George Kubler published his 1940 classic work The Religious Architecture of New Mexico, has anyone thoroughly examined the factors
encompassing the construction of New Mexico's ecclesiastical buildings. With
the realization that a new study was probably due, Treib took on the task. Ten
years later we see the fruit of his labor.
In the first section of the book Treib primes the reader for his study of thirty
New Mexico religious structures, the majority of which were initially constructed
during the Spanish colonial period, with a seventy-eight-page background on
the church as both institution and building type .. Treib's synthesis of Spanish
town planning, church patterns, typology, siting, layout, sitework, and governance are the book's strengths and provide a preface to the following examination of specific structures.
While the second part of the book focuses primarily on New Mexico's mission churches, Treib also examines other religious structures including certain
chapels, such as Santa Fe's cathedral. The author presents case studies of various
buildings, which he uses to trace the dynamic development of ecclesiastical architecture in New Mexico, and how the natural environment and socio-political
contexts impacted it. The underlying premise of each discussion suggests that
religious architecture, provides the most reliable evidence of historical continuity.
For purposes of organization, the structures have been differentiated into
five groups: Santa Fe; north of Santa Fe; south of Santa Fe; the Salinas group;
and west of Albuquerque. Treib provides a detailed discussion about each building, including plans and appropriate historic and contemporary photos. The overviews provide the reader with a solid background on the selected structures.
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Santa Fe urban architectural history profits from Treib's examination of the
evolution of seven of the city's religious structures with graphics and journal
entries by early travelers. The author treats buildings in the different locales similarly. One of the book's attributes is the compilation of secondary material in one
accessible bibliography.
Readers will find ample illustrations that include historic and contemporary
photos, twenty color plates, plans and drawings, along with copious endnotes.
Professor Treib's book will no doubt find its way to the reference shelves of
libraries and individuals interested in the architectural history of New Mexico.
Charles Bennett
Museum of New Mexico
Women of New Mexico: Depression Era Images.. Edited by Marta Weigle. (Santa
Fe, New Mexico: Ancient City Press, 1993. xiii + 129 pp. Illustrations, map, appendix, notes, bibliography. $29.95 cloth, $17.95 paper.)

To find women and their activities, many times scholars must resort to clever
uses of historical documentation. This may include the examination of court documents, personal correspondence, testimonials, and photographs. Using the Farm
Security Administration (FSA) photographs and excerpts from the WPA New
Mexico Federal Writers Project, anthropologist and folklorist Marta Weigle reveals the lives, work, and celebrations of New Mexican women during the Depression era.
In the introduction, Weigle provides a brief history of the FSA project in
New Mexico. Recognizing that women were under-represented in the New Deal
documentation projects, Weigle has compiled in the text visual and verbal testimonies of women and their contributions to community life in New Mexico. In
the appendix, she includes short biographies of the New Deal photographers and
writers.
Dividing the book into chapters focusing on the home, work, education, and
celebrations, Weigle introduces the reader to the themes and tensions of life in
the 1930s. Weigle's use of imagery reveals the numerous facets of women's lives:
washing, making soap, gardening, raising cattle, replastering adobe homes, cooking, childrearing, and engaging in commerce. The photos and captions also reveal the hardships of life during the Depression: a photograph of a young girl
standing before a town where the bank, the company store, and the granary are
closed. Furthermore, the reader is exposed to the traditions of New Mexico as
well as with the encroachment of modern life. Women are shown using traditional homo ovens and looms along with cast iron stoves and sewing machines.
Traditional healers and nurses attend to the ailing, while women wearing traditional tap%s, Spanish shawls, converse with women wearing sweaters.
Weigle's compilation of photographs significantly contributes to the study of
women by employing imagery as a source of historical documentation while focusing on the average daily life and tensions of Depression-era New Mexican
women.
Elaine Carey
University of New Mexico
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Andres Molina Enriquez: Mexican Land Reformer of the Revolutionary Era. By
Stanley F. Shadle. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1994. 159 pp. Illustration, tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95)

Stanley Shadle, professor of history at College Misericordia in Dallas, Pennsylvania, examines both the ideology and the political involvement of Andres
Molina Enriquez, one of the leading proponents of land reform in revolutionary
Mexico. He begins with an examination of how the home region, education, and
early work of Molina Enriquez shaped his thinking on Mexico's rural problems.
His legal training in Mexic.o City in the 1880s exposed him to Porfirian modernization, a stark contrast to the backwardness he encountered in his subsequent
job of notary in rural areas of the state of Mexico. This experience shaped his
views on the centrality of the land-tenure system in explaining Mexico's political
and economic problems, leading to the publication in 1909 of his most famous
work, Los grandes problemas nacionales.·
In chapters three and four, Professor Shadle chronicles the growing political
involvement of Molina Enriquez, beginning with his support for General Bernardo
Reyes as a successor ~o Diaz. Rejecting both Francisco Madero and his program, .
Molina Enriquez withdrew as a candidate for governor of the state of Mexico in
1911 and issued a revolutionary "plan" that failed before it effectively started.
Molina Enriquez was arrested and spent a year in a Mexico City prison.
Chapters five and six deal with the influence of Molina Enriquez on Article
27 of the Constitution of 1917 and his service on the Carranza administration's
National Agrarian Commission. The author believes that there is conclusive proof
that Molina Enriquez was the "intellectual author of Article 27" (p. ,75). The efforts of Molina Enriquez to hasten land distribution and restrict the role of the
federal government in the process led to his ouster from the Commission in August 1918. In chapter seven the author examines the continuing efforts-mostly'
unsuccessful-of Molina Enriquez to get the Calles and Cardenas administrations to implement his view of land reform. Shadle concludes with a chapter on
the shifts in land reform policy between 1940 and 1990 and an evaluation of the
role of Molina Enriquez in shaping revolutionary land reform.
The author has based his study on a wide range of sources, including a comprehensive examination of the extensive works of Molina Enriquez, not just his
Los grandes problemas nacionales. Shadle has demonstrated the importanceif not always the impact-of Molina Enriquez's thought on agrarian reform before and after the revolution of 1910.
Don M. Coerver
Texas Christian University
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E/fego Baca in Life and Legend. By Larry D. Ball. (El Paso: Texas Western Press,
1992. viii + 146 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $15.00 paper.)

Elfego Baca is well-known to New Mexico history buffs. His life touched
upon many significant events of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
southwest history, including the murders of Albert J. Fountain and his son, the
Huerta movement during the Mexican Revolution, and the political rise and demise of Albert Bacon Fall. He moved in a variety of social and political circles,
and he was occasionally linked with such figures as Pancho Villa and Thomas B.
Catron. Baca's life symbolized the highly romanticized version of frontier New
Mexico that was the focus of so much literature until recently. Born in 1865,
Elfego Baca is best remembered as the deputy sheriff who held off a large gang
of rioting cowboys in western New Mexico for thirty-six hours. Baca was indeed
a part of that incident, but he was also a successful criminal attorney, owner of a
detective agency, publisher of a Spanish-language newspaper, and holder of various political offices.
While keeping some of the legendary aspects of Elfego Baca's life for the
reader's enjoyment, Larry Ball has written a well-balanced account of one of the
legendary figures in New Mexico history. He combines information from older
monographs with new primary and secondary material and presents an entertaining look at Baca. He otTers plausible reasons for some of the decisions made by
Baca such as the moves from one city to another and from one occupation to
another. He tempers Baca's oftentimes exaggerated account of his exploits with
corrected statistics and information. Ball weaves major themes such as the tensions between Anglo and Hispano residents of New Mexico, the political demise
of the. Republican Old Guard in New Mexico, and the workings of territorial and
state politics throughout the various aspects of Elfego Baca's story.
My only negative comment relates to a few minor inconsistencies in the telling of Baca's life. For example, in one chapter Ball says, "whether the two Bacas
were related is not clear..." In discussing the same two people in the following
chapter, Ball states, "It does not appear these men were related." This is a minor
point, however, because the bulk of the author's work is good scholarship. There
is a useful index, a thorough bibliography, and well-placed photographs. I highly
recommend this book.
Judith Boyce DeMark
Northern Michigan University

Encyclopedia of Frontier Biography. By Dan L. Thrapp. Supplemental fourth
volume. (Spokane, Washington: Arthur H. Clark, 1994. xi + 610 pp. Index. $65.00.)

As a supplemental fourth volume to Dan L. Thrapp's earlier, three-volume
Encyclopedia of Frontier Biography, this thick guide strengthens an already indispensable reference source. Adding profiles of 1,030 persons to the 4,500 treated
in the previous trilogy, the editor particularly augments his coverage of Alaska,
California, Texas, and frontiers east of the Mississippi in this addendum.
A perusal of all the entries here reveals Thrapp's emphases. As one might
expect from a specialist in frontier contacts between the military and Indians, the
author furnishes numerous extensive discussions of soldiers and Indian leaders.
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Still, he has not overlooked persons of political or cultural eminence, and he
betrays a strong interest in ·gunfighters, "partisans" (as he frequently calls participants in violent conflicts), and other notorious Wild West figures. Even such
well-known writers as Willa Cather, A.B. Guthrie, Jr., and Louis L'Amour are
profiled. Generally, however, figures of the post-1900 era are few in number.
Overall, Thrapp presents fact-filled, balanced, and useful entries. He writes
well, featuring narrative more than interpretive discussions; and most of his treatments are positive. In fact, he seems reluctant to speak of the darker side of
rascals, choosing instead to quote sources that provide those criticisms rather
than advancing negative conclusions himself. On a very few occasions, Thrapp
may have included a friend or acquaintance other writers might have omitted,
but most of his inclusions seem merited. Moreover, his comments are judicious
and impersonal; only a dozen or so entries include a sentence such as "many
years of grateful acquaintance" in reference to a close friend (p. 256). One does
wish, however, that sources cited at the end of each profile were more uniform.
Sometimes in commenting on sources for a very well-known person, Thrapp
states merely "literature abundant," and yet for other obscure figures he cites a
half-dozen sources.
On balance, however, this is an invaluable source for specialists and generalists in western history. The four volumes of Thrapp's Encyclopedia of Frontier
Biography belong on the top shelf along with Howard Lamar's A Reader s Encyclopedia of the American West, Clyde Milner, et al.'s Oxford History of the American West, and the forthcoming volumes from Macmillan as the most useful
reference sources on the American frontier and West.
Richard W. Etulain
University of New Mexico

Pirates and Engineers: Dutch and Flemish Adventures in New Spain (1607-1697).
By David F. Marley. (Windsor, Ontario: Netherlandic Press, 1992. 79 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index.)

In the introduction to this book, David F. Marley outlines the relationship
between the Dutch and the Spanish which was steeped in social and political
discord. The first group of Dutch traders vctntured onto the American shores to
the consternation of the Spanish Crown but to the welcoming reception of the
local inhabitants. Into the Viceroyalty of New Spain the Dutch brought European
goods and took pearls, tobacco, and salt. "Over the course of the coming century," Marley writes, "hundreds of Dutchmen would visit the Caribbean to raid,
. to trade, even to live. Herewith follow the stories of a handful."
In a series of eight sketches, Marley recounts the successes and failures of a
few Dutch and Flemish seafarers, castaways, deserters, engineers, and shipwrecked
traders as they made their way through seventeenth-century Mexico and its environs. These microhistories allow the reader a glimpse of the infrastructure of the
declining Spanish Colonial Empire .as it grappled with ways to deal with suspected heretics, pirates, privateers, and self-serving officials. In such an environment, the author demonstrates how progressively difficult it became for the
Spanish to ward off the encroachment of other nations from the early to the later
part of the seventeenth century.
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But there were also those spirited individuals who continually subsisted in
an environment that was always less than hospitable. Adrian Boot was one of
those individuals, as he tried relentlessly to solve the dniinage problem that continuously plagued Mexico City. Samuel Stefan was another as he escaped the
indictments of the Inquisitorial comisario. These are but two of the personalities
that appear on the pages of this entertaining and informative book.
The author's research materials come from primary (Archivo General de la
Nacion, Mexico), as well as secondary sources (books, periodicals, and theses)
and are extensively listed at the end of the volume. Included in this artfully crafted
paperback are maps and illustrations as well as an index. These adventure talesproducts of historical research-constantly celebrate the tenacity of the human
spirit in the face of adversity.
Jerry Gurule
Spanish Colonial Research Center
Albuquerque, New Mexico

The Indian in Latin American History: Resistance, Resiliance, and Acculturation. Edited by John E. Kicza. (Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources, Inc.,
1993. xxvi + 240 pp. Tables, notes, bibliography. $40.00 cloth, $14.95 paper.)

The publication of this anthology marks recognition of the changes that have
occurred in the teaching of Latin American history as a result of the influence of
social history. The increase in ethnohistorical research, especially on (though not
limited to) the colonial period means that Latin American historians are giving
far greater attention to indigenous peoples. This new collection of articles, by
historians and anthropologists, covers a long time span and provides essays on
an array of geographic areas. While using a variety of approaches, from quantitative to cultural-symbolic, the essays stress indigenous peoples as actors who
shaped their responses to, and therefore the nature of their interactions with,
Spaniards.
While all the essays are of high quality, a few stand out because they treat
areas that are often ignored or use novel approaches. Two examples of the former
are Robert Padden's "Cultural Adaptation and Militant Autonomy among the
Araucanians of Chile" and Evelyn Hu-Dehart's "Yaqui Resistance to Mexican
Expansion." These papers also pair nicely in the way they show how some groups
used limited cultural adaptation not simply as a basis for resistance (or even periodic rebellions) but to achieve political autonomy. Erick Langer's piece, "Native Cultural Retention and the Struggle for Land in Early Twentieth-Century
Bolivia," demonstrates the use of newer approaches through his analysis of the
ritualistic qualities of two rebellions. Langer shows how court records, combined
with a sensitivity to the cognitive worlds of the Chayanta actors as revealed in
such documents, can be used to reconstruct indigenous motivations and beliefs.
He also shows how profoundly the colonial social and political relations that
developed in this region shaped the way early twentieth-century indigenous actors saw the world and made strategic decisions, even when these decisions involved rebellion.
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These and the other essays can be used advantageously both in survey and
upper division courses. The articles can supplement the outline of Latin American history as currently presented in popular textbooks, or they can be used to
show the variety of active ways indigenous peoples interacted with both the Spanish and each other. Advanced students 'may also find the essays historiographically and methodologically useful. Instructors will find the lists of suggested
readings and films helpful though not necessarily comprehensive. A map showing the locations of each of the indigenous groups discussed would strengthen
the utility of the volume, especially for beginning students. A piece treating the
central Mexican peoples in the conquest era would have strengthened this collection as well. In both numbers and cultural impact, the Nahautl-speaking peoples
of this region and period were critical and their study has provided models of
longlasting importance for ethnohistorians researching other regions. Overall,
the editor-with the aid of masterful authors-has put together a volume of enduring value.
Susan Kellogg
University of Houston
Tariacuri s Legacy: The Prehispanic Tarascan State. By Helen Perlstein Pollard.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1993. xx + 266 pp. Illustrations, maps,
tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $37.50.)

Much that has' been written about precolumbian Mexico centers on the Central highlands, the Mayan lowlands, or the Gulf Coast. Western Mexico and especially the Tarascans have received litle scholarly attention by comparison.
Tariacuri s Legacy helps fill this void and significantly contributes to our understanding, of the prehispanic Tarascan state.
In Tariacuri s Legacy, Helen Perlstein Pollard, associate professor of anthropology at Michigan State University, provides an excellent overview of the
precolumbian Tarascan region based on extensive primary and secondary research.
Individual chapters focus on local geography, the urban core (Tzintzuntzan), political devolopment and state administration, economic exchange, Tarascan religion and intellectual traditions, and the Tarascan "place" in precolumbian
Mesoamerica, Complimenting the text are numerous photos, maps, and tables of
outstanding quality.
One of the greatest strengths of this book lies within its comparative scopePollard effectively places the Tarascan state within the greater context of
Mesoamerican civilizations. For example, major Tarascan deities included
Cuerauaperi (mother of all gods and identified with fertility and rain), Curucaueri
(the sun deity), and Xaratanga (the moon goddess), all of which represent common divine beings throughout Mesoamerican cosmology. Additionally, many of
the rituals associated with these gods are reminiscent of the Aztecs:
" ...autosacrifice, human sacrifice, [and the] flaying of sacrificial skins..." (p. 134).
Tariacuri s Legacy 'is the culmination and synthesis of over twenty years of
field and archival research for the alithor in western Mexico. Tariacuri s Legacy
offers readers: a fresh comparative example to the better known Aztecs and
Mayans~ a succinct one-volume "history" of the prehispanic Tarascan state; an
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in-depth archaeological account (appendixes 1-3) of the author's fieldwork; and
a current and extensive bibliography with which to pursu,e further study.
Tariacuri's Legacy would fit nicely as a companion text for a course on
Mesoamerican anthropology.
Mike Pisani
Colorado Northwestern Community College

Survival of the Spirit: Chiricahua Apaches in Captivity. By H. Henrietta Stockel.
(Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1993. xxii + 331 pp. Illustrations, tables, notes,
bibliography, index. $24.95.)

Convinced that the "full force of epidemic diseases never struck the Apache
while they were still a free people," Stockel, in her second volume on the
Chiricahua, details the medical history of their captivity years. Almost six hundred died between 1886 and 1912, mostly of tuberculosis. But typhoid, malaria,
measles, smallpox, colds, and influenza also took a toll.
The first four chapters deal with Apache diseases and herbal and shamanistic remedies, with Hispanic cures, and with diseases introduced by the Spaniards
and later by westward moving settlers. Exposure resulted in few deaths because
the nomadic Chiricahua Apache burned contaminated camp sites and moved on.
This ability to outrun disease ended, however, with their imprisonment at Forts
Marion and Pickens in Florida, Mount Vernon in Alabama, and finally Fort Sill,
in Indian Territory.
Their medical problems began on the trip from the Southwest to Florida.
Disembarking from railroad cars lacking sanitary facilities and with windows
nailed shut to prevent their escape, the Apache, expsed to tuberculosis and diagnosed with sixty cases of malaria, faced their new life of confinement in cramped
quarters without access to traditional healing herbs. Death was inevitable. Tourists who came to stare at them added more bacteria, protozoa, and viruses.
Stockel paints a sad picture of unsuccessful cures exacerbated by a humid
climate and an inadequate diet. Prevented by taboo from eating fish and pork, a
mainstay of their prison food, the Apache lacked the protein necessary to maintain good health. But their children suffered additional adversities. Although educational facilities were provided on site, more than one hundred children were
sent to the Carlisle Indian School where, far from their families, almost half of
them died of tuberculosis, a fate not uncommon at nineteenth-century Indian
boarding schools.
Despite official visits from reformers such as Herbert Welsh of the Indian
Rights Association, and the activities of General George Crook, Captain John
Bourke, and WaIter Reed who served the Chiricahua as physician for three years
at Mount Vernon, the Indians remained unhealthy and confined. Finally after two
decades at Fort Sill, the majority of Chiricahua were allowed to settle among the
Mescalero Apache in New Mexico.
Based on solid primary materials, this handsome volume with its numerous
photographs is not only a welcome addition to Indian history but provides scholars with a valuable reference on various diseases and herbal remedies.
Valerie Sherer Mathes
City Col/ege of San Francisco
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White Sands: The History ofa National Monument. By Dietmar Schneider-Hector.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1993. xiii + 270 pp. lIIustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $17.50 paper.)

Southern New Mexico, and particularly that area known as the Tularosa Basin, has proven to be grist for the mill of many historians. Yet, the area has some
distinct vacant spots in its historiography. Part of the difficulty is that even as
competent an historian as the late C.L. Sonnichsen could deal with only a small
part ~f the vastness of the area. He ended up having to leave great parts of the tale
untold. The respected "Doc" could give a smattering about about A.B. Fall, Oliver
Lee, Tom Charles, and the White Sands; and yet much remained untouched. Historians and students of the area's history wait expectantly for the definitive biography of A.B. Fall, the true story of Oliver Lee, the complete story of the White
Sands National Monument ad infinitum. It was in this spirit of expectation that I
approached Dietmar Schneider-Hector's study. I was disappointed.
Schneider-Hector writes well. My disappointment has nothing to do with
the readability of his volume. His organization is logical, starting with the obligatory chapters on the area's geology and flora and fauna. His third chapter, entitled- "Paso por Aqui: Passing Through Tough Country," is a brief telling of the
area's paleo-Indian, Indian, and early history to New Mexico territorial days.
The remaining one-hundred-plus pages deal with the development of the National Monument from vision to realization.
If an author writes well and organizes well-why the disappointment? Even
a well-written book does not mean a clear picture is bound to emerge for the
reader, and even a well-organized book does not mean a clear chronology is
established in the mind of the reader. My disappointment revolves around three
factors: confusion about the major actors in the story of the monument's development: confusion about the part played by different agencies of the United States
government in that development~ and serious doubts that Schneider-Hector exhausted all research sources available in developing his story.
Schneider-Hector draws particularly muddled portraits of Tom Charles and
of A.B. Fall. Charles emerges not as the "Father of the White Sands National
Monument," since that title, according to Schneider-Hector, should go to Numa
C. Frenger of Las Cruces who seems to have suggested the idea, but as a huckster
con-man who had a Chamber of Commerce attitude toward the Sands.
Schneider-Hector seems put off that Charles did not have some modern environmentalist attitude toward the dunes' preservation. The author's view of A.B. Fall
arises from his own confu~ion about Fall. He seems to delight in pointing out
contradictions in Fall's dealings while in the Senate and as Secretary of Interior.
The simple truth is that Fall was in favor of setting aside certain areas for the
benefit of mankind and his constituency, and he did advocate exploiting the resources miture provided. Both cases can be proven by documentary evidence.
This does not make Fall inconsistent; it makes him a politician.
Schneider-Hector becomes particularly confusing when he tries to analyze
the actions of various governmental agencies relative to the national monument.
He notes that the "military's encirclement of White Sands ushered in problems
never encountered by other parks and monuments" (p. 175). This is no doubt the
case, but Schneider-Hector never clarifies the many dealings between the Department of Interior and the Department of Defense and the overall impact this
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situation has on the mission of each. He speaks· of an "unholy alliance" (p. 177)
between the two without proving an alliance existed or why it was unholy. The
situation between Interior and Defense often boiled down to relations between
individual Monument superintendents and individual base commanders at
Holloman Air Force Base and White Sands Missile Range. These individuals provide an invaluable resource concerning the national monument. This study does
not tap that resource. In his bibliography, Schneider-Hector lists only one interview with a former monument superintendent. With the exception of Tom Charles,
all the former superintendents are still living. Schneider-Hector lists no interview in his bibliography with the present superintendent or with any military
commanders. By depending on a documentary approach without oral interviews,
Schneider-Hector has given us a study lacking in depth and without human clarification.
David H. Townsend
New Mexico State University at Alamogordo

Language, History, and Identity: Ethnolinguistic Studies of the Arizona Tewa.
By Paul V. Kroskrity. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1993. xvii + 289 pp.
Tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00.)

The Arizona Tewa have preserved their Tewa language, although they have
lived and intermarried with their Hopi neighbors since moving to the First Mesa
around 1700. They also speak Hopi and now English. Kroskrity
offers a well-conceived study of this situation, based on earlier published studIes.
There is a brief ethnographic sketch, a comparison of Arizona Tewa history
and folk-history, and a discussion of the Arizona Tewa's relationship with the
Hopi. Kroskrity maintains that kiva. talk is the model for proper Arizona Tewa
speech, and the explanation for "linguistic conservatism." He notes that the Hopi
language does not quite function as a "mid" language between Arizona Tewa and
English. Kroskrity argues that the Arizona Tewa have a repertoire of cultural identities, and that language use is their best indicator.
Kroskrity ably argues for· early (pre-l700) linguistic influence from Apachean.
He then discusses age-based differences, arguing that language subsystems change
differentially in contact. Three individuals who do not fit the general trends are
profiled. The author also discusses the relationship of "speaking the past" (using
old texts) and "speaking the present" (within the live situation), with reference to
an evidential particle. There is a shortti"anslated text.
Chapter 7 is the heart of Kroskrity's argument regarding multiple identities.
He discusses Arizona Tewa folk history, military emphasis, and language. The
use of war dance songs in two situations nicely reveals the changing relationship
with the Hopi. Code switching among the Arizona Tewa provides telling examples
of identity marking. Kroskrity perfers an "agentive view" (based on attitudes),
rather than explanation based on external (historical or material) causality. That
remains a philosophical choice.
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The book is well-edited and printed. I recommend it to ethnologists and
linguists interested in the Southwest. There are a few typos: Navajo t '0' instead
of to; the spelling of Arizona Tewa phonemes <kyh> and <kwy> is inconsistent.
<'> appears several times: either a typo for the glottal stop' <'>, or (stem-initially)
a voiceless glottal fricative. The phoneme chart lacks lsi.
More substantive problems are: remarks regarding Edward Dozier are a bit
"catty" (the speaking ability of ethnologists and linguists is always problematic);
Kroskrity's assumption that the Northern Tewa were "more tolerant" of the Spanish
(as if they had a choice); the statement that Arizona Tewa and Hopi languages are
"distantly related;" I suspect that the history of Arizona Tewa prior to 1700 is
more problematic than Kroskrity suggests; and the audience of the book is unclear.
Hilaire Valiquette
Pena Blanca, New Mexico

The Hunt for Willie Boy: Indian-Hating and Popular Culture. By James A.
Sandos and Larry E. Burgess. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1994.
'xviii + 182 pp. Illustrations, map, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $21.95.)

Authors James A. Sandos and Larry E. Burgess, in The Hunt for Willie Boy:
Indian-Hating and Popular Culture, have provided readers with a new perspective on the tale of the Chemehuevi-Paiute, Willie Boy. The authors insist that the
popular story of Willie Boy, a young man who kills his future father-in-law and
upcoming bride, in 1909, is fraught with hatred, ethnocentrism, distortions, and
is void of a Native perspective.
Authors Sandos and Burgess divide The Hunt for Willie Boy into nine chapters, beginning with an introduction to their methodology and ending with a summary of their findings. In chapters two· through four a thorough analysis of the
"white man's" Willie Boy is given. Sandos and Burgess clearly illustrate that the
"white" story fed into the myth of the west as the non-Natives are shown as
representatives of civilization and Willie Boy as the "savage" Indian. Throughout
their study, the authors produce examples of ethnocentric and racist attitudes in
the popular Willie Boy legends. Their comments, however, tend to be repetitive.
Chapters five through eight are the strongest and most illuminating. In these
chapters, Sandos and Burgess provide new material on the Willie Boy tale. Their
retelling of the story succeeds in embracing a Native perspective and voice which
they found in Native interviews, tales, oral histories, and ethnohistory. To me,
this was the most significant part of their work. Through their use of previously
ignored information, new data, and the reinterpretation of old documents, the
authors move Willie Boy's voice" from the periphery of historical literature to the
center, making him an active participant in his own history.
Sandos and Burgess's scholarly and innovative work is an asset to Native
studies because it discredits old negative stereotypes of Native people and enlightens the public about Native culture and history. Through the authors' detailed examination and reconstruction of the fashionable Willie Boy story readers
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will find a thoughtful and sensitive Native account of the Willie Boy incident.
Not only is Sandos and Burgess's work a welcome contribution to a greater understanding of Native life but also to a better understanding of the biases within
popular culture.
Irene S.. Vernon
University of California, Berkeley

Promises of the Past: A History of Indian Education in the United States. By
David H. DeJong. (Golden, Colorado: North American Press, 1993. xv + 286 pp.
Notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)

In his introduction to David DeJong's Promises of the Past: A History of
Indian Education, Vine Deloria, Jr., notes that this documentary survey is intended to provide the graduate-level reader a springboard from which to begin a
deeper investigation of the policies of Indian education from colonial times to
the present. DeJong's conclusion that those policies were assimilationist and that
their implementation usually worked to the disadvantage of Native American cui"
tures and individuals is not surprising to anyone familiar with the topic.
Drawing extensive quotations from a variety of documents, DeJong has produced a book that should serve its purpose-to familiarize the reader with the
chronological development of Indian education, help identify the failures, and
suggest successes that should be emulated. The chapters on traditional Native
American education, the Kennedy Report, and tribally-controlled community
colleges are particularly informative.
But the book has defects. Some are mechanical: type better suited to an
aspirin-bottle label, orphan note numbers lifted along with text from other volumes, and direct quotations likewise lifted without citations. Other shortcomings, certainly more important, have to do with the content and presentation of
the documents. Particularly disturbing is DeJong's blanket conclusion in Chapter
4 that missionary education in the pre-Civil War period was a failure, producing
only "a few hundred alumni who for the most part were considered outcasts by
whites and Indians alike" (p. 59). Yet he devotes Chapter 6 to the experience of
the 'Five "Civilized" Tribes, describing their national school systems from 1819 to
1898 as unique and highly successful. He neglects an important fact: the Five
Tribes schools during most of this period were founded, supported, and operated
jointly by missionary societies and the national governments. Their alumni, rather
than becoming "outcasts," were the leading men of these nations and used their
missionary-school educations successfully to protect their people and sovereignty
until nearly 1900. Correction of these mistakes and the incorporation of newer
material, including some of the recent institutional studies of schools such as
Rainy Mountain and Chilocco, would provide the reader a truer picture of Indian
education.
Mary Jane Warde
Stillwater, Ok/ahoma
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Captain Jack Crawford: Buckskin Poet, Scout, and Showman. By Darlis A. Miller.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1993. xx + 363 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $39.95.)

In readable prose in a well-researched work, Darlis Miller, noted authority
on the military in the West, covers the life and times of John W. "Captain Jack"
Crawford. As an adventurous Irish immigrant in the mid-1800s, Crawford moved
around the country in search of the American dream of economic success and
public acclaim. "Above all else," the author writes, "Crawford should be remembered as a western man of action, a man of great physical vitality, who not only
participated in the closing of the frontier but also helped shape eastern views of
the American West" (pp. xvi-xvii).
This chronicle of Crawford's life can be viewed from several vantage points:
as a story of scouting for the military in western America; as a record of mining
adventures and hardships-East and West; and as a saga of Captain Jack, dressed
in buckskin with flowing hair and a mustache and goatee, standing on stage as
the "Poet Scout." In search of fame and fortune, Crawford traversed the western
landscape and traveled to distant cities. From the harsh life in the coal fields of
Penn'sylvania to Civil War battlefields (wounded twice) to newspaper correspondent to the gold fields of the Black Hills of the Dakotas and the Canadian West,
Captain Jack could not, as the author notes, "accept being just a face in the crowd"
(p. xv). Crawford's initial claim to fame rested upon his scouting adventures. In
the 1870s, he became chief of scouts of a militia unit called the Black Hills Rangers and then he joined General George Crook's campaign against the Sioux as a
scout in the Fifth Cavalry. Later, Crawford participated in scouting operations
with federal troops against Victorio's Apaches. In these endeavors he took part in
grueling marches and had a major role in the Battle of Slim Buttes in South Dakota. Miller deftly relates the life to Crawford to the times in which he lived.
Captain Jack's career spanned the decades of the development of the Old West,
the rise of industrialization and progressivism, and the spread of dime novels,
Wild West shows, and the movie industry in popular culture. Through his attempts to educate himself and his perseverance as a mining entrepreneur in New
Mexico, Crawford personified the self-made man in the late 1800s. Yet, like all
progressives, he believed that "people could perfect society" (p. 248). To build
the character of the nation's youth, especially with his founding of the Boy Heroes of the World, and to spend money to improve the quality of life-these
beliefs showed Crawford's faith in the perfectibility of the human race.
Captain Jack's lasting contributions to American culture resulted from his
showmanship and his appearance on stage. Traveling around the country year
after year, he wrote plays like California through Death Valley; he acted in melodramas such as The Red Right Hand; and he toured the lecture circuit in dramatic
performances of prose and poetry.ln.addition, his poems appeared in print in
The Poet Scout and other works. Most importantly, Crawford developed an entertaining platform style. He regaled audiences, particularly Civil War veterans,
with tales of fighting Indians, stories about western characters, and shooting exhibitions at the end of the programs. Captain Jack "touched the hearts of his
listeners," in the words of the author, and kept "their emotions on a roller coaster,
switching from gay to grim and blending humor with pathos" (p. 202).
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The more one examines this work, the more one becomes interested in
Crawford's lifestyle and the author's treatment of his character. Although a map
or two locating places in Captain Jack's extensive travels would help the uninformed reader, Miller still captures the essence of Crawford as a person: a teetotaling scout-showman who, despite a failure to strike it rich and a divorce from
his wife, Maria, remained the eternal optimist until the day he died in 1917.

Harold J. Weiss, Jr.
Jamestown Community College. New York

Book Notes

Custer s Last Stand: The Antomy of an American Myth. By Brian W.
Dippie. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994. xxiv + 214 pp.
Illustrations, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $8.95 paper.)
Hunting American Lions. By Frank C. Hibben. (Silver City, New
Mexico: High-Lonesome Books, 1995. iv + 223 pp. Illustrations. $20.00.)
.\

The Trans-Mississippi West, 1804-1912, Part II: A Guide to Records
of the Department of Justice for the Territorial Period. Compiled by
Robert M. Kvasnicka. (Washington, D.C.: National Archives and
Records Administration, 1994. ix + 128 pp. Tables, appendixes, index.
$10.00 paper.)
La Cuentista: Traditional Tales in Spanish and English, Cuentos
Tradicionales en Espanal e Ingles. By Teresa Pijoan. (Santa Fe, New
Mexico, Red Crane Books, 1994. xxi + 185. Illustrations. $13.95 paper.)

The Great Father: The United States Government and the American Indians. By Francis Paul Prucha. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska, 1995.
xxxiii + 1302 pp. Illustrations, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index.
$50.00 paper.)
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BACK ISSUE SALE
New Mexico Historical Review
The New Mexico Historical Review, published quarterly in January, April, July, and October, is offering all
in-stock back issues at $5.00 each (regularly $6.00 each), plus postage if mailed. Comprehensive indexes are
$5.00 each instead of $7.00. One-bound volumes (all four issues are in one bound volume) are $18.00.
Annual subscriptions are $24.00 for individuals, and $28.00 for institutions.
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Limited time only. Availability subject to change.
*Indicates reprint edition.
+ Indicates availability of one-bound volumes.
To order, contact: New Mexico HislOrical Review
Mesa Vista 1013
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-1186
Phone: 505-277-5839 Fax: 505-277-6023

News Notes

The staff of the New Mexico Historical Review continues to evolve
as professional opportunities become available to staff members. Williall). H. Broughton, managing editor since August 1993, recently accepted
an assistant editorship with the Journal ofArizona History located in
Tucson, Arizona. Anthony Goodrich, staff member since January 1992,
completed his masters degree in Latin American Studies and has left
the Review to seek career opportunities elsewhere. Although they will
be missed, the Review staff joins with their family, friends, and professional associates in congratulations as they embark on this next step in
their professional development. Scott D. Hughes has been appointed
managing editor and Elaine Carey has taken over as associate editor.
The Review welcomes Evelyn Schlatter and Dedra McDonald, both doctoral students in history, to the staff as assistant editors.
Elvis E. Fleming, chair of the Liberal Arts Division at Eastern New
Mexico University-Roswell and assistant professor of history, has been
selected by the Board of Editors as this year's winner of the Gilberto
Espinosa Prize for the best article appearing in volume 69 of the New
Mexico Historical Review. Fleming's article, "'Sockless' Jerry Simpson:
The New Mexico Years, 1902-1905," appeared in the January 1994 issue. Named after Gilberto Espinosa, lawyer and long term consultant to
the Review, the award includes a $100 prize. Following his death, friends
and family of Gilberto Espinosa established the prize in 1983 to honor
superior work in New Mexico history.
The thirty-fifth Western History Association C\VHA) conference will
be held 11-14 October 1995 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Denver, Colorado. More than forty sessions have been planned around the theme
"The North American West: New Boundaries." The welcoming recep-
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tion will be held at the new Denver Public Library, Denver Art Museum,
and Colorado Historical Society. The meeting will be presided over by
WHA president Norris Hundley, Jr. who will give a luncheon address
on Friday 13 October. Stephen Ambrose, director of the Eisenhower
Center at the University of New Orleans, will give the banquet address
Friday evening. Conference programs and registration material will be
available after 1 July 1995. For further information, please contact the
Western History Association, University of New Mexico, 1080 Mesa
Vista Hall, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-1181. Telephone: (505)
277-5234; fax (505) 277-6023.
Call for papers. The program committee for the 1996 meeting of the
Western History Association requests proposals for papers and sessions
on all aspects of western and frontier history. For· this meeting in Lincoln, Nebraska, the committee especially elcomes panels and papers that
explore the history of the grasslands and its peoples. Since this will be
ajoint meeting ofthe Western History Association and the Western Literature Association, the committee encourages proposals that reflect on
the interplay of imagination and experience, of myth and memory, in
reconstructions and representations of th Great Plains. In addition, the
committee will be looking for interregional and international proposals:
for comparative assessments of the biotic and human communities of
woodlands and grasslands, of prairies and deserts, of plains and pampas. A brief summary of prospective papers, with participant names,
addresses and telephone numbers, and a short paragraph on each presenter, chair, and commentator will be most useful. Proposals should
be sent by 1 Septemer 1995 to the committee chair: John Mack Farragher,
Department of History, Yale University, Box 1504A\ Yale Station, New
Haven, Connecticut 06520-7425. Telephone: (202) 432-0727; fax (203)
432-7587.
The Charles Redd Center for Western Studies announces a manuscript competition for 1995. The competition pertains to mongraphlength manuscripts relating to the Mountain West (defined as the states
of Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah; and
Wyoming). The award carries a $500 prize and a guarantee of publication. Applications must be postmarked no later than 1 May 1995. For
further information, please contact the Charles Redd Center for Western Studies, 4069 HBLL, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 846026882. Telephone: (801)378-4048.
University Publications of America (UPA) announces the availability on microfilm of the "Indian Delegations to Washington" files as the
first segment in Record of the Bureau ofIndian Affairs: Central C/as-
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sifted Files, 1907-1939. The new series documents the complex rela-'
tionship between the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Native Americans.
"Indian Delegations to Washington" reproduces the correspondence
between representatives of some sixty-eight Native American tribes,
Indian agents, and the Office of the Indian Commissioner pertaining to
visits to Wa~hington by tribal leaders. The primary issues discussed are
land tenancy and allotment. Other topics include fishing rights, mineral
rights, use of public lands for grazing, poverty, health, tribal monies,
and education. This coll'ection (Series A) consists of twenty-five reels
and is accompanied by a printed guide. The price is $2,980. UPA has
also made available on microfilm "Ellis Island, 1900-1933," as a new
segment of the microfilm collection, Records of the Immigrations and
Naturalization Series. This series reproduces correspondence between
the commissioner general in Washington and the commissioner of immigration and other officials on Ellis Island. Documents cover the immigration issues of the era, such as the large number of immigrants,
cultural and ethnic pluralism in the United States, the economic impact
of the immigrants, and the ability of American cities to assimilate large
numbers of them. For more information, contact UPA Customer Service, 4520 East-West Highway, Bethesda, Maryland 20814-3389. The
toll-free number is 1-800-692-6300.

The Amop Carther Museum, Fort Worth, Texas, continues its show
of Thomas Cole ~ Paintings ofEden through 28 May 1995. The exhibition reunites two of Cole's earliest paintings, The Garden ofEden (1828,
Amon Carter Museum) and its dramatic pendant, Expulsion from the
Garden of Eden (1828, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston), for the first·time
since 1829. Thomas Cole's Paintings of Eden was made possible by
generous grants from the Henry Luce' Foundation, the National Endowment ofthe Arts, the Texas Committee for the Humanities, and the Texas
Commission on the Arts. An accompanying catalogue by Franklin Kelly,
of the National Gallery of Art, will be available in the museum bookstore for $17.95. The museum is continuing its exhibit New York to
Hollywood: Photographs By Karl Struss through 25 June 1995. The exhibition features 110 vintage Struss photographs from 1905 to 1930s.
Also included will be vintage film stills, assorted papers and ephemera,
and alight box with facsimile transparencies made from Struss's
autochromes, the earliest practical color photographs. For further information on programs planned to complement the exhibitions, or to
make reservations, please call the Amon Carther Museum's education
department at (817) 738-1933, ext. 35. Or write the museum at Post
Office Box 2365, Fort Worth, Texas 76113.
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The Spanish Colonial Arts Society presents the Forty-fourth Annual Traditional Spanish Market to be held in Santa Fe, 29-30 July 1995.
First held in 1925, the event is the oldest and largest market in the United
States for Hispanic artists working in traditional Spanish Colonial forms
and media. Over 300 artists set up booths to exhibit and sell their work
while artist demonstrations, music, dance and pageantry throughout the
weekend create the ambiance of a village celebration. Typical New Mexican foods will be available. Events are free and everyone is welcome.
For further information contact the Spanish Colonial Arts Society, Post
Office Box 1611, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504-1611. Telephone: (505)
983-4038; fax (505) 982-4585.
Audio-Forum announces the release of Navajo Place Names: An
Observers Guide. This book/cassette program is an unusual and informative guide for the traveler to the Southwest and The Dine Bikeyah
(Navajo Land). Alan Wilson, former professor of the Navajo language
at the University of New Mexico-Gallup, compiled and wrote this guide.
Comprising 100 pages in a soft cover, the book arranges place names,
non-Navajo first, in alphabetical order. The accompanying cassette recording, read by native speakers of Navajo, gives the Navajo pronunciation of each place name in the text. The non-Navajo name is read
once and each Navajo term twice. The cost for the book/cassette is $16.95
and is available from Audio-Forum, Department N, 96 Broad Street,
Guilford, Connecticut 06437. Telephone: 1-800-243-1234.

